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ABSTRACT 
The brightness and photostability of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have 
prompted the exploration of their use in a wide variety of fields. Several examples of QD-
based biosensors have been reported but none have actually replaced their preexisting 
technologies. This work reveals the barriers hindering widespread use of QD based 
biosensors and examines how QDs can be engineered for improved utility in bioassay 
designs. 
The first portion of this project aims to improve Förster Resonance Energy 
Transfer (FRET) that use QDs as both the donor and acceptor. FRET-based sensors often 
use fluorescent dyes (FD) or proteins (FPs), but their photo- and chemical instability can 
be problematic. Contemporary QD-QD FRET systems suffer from unacceptably high 
background signal due to direct acceptor excitation. Materials engineering is used to 
create QD donors that are brighter than their QD acceptors to mitigate this effect. First, 
CdSe/xCdS/xZnS QDs of increasing shell thickness were synthesized and tested in a QD-
fluorescent dye system to elucidate the effect of increased donor size on the performance 
of a FRET sensor. The optimal donors were medium-sized and 8 times brighter than 
commercially available QDs while retaining ~60% FRET efficiency. When used in a 
	
	 vi 
sensor, changes in sensor brightness were visible by eye. Moving towards QD-QD 
systems, a pH-based aggregation assay was used to test how QD heterostructures 
comprised of different semiconductor materials perform as FRET donors or acceptors. 
The fundamental principles uncovered are used to improve contemporary QD-QD FRET 
sensing and show that sensors can be designed to use color change as a visible, easy-to-
decipher readout.  
Color change-based sensor output is further explored in an allosteric transcription 
factor-based small-molecule sensor that employs QDs as the sole fluorescent label. A 
highly modular design is presented that achieves a nanomolar concentration visual limit 
of detection. The ease of use, and fast, instrument-free readout of the sensor shows 
promise for its development into a fully integrated point-of-care device, endorsing the 
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1. Introduction and Project Summary 
The unique optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) has 
prompted the exploration of their use in a wide variety of fields, including: bio-medicine, 
photovoltaics, photocatalysis, display technologies, and quantum computing. The use of 
QDs in device displays has been particularly successful, with commercialization of QD 
based screens starting in 2013. However, the same success has not been seen in the field 
of bio-sensing. Several examples of QD-based biosensors have been reported to obtain 
the same or improved capabilities of existing commercial assays but none have actually 
replaced their pre-existing technologies. This work reveals the barriers hindering wide-
spread use of QD based biosensors and studies how QDs can be engineered for improved 
utility in bioassay designs.  
Focus is placed on creating a fluorescent biosensor employing QDs as the sole 
fluorophores for eventual translation into commercial or clinical diagnostics. The photo 
and chemical instability of traditional fluorescent species (e.g. fluorescent dyes (FDs) and 
proteins (FPs)) can make translation into commercial applications challenging. Replacing 
these labels with QDs can alleviate the issue of sensor instability and open applications to 
non-research settings. However, the current issues surrounding the development of QD 
based biosensors for more wide-spread use are not insignificant and therefore this project 
is comprised of three specific aims:  
Aim 1:  





Aim 2:   
To elucidate the effect of QD heterostructure and material composition on their 
performance as donors and acceptors in QD-QD FRET 
Aim 3:  
To create a novel functioning biosensor that employs QDs as its sole fluorescent label  
 
The first two aims focus on improving FRET using QDs as both the donor and 
acceptor. Contemporary QD-QD FRET suffers from extremely high non-FRET sensitized 
acceptor background emission. To mitigate this effect, we design and synthesize FRET 
pairs where the donor is brighter than the acceptor. Absorption and brightness scale with 
nanoparticle volume, so a method for achieving this is to increase the size of the donor 
QD. However, FRET efficiency is negatively impacted by increased donor size, and 
therefore the viability of this strategy is first tested in Aim 1 using a traditional QD-FD 
system. Having confirmed the feasibility of the project in Aim 1, Aim 2 thoroughly 
studies the impact of QD materials selection and heterostructure design on QD-QD 
FRET. Several semiconductor materials and QD heterostructures were tested as donor 
and acceptors in a pH-based aggregation assay. We show bulk semiconductor material 
characteristics in conjunction with theoretical calculations of QD optical properties can 
be used to a priori predict the best QD material heterostructure systems and highlight 
those where visual color-change is seen upon the induction of FRET.  
Finally, the parameters of interest found in Aims 1 and 2 for designing sensors 




molecule sensor. The sensor achieves a nanomolar concentration visual detection limit 
and employs QDs as the sole fluorescent label. Aim 3 explores how color ratio can be 
changed and utilized to affect the sensor’s limit of detection without having to alter the 
bio-recognition elements of the system. Furthermore, the reported assay design that is 
highly modular, easy to use, and instrument-free—opening a clear pathway for future 






2. Literature Review: 
 Sensing with photoluminescent semiconductor quantum dots 
To more efficiently design QD-based fluorescent sensors with commercial potential, first 
a review of existing technologies is presented in order to understand the current barriers 
to the widespread use of QDs in bio-sensing applications. All portions of this review have 
been previously published from Ref.1 and reproduced with permission from © IOP 
Publishing, Copyright 2019, all rights reserved.  
2.1 Abstract 
 Fluorescent sensors benefit from high signal-to-noise and multiple measurement 
modalities, enabling a multitude of applications and flexibility of design. Semiconductor 
nanocrystal quantum dots (QDs) are excellent fluorophores for sensors because of their 
extraordinary optical properties. They have high thermal and photochemical stability 
compared to organic dyes or fluorescent proteins and are extremely bright due to their 
large molar cross-sections. In contrast to organic dyes, QD emission profiles are 
symmetric, with relatively narrow bandwidths. In addition, the size tunability of their 
emission color, which is a result of quantum confinement, make QDs exceptional emitters 
with high color purity from the ultra-violet to near infrared wavelength range. The role of 
QDs in sensors ranges from simple fluorescent tags, as used in immunoassays, to intrinsic 
sensors that utilize the inherent photophysical response of QDs to fluctuations in 
temperature, electric field, or ion concentration. In more complex configurations, QDs 




component to modulate the optical signal via energy transfer. QDs can act as donors, 
acceptors, or both in energy transfer-based sensors using Förster resonance energy 
transfer (FRET), nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET), or charge or electron 
transfer. The changes in both spectral response and photoluminescent lifetimes have been 
successfully harnessed to produce sensitive sensors and multiplexed devices. While 
technical challenges related to biofunctionalization and the high cost of laboratory-grade 
fluorimeters have thus far prevented broad implementation of QD-based sensing in 
clinical or commercial settings, improvements in bioconjugation methods and detection 
schemes, including using simple consumer devices like cell phone cameras, are lowering 
the barrier to broad use of more sensitive QD-based devices. 
2.2 Introduction 
Fluorescence is a powerful tool for imaging and detection. Its superior signal-to-
noise (S/N) compared to other optical techniques and the multiple photophysical 
measurement approaches lend it to numerous applications, including sensing. Photon 
energy (i.e., wavelength/color), photoluminescence (PL) intensity, and PL lifetime can all 
be modified and thus harnessed as sensor outputs.2 Numerous fluorophores including 
organic dyes, fluorescent proteins, and lanthanide-based emitters have been coupled to 
signal transduction elements to produce fluorescent sensors,3 but in this review, we 
specifically discuss the role of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) in the field. Photo-
physically, the simplest QD-based sensors use the unmodulated emission of QDs as an 
indication of whether or not a QD-tagged moiety is present, such as when fluorescence 




intrinsic photophysical mechanisms can be harnessed to tie specific environmental factors 
such as temperature to calibrated changes in the QD emissive properties. In this way, the 
QD itself becomes both the sensor and transduction element and changes in the 
environment are quantified through changes in PL intensity, wavelength, or 
lifetime.9,10,19–21,11–18 Using additional quenchers or fluorophores to modulate QD 
photophysics in energy transfer schemes adds another layer of complexity to the sensors 
that enables specific detection of analytes through molecular recognition 
elements.22,23,32,24–31 The nanoparticle structure of QD-based sensors facilitates the 
integration of multiple sensing and modulating elements,33,34 allowing for complex or 
multiplexed signaling.25,29,35–38 In this review, we discuss the underlying photophysics 
supporting the various sensor types as well as examples that demonstrate applications of 
each method. 
2.3 Quantum dot fundamentals 
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconductor nanocrystals exhibiting fluorescent 
properties due to quantum confinement. Quantum confinement occurs when a material is 
reduced to a size similar to the characteristic length of the property being probed.39 For 
QDs, this characteristic length is the exciton Bohr radius (the distance between the 
electron-hole pair), thus QDs on the same size scale as their material's characteristic 
exciton Bohr radius exhibit quantum confinement.40,41 QD fluorescence originates from 
the recombination of an electron-hole pair, and is initiated by the photoexcitation of an 
electron from the QD valence band into its conduction band. The electron relaxes to the 




in the valence band. The difference in energy between the conduction and valence band is 
conserved in the form of an emitted photon, thus, the size of this gap dictates the 
energy/wavelength of the light emitted from the QD (Figure 1).39,42,43 The QD bandgap is 
directly related to its diameter, and therefore QDs comprising the same semiconductor 
material can be tuned to emit different wavelengths by simply changing their size. More 
recently, QDs made of different types of materials have been synthesized, such as 
graphene44 and silicon,45,46 but this review will focus specifically on direct bandgap 
semiconductor QDs. 
 
Figure 1. (a) Quantum dots of different sizes emitting at colors across the visible wavelength 
range. (b) A diagram showing quantization of energy levels in semiconductor crystals as they 
decrease in size on the nanoscale. (c, top) Absorption and (c, bottom) emission spectra of CdSe QDs 
of different sizes. QDs exhibit broadband absorption above their bandgap and exhibit symmetric 
emission profiles. Reprinted from ref.42 Distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-







2.4 Quantum dots as indicator dyes in sensors 
An advantage of QDs compared to other fluorophores is their large absorption 
cross-section. Brightness is determined by the amount of light a molecule can absorb 
(molar extinction coefficient, ε) and the efficiency with which the absorbed energy is 
converted into emitted light (quantum yield, Φ or QY).47 While both organic fluorophores 
and QDs may exhibit near unity QYs, the absorption cross-section of QDs may be orders 
of magnitude higher.48 Heterostructured core/shell QDs provide further opportunity to 
tailor the absorption cross-sections of QDs leading to brightness-matched multicolor QDs 
and brightness-enhanced thick-shelled QDs.26,49 The brightness of QDs make them an 
effective choice when picking fluorescent labels to tag objects. For example, nanopipettes 
used for taking voltage recordings of dendritic spines have been coated with QDs to 
enable clear visualization of the pipettes for precise placement on cell structures (Figure 
2).4 While QDs were not the focus of the scientific questions being studied, they were 





Figure 2. QD-coated nanopipettes used for taking voltage recordings of dendritic spines. Coating the 
nanopipettes with red QDs allowed for precise placement of the nanopipette. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.4 Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. 
  
As in the nanopipette example, QDs incorporated into existing visualization 
schemes as alternatives to organic dyes or fluorescent proteins are effective indicators in 
sensing platforms. QDs have generated interest as alternative fluorescent labels due to 
their excellent chemical- and photo-stability, narrow bandwidths, exceptional brightness, 
and large surface area available for surface functionalization.34,48,50 In sensors, the 
binding or unbinding of a species is monitored by fluorescently labeling one or more of 




fluorophore in the visualized region, resulting in a change in fluorescence intensity. A 
common, widely used sensing format based on this scheme is the enzyme-linked 
immunosorbent assay (ELISA). ELISAs use antibody binding to detect a target antigen or 
antibody with enzyme catalyzed colorimetric reactions used to indicate the presence of 
the bound antibody. Assays that utilize a fluorescent label instead eliminate the 
incubation time necessary to develop the color and are called fluoroimmunoassays or 
FLISAs. Generally, fluorescence assays have higher signal to noise ratios than 
colorimetric assays, resulting in lower limits of detection (LOD).51 For example, 
ThermoFisher Scientific sells a broad range of immunosorbent assay products using both 
colorimetric and fluorescent detection methods. Currently, the lowest detectable 
concentration for a colorimetric product is 20 pg mL−1 (Ultra TMB, 34028) while all 
fluorescence based ELISAs have LODs < 5 pg mL−1, with the lower limit of the 
QuantaRed Enhanced Chemifluorescent Substrate assay reaching 4 pg mL−1.52  
An advantage of using QDs instead of dyes or catalysts is the availability of their 
relatively large nanoparticle surface for a variety of functionalization schemes. Self-
assembly mechanisms can be used to bind biomolecules to the metal ion surface of the 
QD, making for flexible and relatively simple labeling. Perhaps one of the first examples 
of self-assembled antibody/QD conjugates (Ab-QDs) and their use in a FLISA was 
shown by Goldman et al.53 In their design, antibodies were engineered to include 
positively charged leucine zippers for electrostatic interaction driven self-assembly to 
QDs coated with the negatively charged small molecule ligand dihydrolipoic acid 




surface was reported;54 since the antibodies used in the Goldman report utilized histidine 
domains to facilitate protein purification, the exact mechanism of binding to the QD 
surface is unclear. Nevertheless, the utility of the Ab-QDs was demonstrated in both 
direct and sandwich fluorometric assays of Staphylococcal enterotoxin B (SEB) as well 
as in plate-based and flow-displacement formats for TNT sensing. While direct 
comparison to commercially available FLISAs/ELISAs was not performed, the feasibility 
of the QD-FLISA system was successfully demonstrated.53  
Compared to colorimetric ELISAs or organic dye-based FLISAs, QDs present 
tremendous multiplexing potential. Due to their broadband absorption in the UV, 
multiple QDs emitting at distinct wavelengths can be excited with a single excitation 
wavelength. In 2009, Peng et al. created an assay incorporating five distinct QD emitters 
per well for simultaneous detection of substances often illegally used on food animals in 
China: dexamethasone, gentamicin, clonazepam, medroxyprogesterone, and ceftiofur.8 
Each of the QDs were functionalized through self-assembly with biotinylated, denatured 
BSA before further functionalization with an avidin-labeled antibody. While the binding 
capacity of the Abs was significantly reduced when attached to QDs, the FLISA was still 
used to detect each species in relevant concentration ranges with less than 0.1% cross-
reactivity between the chemically distinct analytes. Following drug administration, 
animal tissue was harvested and homogenized after 1, 2, 3 and 7 days. Liquid sample 
extracts were tested with the FLISA and the values quantified were within reasonable 
agreement for dexamethasone and within a standard deviation for medroxyprogesterone 




Using the antibody binding scheme presented by Peng et al.,8 Zhu et 
al. developed a multiplexed hybrid assay using both commercial QDs and horse radish 
peroxidase (HRP) for sensing.7 This hybrid immunoassay was used for simultaneous 
detection of quinolone and sulfonamides in milk samples. The design incorporated both 
direct and indirect binding, along with both fluorescence and colorimetric based sensing 
in a single well. Another multi-color QD-FLISA reported by Song et al.55 in 2015 
detected the residues of multiple antibiotics in milk. Their competitive fluorescence 
immunoassay consisted of antibodies that bound to the well plate in the absence of the 
antibiotics of interest. Rather than mixing all antibiotic-antibody pairs into a single well, 
a fluorescence imaging array was used to simultaneously measure 96 wells at once. 
Specific responses to each antibiotic were observed in milk samples with good sensitivity 
and accuracy when compared to results of the same samples tested with traditional 
ELISAs. The authors noted that in addition to quantitative fluorescent measurements, 
semi-quantitative information could be obtained from visual inspection and a standard 
color chart. The demonstration of these color charts (Figure 3) show potential for 
translation of the sensor to a detection system for daily food safety control.55 Because the 
different antibody-antibiotic pairs were never mixed in the same well, different QD 
colors were not actually necessary. However, since all of the QDs could be excited at the 
same wavelength, the incorporation of multiple colors eases visual inspection with no 
extra measurement steps, something that would not be possible when using traditional 
fluorophores with smaller Stokes shifts. More recently, a FLISA was developed for 




QDs coated with an amphiphilic polymer, polymaleic acid n-hexadecanolester (PMAH), 
and covalently labeled with antibodies through carbodiimide crosslinker chemistry were 
used as labels. Clinical samples were collected and used in both the developed FLISA 
and the gold standard Roche immunoturbidimetry assay. The FLISA showed excellent 
accuracy. Immunoturbidimetry is a method of protein quantification that relies on the 
formation of antigen-antibody complexes that precipitate from solution; the turbidity of 
the solution is measured to quantify protein content. Immunoturbidimetry is fast and 
sensitive, but requires expensive instrumentation; ELISAs are economical by 
comparison, but often take longer than an hour to develop.56 The total time required for 
the FLISAs was 50 min, shorter than a typical ELISA assay, showing potential for 






Figure 3. A color chart for visual, qualitative determination of streptomycin (SM), tetracycline 
hydrochloride (TC), and penicillin G (PC-G) concentrations in milk. Panel (a) provides a color-key 
for comparison to the colors collected from real samples in panel (b). All wells with antibiotics show a 
visual change in color from their non-antibiotic controls. Figure reprinted with permission from 
ref.55 Copyright 2015 Elsevier. 
 
Plate-based ELISAs have been standard in clinical labs for over 20 years,57 but 
their assay protocols involve several washing and incubation steps that require time and 
expertise. The advantage, however, is precise quantification of the analyte of interest. In 
some cases, precise quantification is not needed, and testing for relevant clinical 
thresholds for disease is enough to yield a yes-no diagnosis. In these cases, point-of-care 
(POC) devices can be particularly useful. POCs devices are meant for diagnostic 
screening at or near the patient site of care. To be effective, they must be affordable, 
reliable, and user friendly.58  
Lateral flow assays (LFAs) are well established as POC devices. LFAs are paper 




sample pad, a conjugate pad, a membrane, and an absorbent pad. The liquid analyte is 
applied to the sample pad and flows towards the absorbent pad via capillary action. In the 
presence of the analyte of interest, the conjugate reporter binds to capture strips along the 
pad, indicating whether the sample is positive or negative for the analyte in question. 
Traditionally, LFAs use colloidal gold or latex particles. By using quantum dots as a 
fluorescent readout, the sensitivity of existing LFAs is improved.51 Several QD based 
FLAs have been demonstrated for the detection of different viruses,59,60 biomarkers,5,61–64 
and food contaminants.51,65  
In 2016, Wu et al. developed a QD FLISA-based flow strip assay for detection of 
2 influenza subtypes, H5 and H9 (Figure 4).60 Assay strips were fabricated by painting 
stripes of the H5 and H9 antibodies as well as a control IgG antibody onto commercially 
available nitrocellulose membrane. 147 samples collected by the Shenzhen Entry–Exit 
Inspection and Quarantine Bureau were tested with both the FLISA and real-time 
polymerase chain reaction (rt-PCR) as a reference. Rather than employing a conjugate 
pad on the strip, each sample was pre-mixed with the H9 and H5 Ab-QDs before loading 
onto the sample pad. The results from the two assays matched 100%, verifying the 
accuracy of the QD-FLISA. While real-time PCR can take several hours, the flow strip 
assay could be read out 15 min after the sample was applied, greatly shortening the time 
between sample collection and result.60 For point-of-care diagnostics, it is important that 
the time to sensor output fits within a reasonable clinical appointment time to ensure that 
any relevant diagnoses are relayed to the patient before they leave the clinic to facilitate 





Figure 4. Schematic of a flowstrip-based QD-FLISA for H5N1 and H9N2. CdSe/ZnS QDs 
functionalized with the polymer PMAH are labeled with antibodies for either H5 or H9 and allowed 
to travel across the nitrocellulose membrane. In the presence of H9 or H5, the Ab-QDs form a 
sandwich complex with their respective antibodies dried onto the test strip. QDs not bound by H5N1 
or H9N2 are captured on the control line (IgG). Because test lines for each influenza subtype are 
spatially separated, only 1 QD color needs to be used. The LFA can be read visually or in an 
instrument for improved LODs. Reprinted with permission from ref.60 Copyright 2015, Elsevier. 
 
The cost of a diagnostic is determined by the cost of consumables per assay, time 
per assay, and the instruments needed to analyze the assay. While fluorescent readouts 




measure fluorescence. The quality of a fluorimeter greatly influences its price, but even 
the simplest fluorimeters are benchtop instruments. The development of compact, mobile, 
and economical devices for measuring fluorescence would greatly advance QD based 
diagnostics, especially for POC formats. To this end, a recent push for developing ways 
to take fluorescent measurements with readily available consumer devices such as cell 
phones has been seen in the field.57,66–70 
For example, in 2016 Petryayeva and Algar demonstrated the feasibility of using 
a smartphone, 3D printed holder, two optical filters, and low-cost plastic reflectors for 
imaging QDs on a variety of substrates.70 A test streptavidin-biotin binding assay as well 
as a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)-based proteolytic assay showed the 
feasibility of using smartphones as an application-based fluorescence imaging tool. 
Additionally, a comparison to the commonly used dyes fluorescein and R-phycoerythrin 
(R-PE) showed that the detectable concentration of QDs were approximately an order of 
magnitude lower. In this comparison, the brightness mismatch between differently 
colored QDs also became apparent, indicating the need to create brightness matched QDs 
across different emission wavelengths (Figure 5). Nonetheless, this report nicely 
highlighted the advantage of using bright and photostable QDs when developing cheap 





Figure 5. (a) CAD drawing of a 3D-printed holder and (b) schematic of the internal functionality of 
the smartphone fluorescence imager. (c) Images of different QD emitters at different concentrations 
(4 nM–1 µM) compared to (d) fluorescein (100 nM–10 µM) and R-PE (10 nM–1 µM). Adapted with 
permission from ref.70 Copyright 2016, Springer Nature. 
 
2.5 Quantum dots as intrinsic sensors 
In the sensors previously discussed, the sensing mechanism is external to the QD. In this 
section, the sensors utilize changes in fluorescence due to properties characteristic to the 
QDs themselves. 
2.5.1 Using QD photophysics for thermometry 








fluctuations in their emission intensity.47,71 Fluorescent particles absorb light as energy 
and dissipate that energy radiatively as emitted light, or non-radiatively through various 
other pathways. The rate of non-radiative transitions, knrt, is dependent on temperature 
following the Arrhenius equation:47,71  





   
 
where ∆, is the size of the energy gap between the lowest level excited state and non-
radiative decay state and k is the Boltzmann constant. If the rate of non-radiative 
transitions increases, the efficiency of light conversion decreases, resulting in a decrease 
in emission intensity. In addition to PL intensity, the emission profile with respect to 
wavelength can also change as a function of temperature. Semiconductor bandgaps, Eg, 
are temperature dependent and can be loosely described by the Varshni relation,72  
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Eqn. 2 
   
 
where E0 is the semiconductor's inherent bandgap, T is temperature and α and β are 
fitting parameters characteristic to the semiconductor. Just as in bulk semiconductors, QD 
bandgaps, and therefore their PL energy/wavelength, are affected by temperature. Several 
different core, core/shell, and alloyed QD structures have been studied for fluorescence 
temperature dependence including CdSe,73,74 CdTe,75 ZnSe/ZnS,76 CdHgTe,77 InGaN,77 




temperature affects emission include the presence of dopants,80,81 different surface 
ligands,82,83 and the surrounding environment/matrix.80,84  
As early as 1996, Dieguéz et al.80 used photoreflectance studies to show that the 
Varshni relation is valid for CdTe nanocrystals for the entire temperature range tested 
(14–400 K). By measuring the temperature-dependent PL of three different sizes of CdTe 
QDs, Morello et al.75 examined not only how the quantum confinement-based bandgap 
changes as a function of temperature, but also changes in the QD fluorescence intensity. 
Each of the QDs exhibited a decrease in fluorescence intensity, increase in the full width 
at half maximum (FWHM) of the emission peak, and red-shift in peak PL wavelength 
with increased temperature. Their results were categorized in two temperature regimes: 
<170 K and >170 K. At low temperatures, PL quenching was attributed to a transition 
between intrinsic energy states and defect states. At temperatures above 170 K, thermal 
escape, a process mediated by exciton-optical phonon interactions, was observed. The 
amount of PL quenching was highly dependent on QD size, with larger QDs exhibiting 
increased exciton-phonon coupling. In 2005, Valerini et al. showed that the change in PL 
emission wavelength is due to exciton-phonon coupling rather than confinement energy 
of the exciton.85 The change in the QD bandgap of CdSe and CdSe/ZnS QD immobilized 
in polystyrene (PS) was fitted to the Varshni relation and the values for α and β were 
found to be in range of previously reported values for bulk CdSe. The similarity of 
temperature dependence to bulk CdSe indicated that QD confinement potentials are 





In addition to size, the QD structure and the presence or absence of dopants can 
impact the temperature dependence of the photoluminescence. A study comparing core 
only CdTe QDs and core/shell CdTe/CdSe QDs of different CdSe thicknesses.86 showed 
that temperature-dependent PL quenching was enhanced as the CdSe shell thickness 
increased. This was attributed to the increased Type II nature of the QDs with increased 
shell size. In a Type II QD heterostructure, the electron and hole are spatially separated, 
decreasing the Coulomb interaction between them. This results in a lower activation 
energy for exciton decomposition, increasing the effect of temperature on PL intensity. 
Surprisingly, the typical red-shift in PL was not observed for the Type II CdTe/CdSe 
QDs. The authors speculated that the core/shell interface experiences atomic 
interdiffusion at high temperature, which could result in a blue-shift in the PL emission. 
They argued that in their system, the two effects may have canceled each other out. PL 
measurements with temperature hysteresis curves were not generated for their study, so 
the validity of this explanation is unclear. The effect of lattice strain due to the difference 
in lattice parameters of CdTe and CdSe is also discussed, but does not explain the 
behavior seen in their study, as CdSe/ZnS QDs, which also have high lattice strain, 
exhibit temperature-dependent PL wavelength shifts.85 As early as 1996, Pal et al.80 
showed that bandgap temperature dependence on germanium-doped CdTe QDs is well 
described by the Varshni equation, while this is not the case for vandium-doped CdTe 
QDs. More recently, Harbord et al.81 reported that the radiative lifetime of undoped 
InAs/GaAs increased by 3 ns between 12 and 300 K, whereas this increase was 




In contrast to the previously discussed papers, Reznitsky et al.87 explored how 
temperature dependence is impacted by excitation power in a study of five epitaxially 
grown CdTe/ZnTe quantum wells (QWs) grown with various CdTe thickness separated 
by 60 nm-thick ZnTe barriers. Samples exposed to lower excitation density (1 W cm−2) 
were much more susceptible to losses in PL intensity at higher temperatures compared to 
samples exposed to higher excitation density (100 W cm−2). The effect was lessened as 
the size of the CdTe layer increased due to the increase in non-radiative pathways for the 
less well confined structures. PL quenching occurs with an increase in the rate of non-
radiative relaxation (Eqn. 1); the authors assert that by exciting at a higher power density, 
more of these pathways are saturated, resulting in decreased temperature dependence. 
Although the explanation is satisfying, PL lifetime measurements were not reported to 
verify this mechanism. While this report was quite short, and the temperature dependence 
was described simply as 'complicated,' the qualitative observation of power dependence 
is of interest for sensor device design. These results are a reminder that careful 
experimental design and calibration is necessary to ensure that observations of changes in 
PL intensity, lifetime, or wavelength are due to the parameter being measured, like 
temperature, and not confounding factors such as a change in QD concentration or 
excitation power. Follow-up studies using colloidal QDs would help to elucidate the 
effect of excitation power on PL temperature dependence. 
The temperature-dependent PL properties of QDs naturally lend them to optical 
temperature sensing. Optical sensors are advantageous for temperature sensing with high 




incorporating QDs into devices as temperature sensors range from simple to rather 
complicated, depending on the application. In a simple case, commercially available 
CdSxSe1−x/ZnS QDs dispersed in toluene were mixed with VGE-7021 varnish to produce 
a paint that could be applied easily to surfaces.11 This QD paint was used for real time 
temperature sensing during magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS 
NMR) measurements. The outer surface of the MAS rotor was coated with the QD paint 
and a simple optical fiber was rigged for excitation and collection of QD PL. Low 
temperature NMR has several applications,88–90 but can be challenging due to large 
temperature gradients within the NMR probe, making it important to monitor the 
temperature of the sample during measurement for accurate analysis. The QD paint 
showed a PL peak redshift of 18 nm from 10 K to 323 K and was used to determine the 
temperature during MAS NMR measurements. Temperature measurements below 50 K 
were subject to error due to the small change in PL wavelength in that regime. While 
some methods for determining NMR temperature do exist, the QD paint is external to the 
sample, eliminating contamination, and can be monitored while NMR measurements are 
in progress. For temperatures below 50 K, the author noted that perhaps a different 
composition of QD could be used that is more responsive to temperature in that range. 
The idea of embedding a fluorophore in a matrix to create a 'paint' for temperature 
sensing is not new. In fact, temperature sensitive paints (TSPs) traditionally use small 
molecule dyes or chemical complexes and are historically used in aerodynamic studies 
for understanding heat transfer dynamics.91,92 A potential benefit of using QDs is their 




Kameya et al. used ZnS-AgInS2 nanoparticles (ZAIS) in conjunction with platinum 
tetrakis (pentafluorophenyl) porphyrin (PtTFPP) for dual temperature and pressure 
sensing.12 ZAIS was chosen for the TSP because it could be excited using the same 
wavelength as PtTFPP while exhibiting negligible emission overlap; this spectral 
separation would be difficult to achieve in a two-dye system. Matsuda et al. also 
examined ZAIS nanoparticles as temperature sensors, touting the additional benefit of 
their low toxicity.93  
In some cases, the structure to be coated is complex and a more involved strategy 
for integrating the QDs is needed. For example, Larrión et al. coated the inner surfaces of 
the holes of a photonic crystal fiber by means of a layer by layer adsorption technique.94 
Their studies showed that monitoring changes in PL FWHM had a higher average 
sensitivity than monitoring PL wavelength or intensity. Additionally, it was shown that 
the sensitivity decreased at lower temperature when looking at PL measurements, while 
the opposite was true when looking at absorbance measurements. While a discussion of 
absorbance is not included in the scope of this review, the authors make a good point 
about combining absorbance and fluorescence recordings to maximize the temperature 
range in which accurate sensing is possible—an approach that does not require finding a 
different type of QD with a more sensitive temperature dependence at low T.94  
In 2010, Bensalah et al. showed that QD PL emission can be used to accurately 
monitor gold nanoshell (GNS)-mediated temperature changes occurring near cancerous 
cells following NIR illumination.10 Photothermal therapy is being developed for cancer 




nanoparticles) with NIR light causes localized heating. Using nanoparticles specifically 
targeted to cancer cells in conjunction with localized NIR illumination may enable 
selective ablation of cancerous tissue. Imaging QDs in the vicinity of the cells/tissue 
enables monitoring of the temperature as well as the spatial distribution of the heat—
allowing researchers to elucidate appropriate treatment protocols that result in cancer cell 
death but minimize damage to surrounding cells. For example, in a different study using 
gold nanostars (GNSts) as a probe for in	vivo imaging and photothermal therapy, Liu et 
al.97 characterized heating of the GNSts in vitro by monitoring temperature using an 
infrared (IR) thermal imaging camera. Because calibration of IR thermal imagers can be 
quite complicated,98 further verification of temperatures using physical probes before and 
after heating was necessary. Using QD based thermometry may have simplified and 
improved their in vivo temperature measurements. The study by Bensalah et al. was 
performed in vitro, but recent developments of non-toxic, heavy metal free QDs provide 
a path towards in vivo studies. 
In 2014, Liu et al. used ZnCuInS/ZnSe/ZnS QDs to monitor temperature with 
spatial resolution on a circuit (Figure 6).13 The QDs exhibited the same behavior over 
three rounds of temperature cycling, indicating the reversibility and stability of the QD 
sensors. This is of particular note, because the use of cadmium-free QDs often results in a 
decrease in quality as their synthesis methods are less well developed. In this study, a 
dropcast film of QDs was used to measure the surface temperature of resistors with 
different resistivity in a series of circuits by taking a fluorescence image. The difference 




different emission intensities of the QDs coating their surfaces (Figure 6). Both 
millimeter- and micrometer-sized circuits were measured, showing the potential for using 
QDs as temperature sensors with micrometer resolution and low error (1.9%). This is of 
interest especially for monitoring the performance of micro- and nano-electromechanical 
systems (MEMS/NEMS) and integrated circuits (ICs), where temperature often impacts 
performance. It is also a way to detect defects smaller than the resolution of 
thermocouples and thermal infrared imagers. 
	
Figure 6. A circuit (a) without and (b) with dropcast QD film under UV illumination. (c) Thermal 
infrared images of the circuits operating at 0 mA and (d) 7.9 mA. Resistors A, B, and C had 
resistances of 1982 Ω, 992 Ω and 196 Ω, respectively, resulting in different local surface temperatures 
during circuit operation. The color scales are in units of °C. Reprinted with permission from ref.13 





2.5.2 Ion sensing with QD quenching 
Multiple groups have observed that QD PL can change significantly in the 
presence of ions, often rather specifically, making QDs themselves viable ion 
sensors.14,17,99–102 In the typical case, such as the ion sensor described by Chen et al., QD 
emission is quenched in the presence of Cu2+, but unresponsive to other cations like Na+, 
Ca2+ and Mg2+.14 While the majority of the reports demonstrate the dose-dependent 
photophysical changes in the presence of free ions, few have followed up with 
experiments to elucidate the exact mechanism of these changes. In cases where ions 
adsorb to the surface of the QDs, QD emission can be enhanced by ions passivating 
surface defects;15 alternatively, QD emission can decrease from ions creating surface 
states that are effective pathways for non-radiative recombination, quenching the 
QD.16,103 Change in PL intensity, however, also changes with QD concentration, so 
sensors with a single wavelength readout can be prone to error if calibration is not done 
before every measurement. 
By using two QD emitters, this ion sensing mechanism can be incorporated into a 
more robust ratiometric ion sensing construct that is less prone to error due to changes in 
particle concentration. In one such design, large silica nanoparticles were used as a 
scaffold with red-emitting CdTe/CdS QDs protected within the interior and green-
emitting CdTe/CdS QDs attached to the surface, thus exposed to the surrounding 
environment.16 In the presence of Hg2+ ions, the green QDs on the surface were 
quenched, resulting in a change in the ratio of red and green emission intensities. By 




decreased from 25.5 to 6.5 ns while the lifetime of the red QDs remained unchanged. The 
decrease in lifetime of the surface QDs indicated that the Hg2+ ions were adsorbed onto 
the surface of the green QDs, initiating charge transfer.103 Further verification was done 
by taking absorption spectra of the QDs, showing a 10 nm red-shift of their first excitonic 
absorption peak. While quenching of the green QDs was seen in the presence of other 
divalent cations, none showed as significant a change in color as with Hg2+. However, a 
similar sensor design using CdTe QDs was found to also exhibit green emission 
quenching in the presence of gold nanoparticles,104 indicating a weakness in the sensor 
specificity. Wang et al. attempted to improve specificity by chemically etching the 
surface CdSe QDs with EDTA (Figure 7).17 Cadmium on the surface of the QD is 
chelated by EDTA and Cd2+ cavities are left on the surface. QDs exposed to EDTA 
exhibited a 5 nm blue shift in emission wavelength along with decreased emission 
intensity. In the presence of Cd2+ ions, the cavities on the surface of the QD are filled, 
resulting in a re-brightening of the QDs as well as a red-shift in wavelength. This 
chemical etching strategy had been previously applied for ion sensing,15,18 but the two-
color silica nanoprobe design allowed for a ratio-metric output. This sensor was, 
however, still not completely selective, as the presence of Zn2+ ions also increased the PL 
intensity of the exposed QDs. The authors did not note if the PL wavelength shift was 
different in the presence of Zn2+ or Cd2+ ions, a metric that might convey more 






Figure 7. CdTe QDs emitting red are encapsulated in large silica nanoparticles which are then 
surface labelled with green emitting QDs. EDTA is used to etch the green QDs of their surface 
Cd2+ ions, resulting in quenching of green emission and overall red emission of the probe. The 
addition of Cd2+ ions fills the etched surfaces of the green QDs, resulting in a re-brightening of the 
surface QDs and change of the overall probe emission from red to green. Here, the red emission does 
not change because it is protected inside the silica nanoparticle and is used as a calibrator for the 
sensor as a whole. Reprinted with permission from ref. 17 Copyright 2016, Royal Society of 
Chemistry. 
2.5.3 Dual-color intrinsic quantum dot sensors 
Changes of PL intensity alone can be a poor sensor output as other events, such as 
a change in QD concentration, particle aggregation, or other changes in the environment, 
may also result in a change in emission intensity. Ratiometric measurements that monitor 
the change of the ratio of PL intensity at two different wavelengths are generally 
preferred to single color measurements because they are less sensitive to environmental 
factors. Dual color sensors can exhibit uncoupled or coupled emission, whereby the 
second color acts either as a constant emitter for normalization of the variable emission or 
exhibits variable emission with inversely proportional changes in emission intensity to 
the first emitter, respectively. In the former case, the consistent emission intensity of the 
secondary color is used as a control in the system, whereas in the latter case, the 
secondary color intensity enhances the effective change in signal in response to the 
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stimulus. In this section, dual emitting quantum dots and their use as sensors is briefly 
discussed. Other dual-color sensors operating on the principle of energy transfer will be 
covered in later sections.  
2.5.4 Dual emitting quantum dots 
The creation of a single nanoparticle that exhibits two emission colors is 
interesting from both a fundamental and applications perspective. Synthesis of QD-dual 
emitters is achieved by: (1) growing core/shell/shell QDs with materials that result in a 
quantum dot-quantum well (QD-QW) band alignment, (2) growing seeded quantum rods 
(QRs) tipped with a second material, or (3) including dopants during nucleation or 
growth. Quantum dots that fall in the first two categories are dubbed double quantum 
dots and exhibit unique optoelectronic properties including intraparticle charge transfer 
and luminescence upconversion.105 Core/shell/shell heterostructures that result in dual 
emission are shown in Figure 8. 
	
Figure 8. Bandgap alignments that result in dual emission for double quantum dots. (a) Type I/Type 
I emitters contain two electron hole pairs spatially and energetically separated by a wide bandgap 





alignments result in a double well for either the electron or hole. One of the charge carrier pairs is 
non-radiatively lost through Auger processes and the emission color switches stochastically as a 
result. Reproduced from ref.105, published under an ACS AuthorChoice License. 
DOI: 10.1021/acs.accounts.5b00554. 
 
Type I/Type I emitters consist of an energy barrier sandwiched between the core 
and outer shell. For example, several CdSe/ZnS/CdSe dual emitters have been 
reported.106–109 In Quasi-Type I/Type II dual emitters like the CdSe/CdS/ZnSe 
heterostructure,110 the nominal energy offsets in either the conduction or valance band 
create a double well for either the excited electron or hole charge carrier, respectively. 
Since the probability of emission of more than one photon is low due to the likelihood of 
non-radiative Auger recombination, the emitted photons stochastically switch between 
the two possible emission colors. Type II/Type II emitters work similarly and include 
PbS/zbCdSe/wzCdSe/CdS111 heterostructures, where the difference in crystal structure of 
the same material results in a bandgap offset at the core/shell interface. Similarly, Zhao et 
al.112 synthesized PbS cores with a cation-exchanged zinc-blende (zb) CdS shell before 
depositing a thick wurtzite (wz) CdS layer on top. The zb CdS shell served as a potential 
barrier between the PbS core and wz CdS shell, resulting in red emission from the core 
and bue emission from the shell. 
So far, double dots have generated interest as optical gain media106 and 
upconversion platforms,111 but the dual emission can also be used for sensing. For 
example, the PbS/CdS QDs described above were embedded in poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) films to measure PL temperature dependence.112 Emission from 
both the core and shell increased as temperature decreased. Unsurprisingly, the 




change in the ratio of blue and red emission. 
Another example of a dual color intrinsic sensor was demonstrated by 
Razgoniaeva et al.113 A double well PbS/CdS/CdSe heterostructure was synthesized that 
exhibited emission from the PbS core as well as from the CdSe outer shell. The authors 
then investigated how the presence of methyl viologen (MV2+) and 3-mercaptopropionic 
acid (MPA) changed the PL emission profile of the QDs. MV2+ quenched PbS emission 
much more efficiently than CdSe emission as a result of the long PbS PL lifetime when 
compared to CdSe. The longer PbS fluorescence lifetime results in slower non-radiative 
processes that allow for quenching at a higher rate. In the presence of MPA, CdSe 
emission was more efficiency quenched, indicating that the rate of hole transfer from 
CdSe to MPA is much higher than that of PbS to MPA. For both analytes, one color is 
quenched more efficiently than the other, so the ratio of emission colors can be used to 
quantify analyte concentration. 
While both of the dual-emitting QD sensors described here have limited long-
term application potential because they contain multiple toxic constituents (Pb and Cd), 
the idea of using a barrier between the core and shell of a QD to create dual emission for 
use as a temperature sensor could also be explored with more environmentally friendly 
compositions currently being developed. 
2.5.5 Doped QDs for dual-color sensors 
Doped QDs provide the opportunity to develop QD-based temperature sensors 




additional energy levels, and, depending on where the dopant levels lie relative to the 
valance and conduction bands of the QD, some structures exhibit dual emission from a 
single QD. If the ratio of fluorescence intensity between the two peaks is temperature 
sensitive, ratiometric calibration of peak intensities with regard to temperature is 
possible. 
An excellent example of this was demonstrated when Vlaskin et al. developed 
Zn1−xMnxSe/ZnCdSe QDs with dual emission.114 Dopant loading in the core was 
controlled and the QD bandgap was tuned relative to the dopant levels by changing shell 
thickness. Their QDs showed a large change in the ratio of exciton versus dopant 
emission when temperature was varied (Figure 9(a)); in addition, the temperature range 
for sensing could be tuned by changing the dimensions of the core and shell. To 
demonstrate this, three QDs with differing core/shell dimensions were synthesized that 
showed temperature dependent color change across a temperature range of 100–400 K 
(Figure 9(b)). The measurements were repeatable through three temperature cycles. To 
further highlight the advantage of ratiometric sensing, they transferred their QDs from 
toluene to heptane, decreasing overall QY by ~50%. While the intensity of the QDs 





Figure 9. Fluorescence change as a function of temperature for Zn1−xMnxSe/ZnCdSe QDs. (a) The 
ratio of exciton emission and dopant emission changes as a function of temperature. Inset: picture 
showing visible color differences at two temperatures. (b) Temperature response curves for three 
QDs with different core/shell dimensions demonstrate the tunability of the QD heterostructure 
design for temperature sensing in different temperature regimes. (c) PL of a QD sensor cooled to 19 
°C. The red dotted line indicates the removal of the coolant. The sensor subsequently warmed, 
resulting in an increase in the ratio. Reprinted with permission from ref. 114 Copyright 2010 
American Chemical Society. 
 
Other dual emission QDs used in nanothermometry include Mn-doped 
CdSSe/ZnS core/shell QDs,20 ZnMnSe/ZnS/CdS/ZnS QDs,115 and alloyed ZnCdMnSe 
QDs.116 Ag- and Mn- co-doped21 or Cu- and Mn- co-doped ZnInS QDs are more recent 




2.6 QDs in Förster resonance energy transfer 
The sensors discussed above exhibit a change in PL intensity due to a change in 
QD concentration or an environmental force altering the QD photophysics. Arguably the 
most common sensing mechanisms, however, involve energy transfer mechanisms to 
another molecule. Several energy transfer mechanisms exist and can be classified 
generally into two categories: resonance energy transfer (RET) or electron transfer (eT). 
An exceptionally comprehensive review on energy transfer involving QDs has been 
recently published.27 Here we will more succinctly highlight energy transfer mechanisms 
and applications in sensing. 
The most prominent energy transfer mechanism in biosensing is Förster, or 
fluorescence, resonance energy transfer (FRET), a distance-dependent non-radiative 
energy transfer from a donor to acceptor chromophore through dipole-dipole resonance. 
Because FRET uses two chromophores, ratiometric sensing is often built in, with the 
exception of systems where the acceptor is non-fluorescent (i.e., a quencher). As 
previously discussed, ratiometric sensing is often advantageous to single color sensing for 
internal calibration and enhanced sensitivity. In FRET sensors, one can monitor both the 
efficiency of energy transfer from the donor to the acceptor as well as the resulting 
changes in the acceptor-donor emission ratio. Factors affecting FRET efficiency include 
(1) the donor-acceptor separation distance, (2) the spectral overlap between the acceptor 
and donor, (3) the quantum yield of the donor, and (4) the alignment of the donor and 
acceptor dipoles. The ratiometric measurement is furthermore impacted by the quantum 




donor and acceptor emission peaks. For energy transfer to occur, acceptor absorption 
must overlap with the donor emission wavelengths. The degree of this overlap is defined 
as the spectral overlap integral, 	89:32,118  
   
 89 = :;<===(>)?@(>)>AB >	 Eqn. 3 
   
where ;<===(>) is the normalized emission spectrum of the donor and ?@(>) is the molar 
extinction coefficient of the acceptor as a function of wavelength, λ.  89 has units of 
M−1 cm−1 nm4. To compare the expected performance of potential donor-acceptor pairs, 
one uses the overlap integral to calculate the Förster distance, C2, i.e., the donor-acceptor 
distance at which 50% FRET efficiency is observed:32 
  


















where J5 is the dipole orientation factor between the donor and acceptor, ΦD is the 
quantum yield of the donor, and G is the solvent refractive index (all unitless terms). The 
dipole orientation factor J5can span from 0 to 4, with a value of 0 for no dipole overlap 
and 4 for perfectly aligned dipoles. In FRET sensors where the chromophore dipoles are 
randomly oriented over time, J5 = 2/3 is used. The units used to calculate C2, can differ, 




order to avoid confusion in choice of units. If C2, is known, the FRET efficiency of a 
system at a specific donor-acceptor separation, <̂@, can be calculated:32 
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Experimentally, FRET efficiency can be monitored through change in donor fluorescence 
intensity or fluorescence lifetime:32 
   






 Eqn. 6 
   
where ;<@ (c<@) is the fluorescence intensity (lifetime) of the donor in the presence of an 
acceptor, and ;< (c<) is the fluorescence intensity (lifetime) of the donor in the absence 
of energy transfer. By experimentally monitoring the fluorescence of a FRET system, one 
can use the changes in PL intensity or lifetime to determine the FRET efficiency, and 
thus donor-acceptor distance, or use knowledge of the sensor configuration (donor-
acceptor distance) to predict the sensor FRET efficiency. 
While FRET can occur between any two chromophores, there are a few 
advantages of using QDs as FRET donors. In addition to the overarching theme of QD 
PL being brighter and more photostable than dyes, the unique spectral profile of QD 
FRET donors can be used to reduce crosstalk. Due to the shorter effective Stokes shift of 
most organic emitters (including fluorescent proteins), challenges arise with maximizing 




crosstalk. If an excitation wavelength is chosen to minimize excitation crosstalk such that 
only the donor dye or protein is excited, the overall brightness of the system is decreased, 
as it requires that the donor is excited away from its absorption maximum. In contrast, 
QDs have broad absorption in the UV with increasing molar extinction coefficients at 
higher energies, i.e., in the UV and blue wavelength range. In this context, 
photoexcitation far from the QD emission peak (and the acceptor absorbance) leads to 
enhanced absorption by the QD, creating a brighter system. Figure 10 illustrates the 
differences in spectral overlap between various donor-acceptor systems.42 
	
Figure 10. The absorption and emission spectra for (a) a pair of fluorescent proteins (FP-FP) 
and (b) a QD-FP FRET pair. Excitation crosstalk is avoided in the FP-FP case by choosing FPs with 
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suboptimal spectral overlap, whereas the large Stokes shift of the QD allows for zero excitation 
crosstalk in a QD-FP pair and perfect overlap of the donor emission and acceptor excitation. In 
panel (b) the FP effective Stokes shift when exciting away from its excitation maximum is indicated. 
While exciting away from the FP excitation maximum can decrease crosstalk, sensor brightness will 
suffer. Panels a and b are also representative of FRET pairs using fluorescent dyes. (c) Spectral 
overlap in the QD absorption and emission spectra can lead to homo-FRET. (d) Two color QD-QD 
FRET results in significant direct excitation of the acceptor. Adapted from ref.42 Distributed under a 
Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License 4.0 (CC BY-NC). 
2.6.1 FRET sensors using QD donors 
As with the fluorescently labeled QD sensors described in the first section, FRET 
sensors using QDs benefit from the large surface area that provides a base for a multitude 
of functionalization schemes. This is well demonstrated in an early report from Suzuki et 
al.119 They functionalize the surface of commercially available QDs with ssDNA, 
dsDNA, fluorescein-5, and GFP to make DNase, DNA polymerization, pH and 
proteolytic FRET sensors respectively. The authors also highlight that using QDs as 
FRET donors provides a pathway for single excitation wavelength multiplexing and show 
that by mixing their nuclease and protease sensors they can monitor both sensing events 
simultaneously as long as QDs of different and distinguishable emission wavelengths are 
used for each. While the discussion of these sensors is largely qualitative, the possible 
breadth of applications for QD-FRET-based sensing was effectively demonstrated. 
One way to use FRET for sensing is to utilize changes in the optical properties of 
the acceptor molecule to generate a responsive change in FRET efficiency through 
changes in the spectral overlap. There are a couple of examples of this mechanism in pH 
sensing based on the organic fluorophores squarine,120 SNARF,121 or variants of the 
fluorescent protein mOrange.122 In the case of the QD-mOrange pair, the absorption 




resulting in a 20-fold difference in the ratio of the acceptor emission intensity to the 
donor emission intensity over a physiologically relevant pH range (pH 6–8) (Figure 11). 
Similarly, the absorption of 2D materials such as molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) changes 
in the presence of an electric field, facilitating their use as FRET acceptors in devices that 
can sense changes in applied field.123 
	
Figure 11. QD-FRET-based pH sensor for intracellular imaging. (a) Schematic of ratiometric pH 
sensor based on change in absorption cross-section of acceptor fluorescent protein mOrange in 
response to pH. At alkaline pH, mOrange is optically active and acts as an efficient FRET acceptor, 
siphoning energy from the QD donor. At acidic pH, the mOrange is not optically active, and FRET is 
diminished, resulting in higher emission intensity from the QD. (b) Change in PL emission upon 
titration of the FRET sensor. The donor QD emission is highest with little FRET evident at pH 6.1. 
At more alkaline pHs, energy transfer results in a decrease in QD donor emission intensity and 
increase in mOrange acceptor emission intensity. (c) Plot of the acceptor emission intensity to donor 
emission intensity versus pH creates a calibration curve for the ratiometric sensor. (d)Schematic of 
how changes in energy transfer efficiency results in changes in emission color as the fluorescent 





































































evident in epifluorescence microscopy. After 2 h, endocytosed probes are exposed to a more acidic 
environment and exhibit substantially reduced FRET. Adapted with permission from ref.122 
Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. 
 
The most frequently used FRET designs sense a change in distance between the 
donor and acceptor pair, <̂@ . FRET efficiency is highly distance dependent (Eqn. 5) and 
therefore changes in <̂@ on the nanometer scale can be monitored.  <̂@of a pre-
assembled construct can change when the sensor undergoes a conformational change, 
complete dissociation, or displacement of the acceptor from the donor. The sensor 
described above uses an enzyme cleavable peptide to mediate acceptor displacement as a 
measure of enzymatic activity. QD-FRET has been widely demonstrated for enzyme 
sensing.24,26,124–128 Proteolytic activity can be monitored by attaching acceptors to 
quantum dot donors with an enzyme cleavable peptide. Frequently, dye-labeled peptides 
containing a histidine region and enzyme cleavable sequence are self-assembled to QDs 
as FRET acceptors, quenching the PL of the QDs.24,26,29,35,125,126 In the presence of 
enzyme, the peptide is cleaved releasing the acceptor from the QD and reducing FRET, 
as observed through the enhancement in QD PL intensity.125 Changes in the PL over time 
can be used to calculate kinetic parameters of substrate digestion through Michaelis-
Menten (MM) kinetic formalism. Similarly, fluorescent proteins (FPs) can be engineered 
to include enzyme cleavable linkers to achieve the same effect.125 In 2012, Algar et 
al. performed a more detailed study tracking the number of peptides per QD over time 
and showed that substrate digestion deviates from predicted MM formalism. A hopping 
mode of activity was described, whereby the enzyme consumes multiple substrates on a 




digestion.126 Diaz et al.127 explored this further by creating QD-dye proteolytic FRET 
sensors for both elastase and collagenase. They found that elastase was well represented 
by the MM model whereas collagenase was not, demonstrating that while QD-dye FRET 
protease sensors can be used for enzyme detection, the kinetics of these reactions can be 
variable. 
Acceptor displacement can occur through processes other than enzyme 
cleavage—for example, QD FRET-based immunoassays.129,130 These have similar design 
aspects to QD FLISAs, but the QD is used as both a platform and FRET donor. In this 
scheme, the sensor does not need to be attached to a substrate but is instead measured 
directly in solution. This is advantageous in that is does not require long incubation times 
or multiple washing steps. For example, Kattke et al. optimized a QD-FRET system for 
the detection of Aspergillus mold spores even in a solution with high background 
autofluorescence.130 A QD donor was conjugated to IgG antibodies and incubated with 
quencher-labeled analytes, resulting in a FRET-based decrease of QD PL. The presence 
of the target analyte displaced the quencher-labeled analyte, resulting in QD fluorescence 
recovery. 
2.6.2 Quantum dot to quantum dot FRET 
In QD-dye or QD-FP systems, the more photosensitive component is not directly 
excited, increasing the photostability of the system as a whole.122 This can be further 
improved by completely ridding the system of photosensitive components by using a 
QDs as both the donor and acceptor. This could be advantageous for continuous sensing 




However, by using a quantum dot as an acceptor, the benefit of exciting only the donor 
molecule in QD-FP FRET is lost. In fact, because the energy at which a QD emits is 
inversely proportional to its size, in traditional QD-QD FRET systems the acceptor is 
larger than the donor, and therefore absorbs more of the excitation energy (Figure 10 (d)). 
This results in overwhelming acceptor background emission even in the absence of 
FRET. The high background can be alleviated by using an excess of donors, but at the 
cost of FRET efficiency. Intuitively, this makes sense, because the number of energy 
acceptors per energy donor is decreased, resulting in an overall decrease in energy 
transfer. The relationship between FRET efficiency and number of acceptors per donor 
(G) can be described mathematically by:32  
   
 ,_`)+ = 	
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 Eqn. 7 
   
 
Depending on the method of attaching acceptors to donors, the distribution of 
acceptors per donor within an ensemble can be modeled. For example, Pons et al. showed 
through single particle measurements that fluorophores self-assembled through histidine 
binding to the QD metal ion surface formed subpopulations with different donor-acceptor 
ratios that could be modeled with Poisson statistics.131 The advantages and pitfalls of QD-
QD FRET are discussed in a comprehensive review published by Chou et al. in 2015,42 
so only a few additional examples are described here. 
One difficulty with engineering QD-QD FRET systems is controlling donor-




strategies for creating monovalent DNA-QD conjugates have been explored,132,133 but 
few have further extended their studies for control of multivalent systems. The most 
successful studies done to control the valency of DNA-QD conjugates use a one-step 
DNA-templated QD synthesis in aqueous solution where DNA strands containing 
phosphorothiote (ps) domains are present.134 For example, in 2011 Tikhomirov et 
al. published a report showing that the number of DNA strands per QD could be 
controlled by changing the length of the ps domain or size of the QD (Figure 12).135 The 
authors showed that they were able to precisely control the valency of their QD-QD 
conjugates and demonstrated their use as sensors for pH and DNase. In the case of the pH 
sensor, the QDs exhibited differing degrees of QD-QD repulsion at different pH 
depending on the degree of deprotonation of their stabilizing ligands (MPA). At high pH, 
MPA is deprotonated and negatively charged and the QDs experienced interparticle 
charge repulsion, resulting in less energy transfer. At more neutral pH, the QDs were less 
charged and therefore experienced less repulsion. This resulted in an increase in energy  
	
Figure 12. (top) Size exclusion chromatography results of DNA/QD conjugates synthesized with 
differently sized phosphorothiote domains and titrated with complementary sequences. (bottom) The 
degree of control over valency is shown through TEM images of QDs functionalized with 1–5 DNA 
strands and complexed with a second QD containing its complement. Reprinted with permission 
from ref. 135 Copyright 2011 Springer Nature. 
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transfer as a result of decreased distance between donor and acceptor QDs. The sensor 
was reversible (shown up to 5 cycles) indicating the robustness of the QD-DNA bond. 
While the one-step aqueous synthesis scheme has yielded excellent results, the 
types of QDs that can be made is limited. To our knowledge, a heavy-metal free version 
of this scheme has yet to be reported. Reports of valence-controlled QDs synthesized in 
organic solvents by post modification have not seemed to be as successful. In 2015, 
Coopersmith et al.136 developed a method towards controlling the stoichiometry of QD-
QD conjugates through a stepwise DNA-mediated assembly. By changing the ratio of 
acceptor to donor QDs during DNA hybridization, the authors demonstrated control of 
acceptor to donor ratios from 0–1.3. Perfectly uniform donor-acceptor ratios were not 
achieved, but the approach demonstrated a concerted means of improving the ratios, 
especially for small constructs, over standard solution-phase mixing. The development of 
a clean and efficient method of controlling acceptor to donor ratios is of interest for any 
who hope to use QDs in solution-phase sensing applications. 
In a recent example, QD-QD FRET between137 green and red In(Zn)P quantum 
dots was demonstrated with samples exhibiting QYs of up to 87%. The QDs were loaded 
into PMMA films at different donor to acceptor ratios. Lifetime measurements of the 
donor emission channel indicate FRET efficiency of up to 70% at the highest acceptor to 
donor ratio. PL analysis showed an increase in acceptor PL due to FRET, but also 
significant non-sensitized acceptor emission as expected in a QD-QD FRET system. This 
system was not used in a sensing application, but the development of bright, non-toxic 




toxic components, increasing the donor quantum yield in a FRET system also increases 
its FRET efficiency (Eqn. 4 & Eqn. 5) 
2.7 Quantum dots in nanometal surface energy transfer 
Energy transfer between a QD and AuNP results in quenching of QD emission 
due to nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET), which is distance dependent to the 
inverse 4th power.138 QD-AuNP systems have garnered interest due to their extended size 
range for sensing compared to FRET.139,140 Not only is energy transfer distance 
dependent to the inverse 4th power rather than inverse 6th, but the distance between the 
AuNP and QD is measured from the surface of the AuNP rather than the center. The size 
of the AuNP, therefore, does not contribute to the distance between the donor and 
acceptor, allowing for more flexibility when choosing the appropriate AuNP quencher. 
Very recently, Chen et al.141 confirmed this by calculating energy-transfer efficiencies 
from Tb donors bound to AuNP acceptors using the streptavidin-biotin interaction. They 
saw that changing the AuNP size did not change the efficiency of energy transfer 
indicating that the quenching mechanism of PL lifetime of the donor by AuNPs were 
NSET rather than FRET-based. 
Several examples of AuNP-mediated QD quenching used for sensing applications 
have been reported,142–147 but many difficulties still arise when trying to accurately 
predict how a NSET sensor will behave a priori. For example, Griffin et al., in a AuNP-
dye sensor for RNA sensing, showed that when using 8 nm AuNPs, sensor quenching 
efficiency matched well with the theoretical model, while sensors using 40 nm and 70 nm 




shaped DNA origami, Samanta et al. found that energy transfer was distance dependent 
to the inverse 2.7th, rather than 4th, power.149 One possibility for the discrepancy 
discussed was the fact that the distance between the QDs and AuNPs as determined by 
TEM imaging could differ in solution phase, as the heavy AuNPs could cause slight 
bending in the DNA origami structure. The authors also specifically noted that the 
complexity of energy states present in QDs could be a contributing factor and that further 
investigation towards understanding the deviation from the NSET model is needed. 
Another confounding factor when using AuNPs as quenchers is their 
overwhelmingly large molar extinction coefficients. While increased molar extinction 
coefficient results in increased spectral overlap, a severe increase in non-sensitized 
background quenching is also seen. By designing a DNA-linked AuNP-QD assembly that 
could dissociate in the presence of a DNA strand, the Maye group quantified the inner 
filter effect, finding that QD emission was quenched by over 50% even when using ~2x 
excess QDs per AuNPs.150 Even so, their sensor exhibited ~20% recovery in PL intensity 
after the addition of the complex-breaking DNA. 
In 2015, a more detailed study of AuNP-QD complexes evaluated how AuNP size 
and [AuNP]:[QD] ratio affect quenching efficiency.151 Configurations comprising a 
single AuNP acceptor bound to multiple QD donors or vice versa were both tested. By 
studying the quenching efficiency and re-brightening in the presence of DNA, the authors 
found an optimal sensor design using a medium sized AuNP (13 nm) and an excess of 15 
QDs per AuNP. This was found to be optimal in terms of the overall brightness of the 




target analyte. In addition to a fluorimeter, imaging and quantification was also 
performed with an iPad camera, demonstrating the feasibility of fluorescence detection 
using a consumer device. In addition, the author's attention to understanding the 
hybridization efficiency of AuNP/QD conjugates gave insight on how steric hinderance 
impacts AuNP-QD sensor design, specifically when selecting the size of AuNPs and 
choosing donor acceptor ratios. 
2.8 Multiplexed sensing 
The ease of histidine-based self-assembly approaches described above combines 
well with the large surface area of the QD platform to facilitate the design and fabrication 
of multiplexed sensing systems. In the simplest case, multiple sensors using discretely 
colored donor QDs and acceptor fluorophores can be interrogated simultaneously using 
the spectrally distinct emission patterns following UV excitation.8,128 In 2012, Lowe et 
al.128 developed a sensor for simultaneous detection of uro-kinase-type plasminogen 
activator (uPA) protease activity and human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her2) 
kinase activity. The simultaneous detection of both is of interest because the combination 
of uPA and Her2 biomarker concentrations can provide prognostic information for breast 
cancer patients. The key to their sensor design was simultaneous enzyme activity on the 
reactive peptides followed by the selective binding of each peptide/acceptor to its 
respective QD. For uPA sensing, an AuNP-labeled, biotinylated peptide was susceptible 
to cleavage by uPA. Likewise, a his-tagged peptide comprising the Her2 substrate could 
be phosphorylated at its target tyrosine residue by Her2, a change that could be discerned 




specific for phosphorylated tyrosine). Streptavidin-coated QD525s and MPA-capped 
QD655s were bound by the biotinylated and his-tagged peptides, resulting in NSET or 
FRET, respectively, to an extent dependent on the corresponding enzyme activity (Figure 
13). As QD525 was quenched when the AuNPs were bound, QD525 brightness 
correlated to uPA activity. QD655 acted as a FRET donor to the AlexaFluor660-labeled 
antibody, and the ratio of fluorescence intensity at 655 and 660 indicated Her2 activity. 
The detection limit of uPA was 50 ng ml−1, 10-fold improved from a previously reported 
bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) sensor, and 7.5 nM for Her2, which 
is comparable to previously published sensors. The success of this study highlights the 
advantages of using QDs in fluorescent sensors. Multiplexing with two colors was 
demonstrated, and low limits of detection were achieved due to the high degree of donor-
acceptor labeling only possible when conjugating to a nanoparticle surface. 
In 2015, Brazhnik et al.152 developed a quantum dot-based lab-on-a-bead system 
for multiplexed detection of different prostate cancer biomarkers. QDs were incorporated 
into microbeads functionalized with capture monoclonal antibodies (mAb) targeting 
specific antigens of interest. Detector antibodies were labeled with a secondary dye 
acting as a QD-FRET acceptor. Green and red QDs were used to monitor different 
antigens and flow cytometry used to analyze the tri-color QD/bead/dye system for 
simultaneous detection of free and total prostate-specific antigens. The study was 
performed using human serum samples and a clear discrimination between healthy and 
cancer patients was achieved. The sensor yielded similar results to single-analyte 





Figure 13. A schematic of a uPA protease and Her2 kinase multiplexed sensor. A biotinylated peptide 
labeled with a gold nanoparticle (AuNP) is susceptible to uPA cleavage, while a his-tagged Her2 
substrate can be phosphorylated by Her2 in the presence of cofactor ATP. After enzyme activity, 
streptavidin-coated green QDs and MPA-coated red QDs are added to the mixture; the green QDs 
can bind the biotinylated peptides, while the Her2 substrate peptides bind the red QDs as their small 
molecule ligand coating leaves the QD surface accessible for his-tag-mediated self-assembly. In the 
absence of uPA, the green QD is quenched by the AuNP; Her2 kinase activity phosphorylates the his-
tagged peptide for further binding with dye-labeled anti-phosphotyrosine, enabling QD-dye FRET. 





detection. Furthermore, in this system no hook (or prozone) effect was observed. The 
hook effect is a false negative result that occurs in immunoassays when the antigen 
concentration saturates the antibody binding sites. Although this assay still used 
antibodies, implying that the Hook effect could eventually become a concern, the authors 
tested their system at antigen concentrations 4 to 5 times higher than standard 
concentration thresholds with no observable hook effect. 
More evolved designs go beyond simply combining multiple existing sensors. For 
example, Algar et al.35 conjugated two different dye-labeled peptides to a central QD. 
The QD exhibited significant spectral overlap with one of the dyes, while the second dye 
aligned well as an acceptor to the first dye. This concentric relay design (cFRET) was 
used for multiplexed protease sensing.35 While the attachment schemes for these systems 
are relatively simple, analysis can become difficult because the dyes can interact with 
each other as well as the quantum dot.29,153 In 2017, a three-acceptor cFRET system was 
demonstrated by attaching three different enzyme cleavable peptides labeled with three 
discrete dyes to a QD donor.29 The energy transfer in a one-acceptor, two-acceptor, and 
three-acceptor system were systematically compared. It was found that PL quenching of a 
two-acceptor system can be predicted from the results of the one-acceptor configurations 
of its parts, and the two-acceptor system can likewise be used to predict the three-
acceptor system—the general conclusion being that the system is found to behave 





Figure 14. (a) Schematic of the donor QD labeled with three different peptide dye acceptors. (b) The resulting final QD-dye configurations of the 
multiplexed enzyme sensor with the addition of one, two, or all three of the analytes to be detected. (c) Titrations of the single (left), double (middle) 
and triple (right) acceptor systems. Numbers in position L, M, and N indicate the molar ratios of A555, Cy3.5, and A647 respectively to the QD donor. 
By analyzing the one acceptor system, behavior of the two-acceptor system could be predicted and then further used to predict how the behavior of 
three acceptor systems. (d) Change in A555, Cy3.5, and A647 fluorescence intensity with the addition of different amounts of trypsin, chymotrypsin, 
and enterokinase, indicating the possibility of triply multiplexed biosensing using a single QD donor and multiple dye acceptors. Adapted with 
permission from ref.29 under an ACS AuthorChoice license. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. Permission to further reproduce this material 








Similarly, different energy transfer pathways can be combined for multiplexing. 
Algar et al.28  labeled DHLA- and DHLA-PEG-coated QDs with both a dye and 
ruthenium. Energy transfer to the dye is FRET-based, while energy transfer to the 
ruthenium is charge transfer (CT) based. CT results in decrease of only QD emission, 
while FRET results in both loss of QD emission as well as enhancement of dye emission. 
The molar ratio of QD:dye:Ru was varied and the effect on changes in PL studied. 
Because FRET and CT quench QD emission as a function of acceptor concentration at 
different rates, they were able to perform a multiplexed assay by first making calibration 
curves of QD:dye only and QD:Ru only complexes. 
In the sensors described above, differences in spectral output is used for 
multiplexing. Lanthanide ions are particularly useful in these designs, as they exhibit 
multiple narrow emission lines; by choosing QDs with emission peaks between or 
beyond the lanthanide peaks, multiplexed sensing of several biomarkers in a single 
sample can be achieved with minimal optical crosstalk.36–38 In a clever alternative 
approach, Qiu et al.25 showed that time resolved FRET (TR-FRET) sensors using Tb-QD 
FRET can also be distinguished, and thus multiplexed, with careful analysis of the time-
gated signal (Figure 15). Two different micro-ribonucleic acid (miRNA) strands of the 
same length were conjugated to a QD surface either via biotin-streptavidin interaction or 
histidine self-assembly; these two conjugation approaches yield significantly different 
distances between the oligonucleotides and the QD. As a result, when Tb-labeled reporter 
strands bound to the QD in the presence of a specific miRNA sequence, the distance 




was specific to the adapter/linker sequence. Because streptavidin is a large protein, Tb 
reporter sequences bound to the strep adaptor exhibited lesser FRET efficiency due to a 
larger donor-acceptor distance. By measuring the fluorescence lifetime of the sensor and 
correlating the PL intensity in different time windows, the concentrations of each miRNA 
strand could be calculated by solving the following set of equations: 
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where "% is the background-subtracted PL intensity measured in time gate detection 
window, )* is the concentration of analyte 2 , and -*% are the slopes of the calibration 
curves for each probe in each time window. The number of time windows measured and 
analyzed must equal the number of analytes probed to solve the system of equations. 
Through this strategy, single-step, multiplexed FRET assays with low nanomolar 
resolution were achieved. The same strategy has been recently applied to imaging.154 
Chen et al. coated QDs with a 6 or 12 nm thiolated-silica shell before conjugating 
maleimide-functionalized terbium or europium (Eu) complexes to their surface. These 
four FRET NPs assemblies (Tb-QD@SiO2(6 nm), Tb-QD@SiO2(12 nm), Eu-
QD@SiO2(6 nm) and Eu-QD@SiO2(12 nm)) exhibited 4 distinct lifetimes of the QD 
acceptors. For each assembly, the acceptor lifetime was split into 3 different time-gated 
windows defined as red, green, or blue (RGB). The authors demonstrated multiplexing 




mixing them on the same slide. Because each pair had a distinct RGB code generated 
through time gating of its QD lifetime, cells incubated with the different assemblies could 
be distinguished using a single emission filter.154  
	
Figure 15. (a) Schematic of a multiplexed sensor using a single Tb-QD FRET pair that varies in 
donor-acceptor distance, and thus FRET efficiency, for each analyte of interest. (b) Lifetime 
measurements used for calibration of the multiplexed sensor. Adaptor sequences of the same length 
but bound to the QD through different conjugation means create different donor-acceptor 
separations for each Tb-QD energy pathway. By integrating fluorescence intensity in different time 
channels (1 and 2) and mathematically solving for Eqn. 8, the concentration of two different miRNA 
strands can be detected simultaneously. Reprinted with permission from ref. 25 Copyright 2017, John 




2.9 Challenges and future prospects 
QDs have been synthesized and studied for over 30 years, but have yet to be 
integrated into commercial biosensors despite their remarkable optical properties. One 
concern is toxicity.155–157 Many of the QDs used in the previously discussed sensors 
included toxic materials, namely, cadmium. While the toxicity of Cd-based QDs is not a 
biocompatibility concern for in vitro sensors, there is still a general push in the field away 
from toxic constituents.158–161 In this context, the use of Cd-free CuInS2 QDs in a FLISA 
has been demonstrated.162 
While the development of cheap imaging methods for fluorescent assays hold a 
lot of promise for making QD-based POC devices commercially translatable, several 
issues can still be addressed—for example, improving the smart-phone camera's ability to 
resolve narrow emission bandwidths, as well as discern QD fluorescence from the 
autofluorescence of many paper-based substrates. A review was recently written by Ulep 
and Yoon describing these issues and the current technologies under examination for 
potentially alleviating them—for example, optimizing optical setups or developing digital 
enhancement algorithms.163 
Specifically, with immunoassays, Ab-functionalization of the QD surface is non-
trivial. While several biofunctionalization methods exist, creating the optimal Ab-QD 
conjugate can be challenging. As previously mentioned, Ab affinity can decrease after 
attachment to a QD.8 One reason for this is the difficulty of precisely orienting antibodies 
on the QD. It is imperative that the binding sites of the Abs are available to the 




chemistry is the colloidal nature of the QDs. QD conjugates should be stable in solution, 
but traditional covalent chemistries can increase the likelihood of QD aggregation, 
causing huge loses in product.51 Other considerations that effect the function of Ab-QD 
conjugates include the type of linkage between the Ab and QD and the overall size of the 
conjugate.165–167 Furthermore, the price of producing QD-based immunoassays becomes 
unnecessarily high when low reaction yields result in the waste of expensive monoclonal 
antibodies.62 Oligo or peptide aptamers are much more economical, but finding 
sequences with comparable affinities to clinically relevant antibodies is a field of study 
that is still under development.168 
Advances in QD biofunctionalization have been made, with the most recent and 
promising being reagent-free and bio-orthogonal chemistries.50 Reagent-free reactions do 
not require external coupling reagents and are free of byproducts, the classic example 
being the biotin-streptavidin interaction.25,128 In this case, the two moieties to be coupled 
and labeled with either biotin or streptavidin and allowed to bind. More recent methods 
include thiol-maleimide coupling169,170 and disulfide formation.171,172 Bio-orthogonal 
chemistries are defined as reactions that can occur within biological systems without 
disrupting their function. Some examples include SNAP173,174 and HALO175 tag 
techniques as well as copper-free click chemistry.176–178 Further developing the 
chemistries to create high affinity, stable, and reproducible Ab-QDs will make the 





The development of QD based fluorescent sensors is of interest because of the 
unique properties specific to QDs that can be used to improve currently existing sensor 
designs. QDs are bright and photo-stable with size tunable, narrow and symmetric 
emission profiles. The broadband absorption of QDs allows for multiple emitters to be 
excited with a single wavelength, enabling multiplexed systems with simplified analysis. 
Several different ligands and molecules can be bound to the QD metal-ion surface, 
increasing the modularity and flexibility of QD sensors. Examples of QD based sensors 
that obtain the same or improved abilities of previously existing commercial assays or 
contemporary research tools has been shown, but so far, few have actually replaced their 
pre-existing technologies. Despite being commercially available for over a decade, QDs 
are still expensive relative to common fluorescent dyes. The added concern over the 
toxicity of nanoparticles—specifically those comprised of heavy metals—further 
dissuades those not directly involved in QD research to use them. For this reason, further 
development of cost-effective, non-heavy metal based QD synthesis is of utmost 
importance for eventually making the use of QDs in fluorescent sensors standard. 
Moreover, while a multitude of functionalization schemes exist, complete and precise 
control of the nanoparticle surface is still out of reach. Regardless, the superior optical 
properties and unique size regime that is larger than molecular, yet smaller than bulk, 





3. Aim 1: 
Shell Thickness Effects on Quantum Dot Brightness and Energy 
Transfer 
Literature review of QD-based fluorescent sensors revealed that there are limited 
examples of using QD-QD FRET for bio-sensing, most likely due to high acceptor 
background emission and difficulty in controlling the ratio of the donor-acceptor 
conjugates (section 2.6.2). One way to address high non-FRET sensitized acceptor 
background signal is to create donors that are much brighter than their acceptors. 
Brightness is proportional to nanoparticle volume, and therefore one way to increase 
donor brightness is to increase its size. Unfortunately, FRET efficiency is negatively 
impacted by increased donor-acceptor separation (Eqn. 5), so increasing QD size may not 
be the most efficient way of improving QD-QD FRET. However, ‘giant’ core/thick-
shelled QDs (gQDs) have previously been shown to exhibit enhanced optical properties 
such as reduced blinking179,180 and increased quantum yield when using imidazole 
bearing hydrophilic polymers for water solubilization.181 Increased quantum yield 
positively impacts a FRET system—potentially offsetting increased nanocrystal size 
(Eqn. 5). However, the use of polymer-based ligands further increases QD hydrodynamic 
size, which can hinder binding of the acceptor to the QD surface or add to the donor-
acceptor distance in FRET. Shorter ligands can be used for imparting water solubility, but 
are often met with loss in QY. All things considered, the effectiveness of using gQDs as 
FRET donors for increased brightness was unclear. Because controlled conjugation of 




a test system to elucidate the utility of using gQDs in FRET-based sensing applications. 
The entirety of Aim 1 has been previously published and is adapted from Ref. 26 with 
permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.  
3.1 Abstract 
Heterostructured core/shell quantum dots (QDs) are prized in biomedical imaging 
and biosensing applications because of their bright, photostable emission and 
effectiveness as Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) donors. However, as 
nanomaterials chemistry has progressed beyond traditional QDs to incorporate new 
compositions, ultra-thick shells, and alloyed structures, few of these materials have had 
their optical properties systematically characterized for effective application. For 
example, thick-shelled QDs, also known as ‘giant’ QDs (gQDs) are useful in single-
particle tracking microscopy because of their reduced blinking, but we know only that 
CdSe/CdS gQDs are qualitatively brighter than thin-shelled CdSe/CdS in aqueous media. 
In this study, we quantify the impact of shell thickness on the nanoparticle molar 
extinction coefficient, quantum yield, brightness, and effectiveness as a FRET donor for 
CdSe/xCdS core/shell and CdSe/xCdS/ZnS core/shell/shell QDs, with variable 
thicknesses of the CdS shell (x). Molar extinction coefficients up to three orders of 
magnitude higher than conventional dyes and forty-fold greater than traditional QDs are 
reported. When thick CdS shells are combined with ZnS capping, quantum yields 
following thiol ligand exchange reach nearly 40%—5–10× higher than either the 
commercially available QDs or gQDs without ZnS caps treated the same way. These 




provide the brightest possible CdSe-based QDs for bioimaging applications. We 
demonstrate that thicker shelled gQDs are over 50-fold brighter than their thin-shelled 
counterparts because of significant increases in their absorption cross-sections and higher 
quantum yield in aqueous milieu. Consistent with the point-dipole approximation 
commonly used for QD-FRET, these data show that thick shells contribute to the donor–
acceptor distance, reducing FRET efficiency. Despite the reduction in FRET efficiency, 
even the thickest-shell gQDs exhibited energy transfer. Through this systematic study, we 
elucidate the tradeoffs between signal output, which is much higher for the gQDs, and 
FRET efficiency, which decreases with shell thickness. This study serves as a guide to 
nanobiotechnologists striving to use gQDs in imaging and sensing devices. 
3.2 Introduction 
Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been used for nearly twenty years in 
biological imaging and sensing applications due to their brightness, high quantum yields, 
chemical robustness, and the versatility of the nanoparticle platform.34,182,183 While the 
commercial availability of traditional CdSe/ZnS QDs makes the nanoparticles accessible 
for broad use, advances in QD chemistry beyond this standard composition provide 
further opportunities to tailor material properties to the application at hand. Alloyed, 
thick-shelled, and tertiary heterostructures each present a different approach to bandgap 
engineering,184,185 reducing blinking due to charging and Auger recombination,179,186 and 
brightness-matching of QD emissions at different colors.49 Thick-shelled QDs, also 
known as ‘giant’ nanocrystal quantum dots or gQDs, utilize up to 20 atomic monolayers 




protective layer as well as affect the localization of the electron and hole in the exciton. 
Examples of thick-shelled QDs include the prototypical gQD comprising 
CdSe/CdS,187,188 gQDs with an alloyed shell (CdSe/CdxZn1−xS), the Type II near infrared 
emitter InP/CdS,189 and cadmium-free varieties comprising InP/ZnSe.190 Thorough 
investigations into ensemble and single-particle gQD optical properties have contributed 
to a deeper understanding of the blinking dynamics of semiconductor 
nanocrystals.179,186,188,191–194 
The CdSe/CdS core/shell was chosen for our investigation because these well-
established, thick-shelled heterostructures exhibit exceptional photophysical properties 
including reduced Auger recombination and suppressed blinking,179,180,188 increased 
brightness due to large molar extinction coefficients,49 and chemical robustness allowing 
for surface ligand transfer with a smaller reduction in quantum yield (QY).49,179 Their 
non-blinking nature has been effectively applied in both solid state lighting 
applications195 and single particle tracking microscopy.196 Due to the small difference in 
the CdSe and CdS conduction band energies, the CdSe/xCdS heterostructure exhibits hole 
confinement in the core and spreading of the excited electron across the core and shell, 
yielding a quasi-type II bandgap alignment.197,198 It was qualitatively shown that the 
thick-shelled CdSe/CdS QDs luminesce visibly in aqueous milieu following thiol-based 
ligand exchange, while thin-shelled CdSe/CdS QDs are quenched.179 This result is not 
surprising given the (finite) spreading of the exciton probability function to the particle 
surface.199 Traditional QDs (i.e., non-thick-shelled CdSe) typically utilize a passivating 




before phase transfer to aqueous media for biomedical applications.34 Here we 
systematically investigate the impact of the ZnS shell on quasi-type II CdSe/CdS QDs 
with various CdS shell thicknesses to assess the benefit of each shell in biological 
imaging and sensing applications. 
In addition to the particle brightness in aqueous milieu, we examine the impact of 
the QD heterostructure on energy transfer. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is a 
dipole–dipole interaction between fluorescent species that results in non-radiative energy 
transfer from a donor to acceptor molecule. FRET efficiency is inversely proportional to 
the donor–acceptor distance to the sixth power.118 The strength of this dependence makes 
FRET a valuable tool for sensing nanometer scale changes in distance that may arise 
from conformational changes, biomolecular binding, or enzymatic cleavage.32,200–203 QDs 
are effective FRET donors due to their excellent photostability, ability to bind multiple 
acceptors per donor, and broadband absorption.31,34,202,204 The absorption profile of QDs 
enables photonic excitation of the FRET donor at wavelengths distinct from the acceptor 
absorption. This eliminates excitation cross talk, simplifying assay design and analysis. 
The optical versatility of QDs has resulted in their application in more exotic energy 
transfer schemes as well, including bioluminescence or chemiluminescence resonance 
energy transfer (BRET or CRET, respectively),205,206 sensors utilizing QDs as fluorescent 
acceptors,207 and multistep and/or time gated energy transfer devices.208,209 The long list 
of sensors developed using QDs in energy transfer devices include measures of the 




hybridization,25,211,212 label-free detection of small 
molecule analytes or microRNA,213,214 and 
immunoassays.164,215 
While the increased quantum yields of thick-
shelled QD donors increases the spectral overlap 
integral of the donor–acceptor pair, thereby 
lengthening the Förster distance for the QD-acceptor 
system, increasing donor radius increases the 
distance between donor and acceptor molecules and 
decreases FRET efficiency (EFRET). Our systematic 
analysis shows the advantages and disadvantages of 
using gQDs in aqueous media and particularly as 
FRET donors in biomedical applications. 
3.3 Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Impact of shells on QD brightness 
A systematic series of core/shell and 
core/shell/shell quantum dots were synthesized to 
determine the effect of CdS shell thickness and ZnS 
capping on QD properties. CdS shells of various 
thicknesses were deposited onto CdSe cores using a 
modified successive ion layer adsorption and 
reaction (SILAR) procedure.180,216 SILAR is used to 
Figure 16. Representative TEM images 
of core/shell and core/shell/shell QDs. The 
same CdSe core particles were used for all 
reactions with variable numbers of 
SILAR additions of CdS and ZnS shell 
layers. The numbers in the sample names 
indicate the number of SILAR reaction 
iterations and nominal number of 
monolayers of shell semiconductor added. 





add the cationic and anionic shell precursors independently with subsequent high 
temperature anneals in order to promote shell growth and avoid nucleation of the shell 
semiconductor. The added precursor amounts are sufficient for a single monolayer of 
shell deposition with each round of SILAR, allowing for our controlled shell thickness 
study. Six CdS shell thicknesses were produced in individual flasks through 1, 4, 7, 10, 
13, and 16 rounds of shell deposition. Following CdS shelling, a significant sample of the 
CdSe/xCdS core/shell was collected before remaining particles were further capped with 
ZnS through two additional rounds of SILAR. Each of the twelve samples evaluated (six 
CdS shell thicknesses, with and without the ZnS cap) were imaged with transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 16) and the images analyzed for size and 
morphology. Outlines were drawn around 109–535 particles per sample and their areas 
determined. The particle diameters were estimated by calculating the diameter of a circle 
with the same area as the outlined particles. While both the CdSe/xCdS core/shell 
particles and the CdSe/xCdS/2ZnS exhibited size dispersions of 7–12% (Table 1), the 
average size distribution was slightly higher for the ZnS capped QDs (9.8 ± 1.3% vs. 8.5 




















CdSe 3.9 ± 0.3 (8%) -- 0.36 g -- 570 (26) -- 
CdSe/1CdS 4.8 ± 0.4 (8%) 1.3 CdS 
0.59 
6.9 ± 1.2 592 (27) -- 
CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS 4.9 ± 0.5 (10%) + 0.2 ZnS 7.1 ± 0.3 613 (41) 13.3 ± 0.7 
CdSe/4CdS 6.9 ± 0.5 (7%) 4.4 CdS 
2.09 
10.9 ± 1.2 614 (26) --  
CdSe/4CdS/2ZnS 8.1 ± 0.8 (10%) + 2.2 ZnS 11.7 ± 1.3 619 (39) 13.0 ± 0.8 
CdSe/7CdS 8.8 ± 0.6 (7%) 7.2 CdS 
4.17 
10.8 ± 1.2 624 (26) 8.6 ± 0.7 
CdSe/7CdS/2ZnS 10.0 ± 0.7 (7%) + 2.2 ZnS 13.3 ± 1.1 630 (43) 29.1 ± 1.2 
CdSe/10CdS 11.7 ± 0.9 (9%) 12.0 CdS 
8.74 
12.9 ± 0.8 631 (28) 13.4 ± 0.8 
CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS 12.4 ± 1.4 (11%) + 1.4 ZnS 16.5 ± 2.2 628 (34) 30.5 ± 1.0 
CdSe/13CdS 12.8 ± 1.5 (12%) 13.2 CdS 
13.97 
14.4 ± 1.0 632 (25) 13.5 ± 0.6 
CdSe/13CdS/2ZnS 14.2 ± 1.4 (10%) + 2.6 ZnS 18.2 ± 0.9 627 (29) 26.0 ± 0.9 
CdSe/16CdS 15.4 ± 1.3 (8%) 17.0 CdS 
22.55 
19.7 ± 1.0 634 (26) 18.6 ± 1.0 
CdSe/16CdS/2ZnS 16.7 ± 1.8 (11%) + 2.4 ZnS 20.3 ± 1.5 630 (28) 26.7 ± 1.0 
Table 1. Summary of QD Properties a Particle diameter of core/shell and core/shell/shell determined 
with TEM image analysis. Average ± standard deviation (percent deviation) of 109-535 
measurements. b Shell thicknesses determined from TEM-based diameter measurements reported in 
atomic monolayers (MLs) using monolayer thicknesses of 0.337 nm and 0.271 nm for wurtzite CdS 
and zinc blende ZnS, respectively. c Measured molar extinction coefficients of CdSe/xCdS QDs in 
chloroform at 400 nm. Values are nominally the same with and without the ZnS cap, as ZnS does not 
absorb at this wavelength. d Hydrodynamic diameter determined with dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) measurements taken in water after ligand transfer with CL4. Number weighted average is 
reported using particle refractive index of 1.6. Mean ± standard deviation of 5-10 measurements. e 
Full width at half maximum of the quantum dot spectra. f Reported PL lifetimes based on an 
amplitude-weighted average from a tri-exponential fit of the ligand-exchanged samples in aqueous 
media. Lifetimes are not listed for the CdSe, CdSe/1CdS, and CdSe/4CdSe samples because they are 
non-emissive following ligand exchange. g Extinction coefficient for CdSe core calculated using 
previously published empirical fit formulas217 and used in conjunction with absorption spectra to 
calculate the extinction coefficient at 400 nm. 
	
The surface of as-synthesized QDs is coated with hydrocarbon-based coordinating 
ligands. Before these hydrophobic nanomaterials can be used for biologically relevant 
applications, they must be rendered water-soluble through the addition of an amphiphilic 
coating or ligand exchange to impart a hydrophilic colloidal corona. We chose a 
zwitterionic, bidentate thiolate dubbed CL4 (‘compact ligand 4’; 3,3′-((2-(6,8-
dimercaptooctanamido)ethyl)azanediyl) dipropionic acid) to phase exchange the QDs to 




biomolecular self-assembly (Scheme 1).218 Traditional QDs have been shown to suffer 
significant loss in quantum yield (QY) after ligand exchange with thiol-based ligands 
when compared to amphiphilic polymer or lipid-PEG coatings that do not bind directly to 
the inorganic particle surface.34,219 
 
 
Scheme 1. Left: Schematic of the QD/A647 enzyme cleavage sensor. Right: Chemical structure of (1) 
compact ligand 4 (CL4) used to water solubilize the QDs and (2) the his-tagged, dye-labelled peptide. 
Structures drawn using ChemDraw. 
 
Surface passivation with a wider bandgap material, typically ZnS, is needed for 
traditional QDs to exhibit photoluminescence (PL) in aqueous media. We measured the 
PL and relative quantum yields of all twelve core/shell and core/shell/shell nanoparticles 
in hexane and in water following ligand exchange with CL4 to quantify the impact that 
the thick CdS shell and ZnS cap had on QD emission. The CdS shelling induced a 
redshift in the PL emission peak that increased with thicker shells until stabilizing around 
630 nm (Figure 17). The ZnS cap resulted in nominal red- or blue-shifting of the PL peak 




from 26 ± 1 to 36 ± 6 (p < 0.05) (Table 1). The photoluminescence decay of each of the 
QD samples was measured in both hexane and water (Figure 18). For the core/shell 
samples, lifetime increased slightly with QD size/shell thickness because of the Quasi-
Type II bandstructure of CdSe/CdS (Table 1). The conduction band offset for this system 
is low, and the electron probability density spreads into the shell, reducing the electron–
hole overlap. The increase in lifetime plateaued for the thicker shells (10–16 CdS), 
indicating that the decrease in electron confinement no longer significantly impacts its 
probability distribution. This correlates with minimal red-shift between samples with 10 
or more CdS monolayers. Samples that have been ligand exchanged or that include ZnS 
caps follow a similar trend, but less uniformly. The addition of a third semiconductor 
increases the PL lifetime, but variably, as the efficiency of ZnS shelling varies between 
samples and the behavior of the electron probability density is less well defined. For 
samples that have undergone ligand exchange, the surface of the QDs have been 






Figure 17. PL spectra taken for (g)QDs without ZnS in (A) hexanes and (C) CL4/water as well those 


















































































































Figure 18. Lifetime measurements for (g)QDs without ZnS in (A) hexanes and (C) CL4/water as well 
those with ZnS in hexanes (B) and water (D). 
 
The QY of the QDs in organic phase (Figure 19, A) first increases, then 
decreases, as a function of shell size. This is not unexpected: semiconductor shells are 
known to have a protective/passivating effect leading to the initial increase in QY, while 
thick shells increase the chances of defects, crystal lattice strain effects, and further 
spatial separation of the electron and hole.179,180 The QY of commercial Qdot® 655 
ITK™ organic quantum dots (ITK655) was measured for comparison. All QYs reported 






























































































Figure 19. Relative quantum yield (QY) of core/shells (blue circles) and core/shell/shells (green 
squares) (A) in hexane and (B) in water following ligand exchange, compared to commercially 
available ITK655 QDs before and after ligand transfer (horizontal red dotted lines). (C) Molar 
extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength for particles with increasing CdS shell thickness. 
(D) Relative brightness of core/shell (blue circles) and core/shell/shell (green squares) QDs in water 
with excitation at 400 nm, compared to commercially available ITK665 QDs (horizontal red line).  
 
Most biologically relevant events occur in aqueous solution, and thus the 
performance of QD-based sensors depends on their optical properties in water. 
Traditional amphiphilic polymer coatings are bulky and thick, precluding histidine tag-
mediated self-assembly as a mechanism for bioconjugation.34,214,220 The use of shorter 
DHLA-based ligands allows for His-tag binding, but is often met with significant 




CdS was not sufficiently protective in the face of the dative binding of thiols, and 
emission intensity was completely lost (Figure 19, B). QDs with 7 or more CdS 
monolayers exhibit measurable QYs following ligand transfer, but at all shell thicknesses, 
the addition of the ZnS cap significantly increases the relative QY of the QD 
heterostructure (p < 0.005). The commercially available ITK655 are capped with ZnS and 
are most comparable to the CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS samples. CdSe/CdS with 7 and 10 CdS 
shell monolayers exhibit QYs in water comparable to ITK655 even without the ZnS cap. 
Moderate and thick CdS shells (7–16 shell monolayers) combined with ZnS caps greatly 
enhanced the relative QYs of the QDs following thiol-based ligand exchange with CL4, 
including compared to the ITK655 (p < 0.001). Core/shell/shell gQDs exhibited relative 
QYs of nearly 40% in water following thiol ligand exchange, demonstrating the 
importance of both the thick CdS shell and the ZnS cap to maximizing high QYs. 
Additional protective measures described in the literature like anaerobic exchange 
conditions221 and/or photoligation protocols222 may further preserve the pre-ligation QD 
emission intensities.  
To assess the impact of the CdS shell thickness and the ZnS cap on the overall 
brightness of the heterostructured QDs, the molar extinction cross-section is needed in 
addition to the QY. The additional CdS shells have a direct impact on the molar 
extinction coefficient of the nanoparticles at wavelengths below 540 nm, the bulk 
bandgap of CdS, as there is more semiconductor material per QD to absorb. Known 
quantities and concentrations of the SILAR reaction solutions were diluted in chloroform 




the Beer–Lambert Law (Figure 19, C)49 The absorptivity of ZnS is assumed to be 
negligible in the wavelength range of interest because the bulk bandgap of its hexagonal 
crystal is 3.9 eV (317 nm),223 and is therefore excluded from consideration. The QDs 
described here range from 4 to 17 nm in diameter and thus exhibit large differences in the 
volume of optically absorptive material per particle. The molar extinction coefficients 
from 300–500 nm are over an order of magnitude higher for the 16-shell gQDs than for 
the 1-shell CdSe/CdS. 
The brightness of a fluorophore is determined by how much incident light it 
absorbs and the efficiency at which it converts the absorbed light into emitted light, i.e., 
its molar extinction coefficient at the excitation wavelength multiplied by its QY.47 As a 
result of increased molar extinction coefficients and high quantum yield, the brightness is 
exceptionally high for the CdSe/10CdS/ZnS sample. The 13 and 16 CdS shell samples 
maintain that level of brightness due to the increase in their molar extinction coefficients 
despite a notable decrease in their relative quantum yields (Figure 19, D). The brightness 
of each of the three thickest shelled samples (10, 13, 16) is an order of magnitude higher 
than that of the commercial QD treated with the same ligand-transfer protocol. This high 
level of brightness would be advantageous for imaging applications. 
On brightness alone, there appears to be no advantage to increasing the CdS shell 
thickness beyond 10 shells. It has been well documented, however, that thicker-shelled 
gQDs exhibit less fluorescence intermittency (or blinking), which could be extremely 
helpful for single particle tracking microscopy. In Ghosh, et al., a lower particle volume 




blinking fraction of gQDs, with larger non-blinking fractions emerging with further 
increases in the particle volume.180 The CdSe/10CdS particles described here are just 
above that threshold volume (905 ± 250 nm3), so may present a small fraction of non-
blinking particles. This population fraction is expected to increase with increased shelling 
thickness, as previously described,180 indicating that there may be applications where 
added shells are valuable for reasons other than brightness. A previous study224 reports 
the effect of blinking on energy transfer. Generally speaking, the donor must be in an 
“on” state in order for energy transfer to occur.224 It would follow that an increased non-
blinking fraction of donor QDs would affect the overall energy transfer kinetics. 
Fluorescence intermittency, however, is unresolvable when using techniques that rely on 
ensemble averaging. In our studies, all of our measurements are performed on ensembles 
of QDs in solution, and therefore the effect of blinking on energy transfer was not 
explored. 
3.3.2 FRET with gQD donors 
QDs are known to be effective FRET donors because of their brightness, broad 
absorption and narrow, tunable emission, and the nanoparticle scaffold structure they 
provide a FRET device. Because of the strong dependence between the donor–acceptor 
distance and FRET efficiency, it is logical to expect thick-shelled gQDs to exhibit 
decreased energy transfer compared to thin-shelled QDs. Gains in QD QY and 
brightness, however, could offset some of the impact of the increase in donor–acceptor 




the impact of the thicker shells on FRET efficiency, QDs comprising each of the six shell 
thicknesses (1, 4, 7, 10, 13, and 16 monolayers of CdS) and a ZnS cap were tested in a 
FRET assay. CdSe/CdS QDs without the ZnS cap were omitted from the FRET assays 
due to a relative lack of brightness in aqueous media, particularly with thin shells. 
All six of the core/shell/shell QDs used in the FRET assays exhibited PL peaks 
between 592 and 634 nm, enabling the use of a single fluorescent dye acceptor, Alexa 
Fluor 647 (AF647), for the series of experiments. Alexa Fluor® 647 C2 Maleimide 
(ThermoFisher Scientific) was conjugated to a 6His-tagged peptide containing a C-
terminal cysteine, facilitating His-tag mediated self-assembly to the QD surface. Previous 
work has demonstrated that His-tag binding is high affinity and stoichiometric with a 
Poissonian distribution of peptides per QD.225   
Our FRET analysis used the molar ratios of acceptor to donor as each sample was 
prepared and incorporated the Poisson distribution into our calculations as has been 
previously described (Eqn. 11).125,226 Donor QDs were incubated with 0—10x dye-
labeled peptide in 384 well plates for efficient measurement of replicates in a plate reader 
accessory to a Horiba NanoLog fluorimeter. Representative thin (1), medium (7), and 
thick (13) FRET spectra are shown in Figure 20. Energy transfer from the thin-shelled 
QDs to the AF647 dye is clearly exhibited by the decrease in the QD emission peak 
(610–630 nm) and increase in the AF647 emission at 668 nm (Figure 20, A–C). For the 
thinnest shelled QDs, over-saturation of the dye-labeled peptides resulted in red-shift and 
quenching of acceptor emission (Figure 21). We hypothesize that this is caused by over-





Figure 20. Photoluminescence spectroscopy of FRET between QD donors and dye-labeled peptide acceptors using core/shell/shell nanoparticles 
donors with (A) thin, (B) medium, or (C) thick CdS shells. Specifically, these assays were performed with core/shell/shell QDs with 1, 7, or 13 
CdS shell layers; the remaining spectra are presented in the SI. The legend refers to the number of AF647 acceptor dyes per QD donor. All 
spectra were background subtracted for direct acceptor excitation and averaged across triplicates. (D) Donor quenching versus the number of 
acceptors per donor for all shell thicknesses as well as a representative collisional quenching control. Plot (A) shows data up to a 1.2x molar 
ratio of acceptor for the sake of clarity; the corresponding donor quenching plot (D) shows data up to a 7.5x molar acceptor ratio. (E) FRET 
efficiency (EFRET) as a function of the number of acceptors bound. (F) Ratio of acceptor fluorescence to donor fluorescence (FA/FD) as a function 





transfer.227 Plots of FRET spectra shown in Figure 20 include only the acceptor/donor 
ratios that do not exhibit this behavior. The evidence of FRET is still very clear with the 
medium shelled donor, although less pronounced. The thick-shelled QDs exhibit the 
lowest amount of energy transfer (Figure 20, C), but there is still ∼30% quenching of the 
QD with high peptide-dye ratios (Table 2). 
 
	
Figure 21. Full spectra of FRET assays using (A) CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS and (B) CdSe/4CdS/2ZnS QD 
donors 
	
Acceptora Absorption Max (nm) Extinction Coefficient (M-1 cm-1) 
Alexa Fluor® 647 651 257,000 
Donor J x10
16  






CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS 1.55 5.50 3.88 ± 0.19 0.64 (1.2) 
CdSe/4CdS/2ZnS 1.99 5.94 5.91 ± 0.44 0.67 (2.8) 
CdSe/7CdS/2ZnS 2.39 7.43 9.00 ± 0.38 0.61 (5.6) 
CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS 2.35 7.40 10.80 ± 0.84 0.46 (8.7) 
CdSe/13CdS/2ZnS 2.24 6.73 11.10 ± 1.04 0.28 (8.1) 
CdSe/16CdS/2ZnS 2.31 6.33 10.30 ± 0.93 0.33 (9.5) 
Table 2. a Alex Fluor® 647 characteristics taken from the specifications given by Life Sciences, Lot # 
1764051. b Number of acceptors per donor at which maximum efficiency is reached. For donors with 
1 and 4 CdS monolayers efficiency is listed for smallest n that does not exhibit acceptor-acceptor 
quenching.  
 
























































thin-shelled QDs, close inspection shows a mismatch between the trends for maximum 
signal intensity seen in the FRET assays and the shell thickness-dependent QD brightness 
values presented in Figure 19, D. This is due to the non-linearity of PL intensity as a 
function of concentration even at rather dilute concentrations (tens of nM), especially for 
the 10, 13 and 16 shell QD donors (Figure 22). 
 
Figure 22. Plots of PL intensity as a function of QD concentration for each QD donor. Measurements 
were taking in 384 well plates using 30 µL volumes. 
 
Donor quenching is shown in comparison to collisional controls that included 
QDs and AF647 in the absence of His-tagged peptide (Figure 20, D). Collisional 
quenching is known to quench linearly as a function of concentration;228 in contrast, the 
FRET data exhibits non-linear quenching described by the Hill equation that models 
binding events.229 It has been shown that His-tag binding can increase the QD emission 
of unevenly coated particles by filling in surface defects.204,219 PL enhancement was 
assessed for each of our QD donors by mixing QDs and unlabeled His-tag peptides at 
concentrations equivalent to those for the QD and labeled His-tags in the FRET assays. 
















































































































































Figure 23. (A) Plots of a representative his-tag binding control and the (B) change in relative QD 
emission as additional peptides are added to each QD donor. 
 
Characteristics of the FRET pairs and experimentally obtained FRET results are 
reported in Table 2. Förster distance (R0) is the distance at which FRET efficiency 
(EFRET) is 50% and is a function of the degree of donor emission and acceptor absorption 
overlap, or overlap integral (J) (Eqn. 3 & Eqn. 4). As R0 is dependent on donor QY, 
increasing donor QY increases the Förster distance of a FRET pair. In theory, if the 
increase in R0 were larger than the increase in QD size, then the decrease in EFRET due to 
large donor size may be overcome by the increase in donor QY. The gQDs did not 
maintain a high enough QY after thiol-based ligand transfer to fully overcome the 
increase in RDA, but the higher QY (compared to thin-shelled QDs in this study) does 
help mitigate the impact of the increase in RDA. 
While FRET efficiency (Figure 20, E) is calculated solely using the donor 
emission, the ratiometric characteristic of FRET systems utilizing a fluorescent acceptor 
can be analyzed by plotting FA/FD (Figure 20, F), where FA is fluorescence intensity of 






















































in the presence of an acceptor. FA/FD describes the ratio of the donor and acceptor 
emission intensities and can be used to characterize an unknown sample if an initial 
calibration curve is generated. While generation of a calibration curve is necessary, 
ratiometric sensing is sensor concentration independent and thus more reliable in 
complex sensing scenarios than single-color FRET-based sensors. Both the largest 
maximum efficiency and greatest range in FA/FD was achieved using the thinnest shelled 
donor (CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS). The signal intensity obtained from this assay, however, is ∼50 
times lower than that obtained from the assay using the CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS donor. To 
match signal intensities, the concentrations of donors and acceptors needed in a thin-
shelled QD FRET system is much higher than those needed in assays that use gQDs. The 
CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS QDs need ∼0.6 acceptors per donor to achieve ∼50% EFRET. Table 2 
shows that the CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS QD achieves ∼50% EFRET at a ∼1:9 ratio. To produce 
the same signal output as a QD with 10 CdS MLs, the smaller QD must be used at a 
concentration ∼50× that of the gQD. This means that the gQD FRET assay can 
experience 50% EFRET with the addition of ∼3× less acceptor. In addition, high signal 
intensities would be beneficial in visual sensors where quick color-metric changes are 
preferred over measurements requiring expensive and/or complex instruments. If 
instrumentation is sensitive and EFRET is the main concern, use of traditional QDs is 
preferable; if high and easily discernable signal output is the greater concern, then thick-
shelled gQDs may provide an advantage. 
Energy transfer was furthermore confirmed through our observation of a decrease 




medium and large donors were added to a cuvette with PBS, pH 7.4 + 1% (w/v) BSA, at 
a final concentration of 25 nM. PL lifetime was monitored during titration of his-tagged 
AF647. The PL decays were plotted and curve fit to extract an amplitude-weighted 
average lifetime for each FRET condition (Eqn. 9 & Eqn. 10). These average lifetimes 
were used to quantify the FRET efficiency in each system. The FRET efficiencies 
obtained from the lifetime measurements was slightly lower than those calculated from 
the spectral results, but the same trend of decreasing FRET efficiency with thicker CdS 
shells was seen (Figure 24). The individual fit components obtained and the calculated 





Figure 24. Figure 4: PL Decay spectra of (A) CdSe/4CdS/2ZnS, (B) CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS, and (C) CdSe/16CdS/2ZnS donors in the presence of his-
tagged AF647. (D) A representative control experiment plotting the PL decay of a CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS donor in the presence of non-his-tagged 
AF647. The FRET efficiency (E) and decrease in donor lifetime (F) obtained from A,B and C. The error of each term, !i or Ai, in the tri-






CdSe/4CdS/2ZnS Donor   
A:D A1F/A1C 
(x103) 













0 3.1 / 3.3 5.4 / 5.5 2.3 / 2.2 20.0 / 20.0 1.5 / 1.7 85.2 / 81.6 13.7 / 13.4 0.00 
0.9 3..0 / 2.9 4.1 / 4.9 1.8 / 2.5 16.6 / 18.3 1.5 / 2.2 68.9 / 71.6 10.6 / 13.5 0.23 
1.9 6.1 / 2.9 2.6 / 4.9 2.0 / 2.4 11.8 / 18.0 1.9 / 2.6 52.3 / 65.2 5.9 / 13.3 0.57 
3.7 2.2 / 3.2 2.3 / 5.7 0.8 / 2.3 9.9 / 20.8 0.8 / 1.6 46.2 / 86.2 5.4 / 14.1 0.61 
7.5 1.8 / 2.8 2.0 / 4.6 0.6 / 2.7 8.4 / 17.5 0.6 / 2.8 41.9 / 64.3 4.5 / 13.5 0.67 
CdSe/10CdS/2ZnS Donor   
0 3.5 / 3.3 15.0 / 14.9 3.7 / 4.0 54.1 / 51.3 4.7 / 6.2 193.7 / 172.5 44.9 / 45.6 0.00 
1.1 3.8 / 3.5 16.5 / 15.6 3.5 / 3.9 54.8 / 55.2 4.3 / 4.7 191.6 / 197.3 43.5 / 46.1 0.03 
2.2 3.3 / 3.4 12.2 / 15.6 3.8 / 3.9 43.8 / 53.5 5.7 / 5.1 156.5 / 187.2 38.6 / 45.5 0.14 
4.4 3.6 / 3.1 12.6 / 13.3 3.4 / 4.2 44.2 / 50.1 4.2 / 6.3 167.4 / 168.6 35.9 / 45.2 0.20 
8.7 4.2 / 3.1 12.7 / 14.7 2.7 / 4.1 44.3 / 51.9 3.0 /5.6 167.8 / 179.1 31.0 / 46.1 0.31 
CdSe/16CdS/2ZnS Donor   
0 3.3 / 2.3 12.6 / 12.6 4.2 / 4.2 47.2 / 45.5 3.1 / 4.2 185.9 / 162.9 38.1 / 41.5 0.00 
1.1 3.6 / 2.9 12.2 / 16.2 4.2 / 3.7 44.5 / 49.8 3.5 / 3.4 178.7 / 177.2 35.9 /42.0 0.06 
2.1 3.7 / 3.0 12.0 / 12.3 4.3 / 4.2 42.9 / 47.5 3.4 / 3.5 177.7 / 182.9 34.7 / 40.2 0.09 
4.2 3.7 / 3.2 12.2 / 15.0 4.1 / 3.9 42.1 / 49.5 3.1 / 3.4 181.2 / 191.5 33.6 / 41.2 0.12 
8.5 3.9 / 3.1 11.5 / 12.6 3.9 / 4.1 38.5 / 45.2 3.3 / 3.0 161.7 / 188.6 30.6 /37.6 0.20 




3.3.3 Using gQDs in a FRET-based enzyme assay	
A sensor for enzymatic proteolysis was developed to test the impact of the gQD 
shell thickness in a functional assay. Similar to previous QD-based cleavage assays,125,230 
the histidine tagged peptide sequence used to bind the AF647 dye to the QDs was 
specifically chosen such that the addition of α-Chymotrypsin cleaves the peptide linker, 
releasing the AF647 acceptor from the particle. The disassociation of the acceptor from 
the donor increases the donor–acceptor distance, thereby decreasing the FRET efficiency 
(Scheme 1). This is seen spectroscopically as a decrease in the sensitized acceptor 
emission and an increase in the donor PL (Figure 25).  
 
 
Figure 25. (A) QD emission recovery after enzyme addition over time. Data is normalized to PL 
intensity at corresponding time points of the sensor after addition of buffer without enzyme present. 
Plots are of means ± standard deviations of triplicates. (B) Comparison of visual sensors for different 
QD donors. Top to bottom: thin, medium and thick shelled donors. Left to right: QD only, QD A647 
FRET quenching, QD + A647 + enzyme. (C) PL of the CdSe/7CdS/2ZnS sensor in the presence of 
enzyme (red) or buffer (green) compared to the QD control (dotted blue) after 30 minutes. 
 
Because all of the QDs provide sufficient signal intensity when measured on a 
fluorimeter, the significantly higher FRET efficiency and range in FA/FD make the thin 
shelled QDs a better choice for spectrally resolved FRET sensors. For a larger gQD 
donor, increasing the number of acceptors per donor increases the range of FA/FD. This 




brightness is much brighter than the dye acceptor, so even at similar FRET efficiencies, 
the FA/FD for sensors utilizing a thin shelled donor is larger. Instead, we explore a way to 
exploit the brightness of the thick shelled donors by testing the possibility of using them 
in visual sensors. Visual read-outs are particularly relevant for point-of-care (POC) 
diagnostics and where a digital yes/no result is informative. 
To make visual enzyme sensors, FRET conjugates using thin, medium, and thick 
shelled donors (1, 7, and 13 CdS shells, respectively) were loaded into 200 µL PCR 
tubes. Enzyme was added in excess (1 nmol) to each sensor and the difference between 
the different sensors was visually observed under illumination with a 365 nm ultraviolet 
light. QD-only tubes and QD + peptide-dye (FRET quenched) tubes were included for 
comparison. In the top row of 	Figure 25,	B, the thin-shell QD emission in the left-most 
tube is nearly completely quenched by the presence of the dye-labeled peptide (middle 
tube). In the right-hand tube, there is QD brightening due to enzymatic cleavage of the 
dye-labeled peptide, but this change is challenging to see by eye due to the relative 
dimness of the QDs at this shell thickness and concentration. In the middle row, QDs 
with moderate shell thicknesses are quite bright, are visibly quenched by the peptide-dye, 
and QD emission visibly recovers upon enzymatic cleavage. With the thickest shelled 
QD donors in the bottom row of the tubes, the emissions from the QDs are very bright in 
all of the tubes, making discernment between the quenched and unquenched state 
difficult. 
For quantitative analysis, 30 µL of QD, QD + peptide-dye, and QD + peptide-dye 




acceptors per donor was halved compared to the visual test and less (0.2 nmol) enzyme 
was added per assay. In both assays (visual and spectroscopic), an excess of the peptide-
acceptor and enzyme were used. Because FRET efficiency is highest and initial sensor 
PL the lowest when using the smallest QDs, the extent of QD PL enhancement from 
enzyme cleavage relative to a sensor + no enzyme control is highest (Figure 25, A). 
However, the signal intensity of the sensor using the thin-shelled QDs is so relatively dim 
that even after a four-fold increase in brightness following enzyme addition, the 
difference is difficult to see visibly. PL of thin shelled QDs can be measured with a 
fluorimeter, but is difficult to see by eye at low concentrations. Medium- and thick-
shelled QDs are much brighter and are easily visible at lower concentrations, but require 
more acceptors to exhibit visible quenching. 
3.4 Conclusions 
High-quality CdSe/xCdS and CdSe/xCdSe/2ZnS heterostructured QDs were 
synthesized and characterized to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of gQDs 
in biological applications. The thick-shelled, Zn-capped gQDs exhibit relative brightness 
38-fold larger than those of thin-shelled, ZnS-capped QDs. For energy transfer, high 
brightness is useful in low concentration assays when enhanced signal to noise ratios is 
beneficial. The disadvantage of using gQD donors in FRET assays is the increased 
donor–acceptor distance that decreases maximum FRET efficiency. The overall QD size 
is minimized by using short, thiol-based ligands for water solubilization. Thin-shelled or 
core-only QDs are non-emissive following thiol-based bond ligand transfer, but 




layer of the high bandgap semiconductor, ZnS. QDs with more than 7 CdS MLs do not 
need the ZnS layer to exhibit measurable PL following ligand exchange, but quantum 
yields are higher for all samples with the ZnS cap. CdSe/7CdS/2ZnS QDs showed 
optimal properties as gQD FRET donors. They maintain the highest QY after ligand 
transfer with the thiol-based ligand and exhibit FRET efficiencies of up to 60% when 
attached to a dye-labeled peptide. Furthermore, their brightness in water is up to 8 times 
that of thin shelled or commercially available ITK655 QDs. A test sensor was made to 
monitor α-chymotrypsin proteolytic activity. The sensor exhibited a significant decrease 
in FRET signal as a direct consequence of peptide cleavage and demonstrated the 
viability of gQD donor FRET assemblies as biological sensors.  
3.5 Experimental 
Full experimental details of Aim 1 have been previously published.26 Here, brief 
descriptions will be provided instead.  
3.5.1 Quantum dot synthesis 
CdSe cores were nucleated using a modified version of a previously described hot 
injection method.180 Shortly: a cation solution consisting of cadmium oleate, (Cd(OA)2), 
triocytlphosphine oxide (TOPO) and octadecene (ODE) was degassed under vacuum at 
room temperature before heating to 300 °C under argon (Ar). A pre-mixed anion solution 
consisting of Se, trioctylphosphine (TOP), and oleylamine (OLAm) was injected quickly 
into the cation solution and allowed to anneal for 3 mins before cooling to room 




methanol and re-dispersed in hexane. 1–16 atomic monolayers of CdS and 0—2 atomic 
monolayers of ZnS were added to the CdSe core via a modified successive ion layer 
adsorption reaction (SILAR) method as reported by Ghosh, et al.180 The amount of 
precursor needed to add a single atomic monolayer of shell material was calculated on a 
volume basis using the density and lattice constant for wurtzite CdS.  
3.5.2 CL4 synthesis 
A short hydrophilic ligand, compact ligand four (CL4), developed by Susumu, et 
al., was used to water solubilize the QDs.218 The ligand was synthesized as previously 
described,218 with the following modification: reaction volumes were increased four-fold 
and extra salts were removed by filtration prior to the evaporation of ethanol.  
3.5.3 QD phase exchange 
For ligand exchange, a biphasic mixture of QDs in chloroform and 760 mM CL4 
in water was left to stir overnight in argon filled glass vials. The ratio of CL4 to QD was 
adjusted to account for the larger surface area of gQDs such that 3,500 molecules of CL4 
per unit surface area (nm2) of QD was used in each transfer. With overnight stirring, the 
QDs transferred to the water phase and the chloroform phase became clear. The water 
phase was collected, filtered through a 0.1 µm PVDF syringe filter and buffer exchanged 
with PBS, pH 7.4, three times using 30 kDa centrifugal filters (EMD Millipore). Ligand-




3.5.4 Quantum dot characterization 
The core, core/shell, and core/shell/shell samples were imaged on a JEOL 2100 
TEM. Analysis of many transmission electron micrographs yielded the core and shell size 
of each QD. DLS measurements were taken on a Brookhaven 90plus Nano-particle Sizer 
and each sample was measured 3–5 times. Reported hydrodynamic diameters were taken 
from the number averaged measurements using a particle refractive index of 1.6. The 
initial concentration and subsequent dilution of each SILAR reaction flask was kept track 
of and samples of as-synthesized QDs at known concentration were stored in glass vials. 
Absorption measurements of as-synthesized CdSe/xCdS QDs diluted in chloroform were 
taken on a Nanodrop 2000c (Thermo Scientific) in cuvettes to back-calculate their molar 
extinction coefficients at 400 nm. Absorbance measurements of the CdSe/xCdS/2ZnS 
QDs were taken in water and then normalized to the measured molar extinction 
coefficient to generate the plot in 	Figure 19,	D. 
Photoluminescence was measured on a Horiba Jobin Yvon Nanolog. The relative 
quantum yields of each of the samples was determined by plotting integrated emission as 
a function of absorption at excitation wavelength (400 nm) of 3–5 sample dilutions and 
comparing the resulting slope to that of Rhodamine 6G (R6G) in ethanol. The quantum 
yield of R6G in ethanol is 94% and independent of concentration up to 20 µM when 
excited at 488 nm.231 The brightness of each heterostructure was determined by 
multiplying the εQD at 400 nm (the excitation wavelength for the QY measurements) by 




PL decay measurements were taken using a fluorescence lifetime spectrometer 
(LifeSpec II, Edinburg Instruments), employing a time-correlated single photon counting 
technique. Samples were excited at 405 nm using a pulse diode laser (EPL-405, Edinburg 
Instruments). The collected lifetimes were fit to a tri-exponential decay (F980 Software, 
Edinburg Instruments): 
   
 !(#) = &'(')
* +,- + &/(/)
* +,0 + &1(1)
* +,2  
Eqn. 9 
   
where # represents time and &3  are coefficients that indicate the weight associated with each 
decay time. Average amplitude weighted lifetimes were calculated using:232 
   
 τ567 =
&'(' + &/(/ + &1(1
&' + &/ + &1
 Eqn. 10 
   
3.5.5 FRET assays 
The peptide sequence used for all FRET and enzymatic cleavage assays was 
ordered from and synthesized by Biomatik. The sequence used, Ac-HHHHHH-
GL(Aib)AAGGWGC-NH2, was previously described by Medintz, et al.125 Cysteine-
Maleimide coupling was used to label the peptides with Alexa Fluor® 647. The 
conjugation ran overnight at 4 °C and was subsequently purified via Ni-NTA 
immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). The purified product was buffer 
exchanged to PBS, pH 7.4, using 3 kDa MWCO centrifugal filters (EMD Millipore) to 




The QD:AF647 FRET systems were allowed to bind via histidine-mediated self-
assembly in PBS + 1% (w/v) BSA solution. Well plate assays were prepared in triplicate 
using black, nonbinding 384 well-plates (Corning). QD excitation was set to 400 nm with 
a slit width of 2 nm and spectra was collected using the MicroMax Plate Reader 
attachment for the Horiba Nanolog Fluorimeter. The PL decay of QD + his-tagged 
AF647 solutions prepared in a similar manner was measured in cuvettes while stirring. 
For enzymatic cleavage assays, QD only, QD + His6 + AF647 (no FRET control), and 
QD + His6:AF647 (FRET quenched sensor) wells were prepared in sextuplicate for each 
QD donor. PL spectra were taken before addition of enzyme. After initial measurement, 
α-chymotrypsin in HEPES, pH 8 was added to 3 replicates while the remaining 3 were 
loaded with HEPES, pH 8. PL was measured every 5 min over 1 h in order to monitor 
change in sensor brightness over time. Change in sensor brightness was calculated by 
normalizing the PL of the enzyme loaded wells to that of the buffer only controls. This 
was then multiplied by initial FRET quenched QD PL to compare brightness between QD 
donors. The photo in Figure 25, B was generated by replicating the wells used in the 
enzyme cleavage assays in 200 µL PCR tubes. 1 nmol of enzyme was added to the 
rightmost tube and the photo was taken approximately 10 minutes after addition of 
enzyme. 
3.5.6 FRET analysis 
Overlap integral and Förster distance were calculated using Eqn. 3 and Eqn. 4 




excitation and peak fitted using OriginPro. FRET efficiency was experimentally 
determined using Eqn. 6.  
FRET efficiency can also be described as a function of the average number of 
acceptors per donor, n, taking into account that given a specific donor acceptor ratio, the 
specific number of acceptors, k, bound to each donor is described by a Poissonian 
distribution: 35,131 









 Eqn. 11 
   
R DA was calculated from Eqn. 11 using the experimentally determined FRET efficiency 





4. Aim 2: Quantum Dot to Quantum Dot FRET: 
Engineering Materials for Visual Color Change Sensing 
The findings in Aim 1 show that increasing shell thickness of core/shell QDs greatly 
increases their molar extinction coefficient, but can decrease their QY at ultra-thick 
shells. As such, for FRET sensing applications where the minimization of donor-acceptor 
separation distance is important, there is no advantage in synthesizing ultra-thick shelled 
QDs. Instead, moderate shelling (4-10 monolayers) can provide improved brightness 
(~8x in water) while retaining decent FRET efficiency (~60%) when using a small 
molecule FD acceptor. Of note is the fact that FRET-based sensors with visual read-out 
could be made when using the moderately shelled QD donors, sparking interest in 
designing QD-based sensors for point-of-care yes/no type sensing. Having confirmed that 
there is value in increasing donor QD brightness for biosensing applications in a QD-FD 
system, QD-QD FRET systems are designed and tested in Aim 2, with a focus on finding 
donor-acceptor pairs that provide color change for visual read-out.  
4.1 Introduction 
As previously discussed (section 2.4), QDs have garnered interest as fluorescent 
labels due to their outstanding brightness, chemical-, and photo-stability when compared 
to traditional fluorescent dyes (FDs) and proteins (FPs).48 The use of QDs as donors in 
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) has been particularly successful (section 2.6). 
FRET is a non-radiative dipole-dipole energy transfer that results in donor fluorescence 




emission, ratiometric sensors can be designed.120,122,213 Using ratiometric output for 
sensing is advantageous as it is self-calibrating and therefore less sensitive to fluctuations 
in sensor environment.233  
The majority of QD based FRET sensors use a QD as a donor to a fluorescent 
protein (FP) or dye (FD) acceptor.24,26,27,69,125,127,128 These have a clear advantage over 
FRET systems using only FPs and/or FDs. QD absorbance is broadband in the UV, 
enabling selective excitation of the donor whereas FPs and FDs exhibit discreet band-like 
absorbance and direct excitation of the acceptor is often unavoidable (Figure 10). 
However, for longitudinal studies that require repeated use over long periods of time, the 
limited photo and thermal stability of organic acceptors can be problematic. This could be 
alleviated by using QDs as both the donor and acceptor, but the advantage of being able 
to choose an excitation wavelength that avoids non-sensitized acceptor emission is lost. 
Because the observation of FRET is mainly determined by acceptor sensitized emission 
as a result of energy transfer, direct excitation of the acceptor can greatly complicate 
signal analysis. FRET efficiency can also be determined by evaluating change in the 
donor fluorescence lifetimes, which are not negatively affected by high acceptor 
background signal. However, the experimental setup and analysis of these measurements 
can be more difficult and time consuming than collecting and analyzing spectral data; PL 
lifetime instrumentation is less ubiquitous and rarely outfitted with plate readers that 
facilitate measurement of many sample conditions. 
 In general, QD-QD FRET has not been as well explored as QD-FP(D) FRET for 




However, due to their exceptional brightness, the development of QD-QD FRET for 
point-of-care sensors (POCs) with easy to read visual output could be of interest—
specifically, sensors exhibiting visible color change. POCs are portable devices meant for 
fast diagnostic screening at or near the patient site of care. To truly make an impact, 
sensors of this type should not only be fast and accurate, but also cheap and easy to use.58 
For POCs that use FDs, both colorimetric and fluorescent read-out can be achieved, with 
fluorescent read-out often being more sensitive.51,234 However, the instrumentation 
needed for the detection of fluorescence can be expensive, motivating the development of 
POCs bright enough to be seen by eye or imaged by cheap consumer electronics.57 In this 
area, the enhanced brightness and stability of QDs would be a huge advantage. 
Extrapolating the benefits of ratiometric sensing, using QD-QD FRET to provide color 
change for sensor output may hold potential in further improving their sensitivity and 
robustness. Therefore, we focus on developing material systems where color change is 
observed upon the induction of FRET. To achieve this, several QD-QD FRET pairs were 
synthesized and tested in aggregation-based FRET assays. Their spectral outputs were 
compared and we show that it is possible to create a QD-QD FRET system that exhibits 
visual color change. 
4.2 Results and Discussion 
We examine energy resonance transfer from a donor QD to an acceptor QD 
through both PL intensity and PL lifetime. Previous reports of QD-QD FRET most often 
focus on fundamental photophysical observations, but several describe sensing 




semiconductor nanocrystals comprising the same material— i.e., both donor and acceptor 
QDs are CdSe or CdTe. Composition-consistent examples suffer from some fundamental 
limitations in their optimization and applications. Specifically, because the absorption 
cross-section of the larger, redder-emitting acceptor QD is by definition higher than that 
of the smaller, bluer-emitting donor QD, the background due to direct acceptor excitation 
can overwhelm the system, making PL intensity measurements challenging to interpret.42 
To overcome this limitation, we hypothesize that we can tune the relative absorbances of 
the donor and acceptor by using QDs comprising different compositions. Furthermore, 
heterostructured QDs exhibit increasing absorption cross-sections with thicker shells;26 
thus, shell thickness could also be leveraged to promote preferential excitation of the 
donor QDs over acceptor QDs. 
Resonance energy transfer efficiency is influenced by the quantum yield of the 
donor (ФD), the molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor (eA), and the donor-acceptor 
distance. The visual output of the sensor is furthermore dependent on the relative 
brightness of the donor and acceptor, which means that the donor absorptivity (eD) and 
acceptor emission efficiency are relevant as well (ФA). In this study, we utilized multiple 
donor and acceptor QDs to vary these specific parameters. We discuss the observed 
differences in energy transfer and photoluminescence spectra and link those to theoretical 
foundations of energy transfer to generate a better understanding of how material choices 





4.2.1 Quantum Dot Properties 
We tested several QD compositions and heterostructures to clarify the 
compositional effects on energy transfer in a QD-QD FRET system. In order to achieve 
this, we synthesized donor and acceptor QDs exhibiting green (510-560 nm) and red (650 
nm) emission using both CdSe and InP cores. These wavelengths were chosen to 
facilitate the creation of visible color-change sensors with colors that are clearly 
distinguishable by eye and with minimal emission overlap. Core/shell, core/shell/shell, 
and core-alloyed-shell QD heterostructures were produced to probe the effect of shell 
composition and thickness on energy transfer.  
Cadmium (CdSe or CdTe) based QDs are the most well-developed and widely 
available.235,236 A red-emitting CdSe-based acceptor particle with a core/shell/shell 
structure was synthesized via a successive ion layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR).216 
The resulting particle—CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS QD— is very similar to commercially available 
CdSe QDs; the number in front of each shell material indicates the number of addition 
cycles of each material used in the synthesis. The synthesis of a core-alloyed-shell 
CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y QD yielded a green-emitting CdSe-based donor QD. Of the QDs tested in 
this report, this was the only one to retain effectively 100% of its quantum yield (Ф) after 
ligand exchange for water solubility. This is most likely due the thick shell produced in 
its one-pot synthesis.237 In this synthesis, the difference in reaction kinetics between the 
Cd, Zn, Se and S ions drives both the nucleation of the core and growth of the shell with 
a single precursor injection. By doing this, a thick alloyed shell is obtained with relatively 




up to days. Often, this also results in decreased Ф,180 mostly likely due to defects in the 
shell as it grows too thick.237,238  
InP-based QDs are heavy metal-free alternatives to more widely available 
cadmium- or lead-based QDs. While multiple compositions of heavy metal-free QDs now 
exist,117,160,239,240 InP is commercially available and one of the more well explored of 
these materials.161,241,242 Here, we use it as a second semiconductor material in order to 
test how QD composition can inform FRET probe design. The InP QDs were also used to 
explore shell thickness effects on QD-QD FRET and QDs with different ZnSe shell 
thicknesses (InP/xZnSe/3ZnS) were synthesized via SILAR to be used as donors in QD-
QD FRET. In order to compare CdSe and InP QD acceptors, an InP/3ZnS QD was 
synthesized to emit at 650 nm. Table 4 lists the optical properties of all QDs used in this 
work which will be used to further discuss the behavior of our FRET systems in 
following sections. Absorbance and photoluminescence (PL) spectra for all QD samples 
are shown along with their TEM images in Figure 26 and Figure 27. 















D1 CdxZn1-xSeyS1-yD 510 30 / 145 170,000 5.0 ± 0.6 30.2 ± 1.0 28.9 ± 0.3 49 
D2 InP/7ZnSD 560 63 / 251 360,000 2.2 ± 0.3 11.7 ± 2.5 0.7 ± 0.3 3 
D3 InP/4ZnSe/3ZnSD 555 61 / 201 940,000 1.9 ± 0.2 17.0 ± 1.3 4.2 ± 0.6 40 
D4 InP/7ZnSe/3ZnSD 560 47 / 182 2,400,000 2.3 ± 0.3 16.1 ± 0.2 4.6 ± 0.2 110 
D5 InP/10ZnSe/3ZnSD 560 44 / 174 3,400,000 2.7 ± 0.3 8.2 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 61 
A1 InP/3ZnSA 650 69 / 202 1,100,000 1.7 ± 0.2 14.6 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.2 15 
A2 CdSe/1CdS/2ZnSA 650 40 / 119 5,100,000 3.1 ± 0.3 7.5 ± 0.1 1.4± 0.1 71 
 
Table 4. Quantum Dot Material Properties. * Whether the quantum dot was used as a donor or 
acceptor is indicated by superscripted D or A respectively. †Sizing based on TEM images. ‡Absolute 
quantum yield measurements taken with an integrating sphere. ǁR0 calculated using InP/3ZnS as an 
acceptor and estimated molar extinction coefficients as described in the main text. ǁR0 calculated 
using the CdSe/1CdSe/2ZnS QD as an acceptor and estimated molar extinction coefficients as 






Figure 26. Absorbance (left) and emission (middle) spectra of the CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y (D1) and InP/7ZnS 
(D2) QD donors as well as the InP/3ZnS (A1) and CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS (A2) acceptors. Absorbance 
spectra were scaled to molar extinction coefficient, calculated as described in the text. Representative 
TEM images are shown in the right-most column. Scale bars indicate 10 nm. The labels in the top left 
































































































































































Figure 27. Absorbance (left) and emission (middle) spectra of the InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS (D3), 
InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS (D4), and InP/10ZnSe/3ZnS (D5) donors. Absorbance spectra were scaled to molar 
extinction coefficient, calculated as described in the text. Representative TEM images are shown in 
the right-most column. Scale bars indicate 10 nm. The labels in the top left corner can be used to 
reference Table 4 for each QD’s optical properties. 
 
In Figure 26 and Figure 27, the absorbance spectra are presented as molar 
extinction coefficient plots, e. The determination of e requires both elemental analysis 
and TEM imaging/sizing of each QD sample, which can be both time and material 






















































































































method, can only be used on QDs of a specific type or synthesized in a specific manner. 
Additionally, if theoretical calculations are used, the amount of error associated with the 
calculation of different material types can differ, making comparison between systems 
difficult. Our estimation of e assumed that the location of the QD first absorption peak 
(1s peak) is dictated by the size of its core. Both donors have Type-I band alignments 
where the lowest energy gap is not hugely effected by shell size,243 making this an 
acceptable approximation. For each QD, molar extinction coefficients at their 1s peaks 
were estimated by using previously reported empirical fit formulas for core-only QDs of 
the appropriate material217 and scaling the absorption spectra to this point to calculate the 
molar extinction coefficients for the absorption spectrum.244 The value for e at 400 nm 
(e400) is reported in Table 4. This was also done for the CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y QDs, where the 
approximation may be less accurate, as its core is not as well defined.  
4.2.2 pH Dependent Aggregation Assays 
To efficiently compare QD-QD FRET pairs, we required a simple and efficient 
way to induce FRET. Unfortunately, while a few examples exist,135,244 it is non-trivial to 
link two QDs in a precisely controlled manner.42 In QD-FD(P) FRET, the large surface 
area of the QD acts as a scaffold for the labeling of many different moieties which only 
hold one site that is reactive to the QD. Several different,27,34,50 well-established methods 
for linking FD and FPs to QDs for bio-sensing have been reported, including histidine 
based self-assembly219,245 and traditional covalent coupling methods such as carbodiimide 




sites which can cause unwanted and inhomogeneous aggregation,247 limiting assay 
reproducibility. As an alternative to directed conjugation of QD donors and acceptors, 
previous reports indicate that QD-QD FRET can be induced by aggregating the 
nanoparticles in either organic248 or aqueous249 solution. While perhaps less controlled, 
aggregation-based assays benefit from the simplicity of their preparation. 
 In a well-dispersed solution, the QDs are too far apart for FRET to occur, whereas 
after aggregation, they are extremely close, allowing for energy transfer (Eqn. 5). To 
more closely simulate a biosensing application, we performed our aggregation studies in 
aqueous media, inducing particle clustering through a change in pH. To impart water 
solubility to our QDs, their native ligands were exchanged with a di-thiolate zwitterion, 
compact ligand 4 (CL4).218 CL4 is a lipoic acid derivative that has been modified to 
include two carboxylic acids and one tertiary amine (Figure 28, top). The dithiol moiety 
on the ligand binds to the QD surface while the charged end groups impart 
hydrophilicity. Ligand exchange-based phase transfer results in large loss of Ф, as the 
ligand is interacting directly with the surface of the QD. However, water solubilizing 
QDs through ligand exchange is often preferred for FRET applications because it results 
in a smaller hydrodynamic size than encapsulation-based phase transfer methods that 
result in higher Ф.  
 Because CL4 is a small ligand, QD stability is imparted through charge-charge 
repulsion and therefore highly affected by the protonation state of the carboxyl groups. 
Specifically, colloidal stability is retained for nanoparticles coated with CL4 stored at pH 




pairs and induce FRET. The well-dispersed, no FRET, case consisted of QDs dispersed in 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS), at pH 7.4. The aggregated, FRET, case consisted of 
QDs in citrate buffer at pH 3.5. We confirmed aggregation through comparison of 
dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements at neutral and acidic pH (Figure 28A & B) 
which showed the hydrodynamic radius increasing by over an order of magnitude; PL 
spectra of dispersed and aggregated QD mixtures demonstrate the expected spectral 
changes (Figure 28C & D) and PL decays (donor lifetimes, Figure 29) were taken for 
select pairs to further confirm the presence of energy transfer (Eqn. 6). 
 
.  
Figure 28. Representative data from a QD-QD aggregation assay. CL4 is used to impart water 
solubility to the QDs. At pH 7.4 the large majority of carboxyl groups on CL4 are negatively 






























































































indicated by DLS measurements taken of QD solutions at (A) pH 7.4 and (B) 3.5. PL of the mixed 
solutions are taken (C) before and (D) after aggregation and the ratio of acceptor to donor emission 
is used as a metric to compare the efficiency of energy transfer between different donor and acceptor 
FRET pairs. In panels C and D, the acceptor to donor absorbance ratio is increased from 0 to 4. The 
pair shown uses an InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS donor (D3) and an InP/3ZnS acceptor (A1). 
 
	
Figure 29. PL Decay curves for an InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS QD (D3, row A) and a CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y QD (D1, 
row B) acting as donors to an InP/3ZnS (A1) acceptor. Data was collected for each acceptor/donor 
ratio at pH 3.5 (column 1) and pH 7.4 (column 2) for the FRET and control systems respectively. The 
decay curves were fit to Eqn. 9 and average lifetimes were calculated using Eqn. 10. Donor lifetimes 
were plotted in column 3 and decrease as acceptor to donor ratio increases at pH 3.5 indicating 
energy transfer. Donor lifetime significantly decreases after aggregation, even with no acceptors 
present, indicating that donor—donor homoFRET is occurring.  
 
To circumvent potential errors arising from the molar extinction coefficient 
estimations as described above, the ratio of acceptors to donors was pegged to the ratio of 
their absorbance at 400 nm, rather than their molar ratio. Absorbance is a measurable 
quantity where the nominal error is linked to instrumentation and therefore consistent 
across all QD samples and types. By doing this, many different QD systems could be 








































































































































alloys and heterostructures, as described above. Our assays utilized two different 
acceptors: InP/3ZnS (A1) and CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS (A2). The majority of the assays were 
performed using acceptor to donor absorbance ratios (AbsA400/AbsD400) between 0 and 4, 
but in assays that used the CdxZnS 1-xSeyS1-y donor (D1) whose QY was very high 
compared to that of the acceptors, the ratio was extended to 0—40 . PL spectra and 
analysis of acceptor/donor fluorescence intensity ratio (Fa/Fd) for all assays to be 
discussed are aggregated in Table 5. 
 




































































































































































































































































































































Table 5. PL spectra of the QD-QD FRET pairs discussed in this work at pH 7.4 (dispersed, no FRET) 
and pH 3.5 (aggregated, FRET).  The emission intensity ratio of the accepter divided by the donor at 





































































































































































































































































most column, using the labels provided in Table 4 and the section in which the pair is first discussed 
is provided in parenthesis. Some donors were used in multiple assays with slightly different 
conditions which are indicated in the left-most column.  
4.2.3 Linking Fluorimeter Output with Color Change 
For potential point of care (POC) applications, it is important for sensor readouts 
to be fast and easy to decipher.66 Previous reports have shown that large changes in 
brightness can be used for visual detection,26 but color change is an additional way to 
provide such a read-out.250 A smart phone was used to take images of our aggregation 
assays which were compared to fluorescence spectra collected using a fluorimeter to 
correlate the two detection modalities (Figure 30). Color can also be directly calculated 
by using color matching functions to map the emission spectra to a standard color space 
(CIE 1976, Figure 31).  
 
Figure 30: Fa/Fd plots for (A) InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS to InP/3ZnS donor acceptor pair (Table 5, Row 6 ) 
and (B) CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y Table 5, Row 2 ) to InP/3ZnS donor acceptor pair. Insets: Images of the wells 
measured to correlate color with PL. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of triplicates. 
Images are taken with a smartphone. A line where Fa/Fd = 1 is shown and the point at which a clear 



































Figure 31. PL spectra (A) and plate assay image (B) of a QD-QD FRET system (D3-A1) after 
aggregation using acceptor to donor ratios of 0, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4. Color estimation of collected spectra 
can be done by mapping PL intensity to chromaticity diagrams through color-matching functions 
(C). The colors of the lines and ratio labels indicate the color estimated in this manner. Comparison 
of the colors calculated and the actual colors seen in the assay show excellent agreement.  
 
 
Because we are looking for discernable color change, it is helpful to look at the 
ratio of the emission intensity of the acceptor to that of the donor (Fa/Fd), which is 
effectively the ratio of red to green in our color system. In the two examples shown in 
Figure 30 (D3-A1: Table 5, row 6 and D1-A2: Table 5, row 2), the color difference between 
the donors (greenish yellow vs. bluish green), yields visual color outputs that are 
noticeably different for the two pairs. For the InP-InP FRET pair (Figure 30A), Fa/Fd of 
the non-aggregated samples is < 1 for all absorbance ratios tested. In this case, color 
change was seen in all wells where Fa/Fd became > 1 after aggregation, with the easiest to 
discern color change happening at ratios where the largest change in Fa/Fd occurred. For 




























However, Fa/Fd in the unaggregated system was still very low and therefore the donor 
was diluted by a factor of 10 to obtain AbsA400/AbsD400 = 0, 5, 10, 20 and 40 (Table 5, row 
2). In this case, Fa/Fd at pH 7.4 was greater than 1 when AbsA400/AbsD400 was greater than 
20. Although change in Fa/Fd is greatest at the highest acceptor to donor ratio (40), color 
change is difficult to discern. Because Fa/Fd > 1 before aggregation, the acceptor emission 
color is already well represented both in the spectrum and in visual presentation. Thus, 
when aggregation promotes FRET, there is perhaps an intensity change, but not a visible 
color change. In contrast, when AbsA400/AbsD400 = 10, Fa/Fd was below 1 at pH 7.4 and 
increased past 1 at pH 3.5; although the change in Fa/Fd for was lower than when 
AbsA400/AbsD400 > 20, color change was easiest to discern when using the 10x ratio. 
Looking across multiple samples, the need to have a change from Fa/Fd < 1 to Fa/Fd > 1 
for visual detection of color change became apparent. This benchmark is used in future 
discussion and therefore the Fa/Fd = 1 line is clearly marked for ease of data 
interpretation.  
For the assays discussed in this section, quenching of the donor is seen when 
titrating the system with an acceptor (Table 5, rows 2, 6, 9) at pH 7.4, indicating that 
inner filter effects such as collisional quenching were present.228 In following sections, 
donor and acceptor concentrations were decreased by a factor of 5, and this phenomenon 
was significantly reduced or no longer seen, except in the cases where AbsA400/AbsD400 = 




4.2.4 Choosing Donor and Acceptor Semiconductor Materials 
Many examples of QD-QD FRET in the literature use core only donors and 
acceptors, usually with CdSe or CdTe. In that context, we first examine the differences in 
FRET efficiency for QD-QD FRET interactions using two donors with different core 
materials—CdSe or InP. Using two acceptor QDs, similarly composed of CdSe or InP, 
we are able to look at 4 donor-acceptor combinations based on CdSe-CdSe, InP-InP, 
CdSe-InP or InP-CdSe donor-acceptor pairs. 
An ideal QD-QD FRET pair would comprise a donor with high brightness when 
compared to the acceptor and a small donor-acceptor separation distance. The importance 
of reducing the donor-acceptor distance—in this case dictated by the size of the donor 
and acceptor QDs—to maximize FRET efficiency is well known (Eqn. 5). As discussed 
in the previous section, acceptor emission is enhanced during FRET, so color change will 
be severely limited if the emission spectrum is already mostly comprised of the acceptor 
color. Thus, there is a need to develop QD-QD FRET pairs where the donor is brighter 
than the acceptor. QD synthesis requires skill, time, and money, so it is advantageous to 
find ways to intelligently chose semiconductor systems that lend themselves towards our 
goal—choosing or making QD-QD FRET pairs that can provide color change output.  
Brightness is determined by the amount of light a fluorophore can absorb—its 
absorption cross-section (a) or molar extinction coefficient (e)—multiplied by the 
efficiency in which it turns the absorbed light into emitted light—its quantum yield (Ф) 
(Table 4).47 Absorption scales to nanoparticle size as a function of volume.251 Therefore, 




emission in FRET systems using donors and acceptors of the same heterostructure. By 
looking at bulk semiconductor characteristics, predictions of what types of materials 
would yield the best results can be made. Previous reports of brightness equalized QDs 
decrease the size of red QDs to decrease their absorbance to match that of greener QDs.49 
This is a viable strategy, but limits the brightness of the QDs to that of the smaller, and 
therefore dimmest, samples. Furthermore, in sensing applications that require labeling the 
donor with multiple acceptors, using donors that are smaller (or of similar size) than the 
acceptor limits the extent of labeling possible as a result of steric hinderance.27 In our 
report, we focus on increasing the donor’s brightness past that of the acceptor’s. Figure 
32A shows bulk absorption coefficients of the semiconductor materials used in our 
report. We specifically focus on absorbance at 400 nm as it is the excitation wavelength 
used in our studies.  
At 400 nm, InP absorbs the most, making it a promising material to use when 
trying to increase a QD’s brightness. The relationship between QD size and emission 
wavelength for any material can be estimated by with the Brus equation (Figure 32, Eqn. 
12):252 
   








X Eqn. 12 
   
 Where ∆8 is the calculated QD emission energy in eV, 8O5P	is the semiconductor 
material’s bulk bandgap, U7∗  and UW∗  are the electron and hole effective mass, 




plotted for InP and CdSe QDs and shows that CdSe QDs are larger than InP QDs when 
both emit at the same wavelength less than ~525 nm. The opposite is true at wavelengths 
greater than ~ 525 nm (Figure 32B). For QDs emitting at 650 nm, CdSe QDs are ~ 1.5 
nm larger in radius, increasing the shortest achievable donor-acceptor separation distance. 
In a FRET system, changes in distance on this scale can make an enormous difference in 
designing a successful sensor. 
 
Figure 32. Bulk absorption coefficients (A) for the semiconductor materials used in our assays. The 
radius (B) and molar extinction coefficient (C) as a function of QD emission wavelength of different 
semiconductor materials can be calculated using Eqn. 12, Eqn. 13 and Eqn. 14. Insets in panel B 
show TEM images of the red emitting CdSe and InP QDs used in our study to illustrate the extreme 
difference in their sizes. Each image represents a 17 x 17 nm square.  
 
Using the Brus equation, we can predict that using an InP donor paired with an 
InP acceptor will minimize the size of the FRET pair when using a green donor and red 
acceptor. To obtain brighter donors, however, it may be more advantageous to use a 
CdSe donor with an InP acceptor. The difference in size between the two systems with 
emission at ~550 nm is minimal. On the other hand, absorption scales with volume, 
meaning that a CdSe-InP system could have similar donor-acceptor separation distance to 







































































absorption coefficient, YZ	, can be estimated using effective medium approximations:253 













where ] and c are the refractive index and extinction coefficient of the material or 
solvent (]^). Absorption coefficient is related to a QD’s molar extinction coefficient 
through the following equation:254 








where jkH  is the volume of the QD. Using Eqn. 12, Eqn. 13, and Eqn. 14, the relationship 
between molar extinction coefficient and emission wavelength for CdSe and InP QDs 
were calculated and plotted in Figure 32C. Through this analysis, we show that while 
using a CdSe donor would result in slightly higher e400, the difference is not significant. 
However, if the donor has high QY, the difference in size between a CdSe and InP green 
emitting donor is not great (~0.2 nm @ 560 nm), and could therefore be offset by higher 
R0. Additionally, Figure 32C shows that CdSe-CdSe QD-QD FRET is a sub-optimal 
system for color-change sensing. Molar extinction coefficients at green and red 
wavelengths for CdSe based QDs are extremely different, which would result in much 
brighter acceptors than donors. The difference is not as pronounced if using an all InP 
based system. This is in part due to the fact that the bulk bandgaps of the two materials 




wavelength, larger increases in QD size are needed to result in redshifts of emission 
wavelength. The bulk bandgap of InP is 922 nm217 and therefore the trend between size 
and emission wavelength is less steep in the visible wavelength range. This is especially 
of interest for designing sensors that are cadmium-free, which would greatly reduce the 
barrier for commercial translation.  
To test our predictions, we compare CdSe and InP based Type-I QDs where the 
size of the CdSe or InP core plays the dominant role in determining the QD’s emission 
wavelength. Two different QD acceptors were synthesized to emit ~ 650 nm:  a 
CdSe/1CdSe/3ZnS QD (A1) and an InP/3ZnS QD (A2). Both acceptors have emission 
maxima ~650 nm, but the CdSe/1CdS/2ZnS is much larger (Table 4, r = 3.1 nm) than the 
InP/3ZnS (Table 4, r = 1.7) QD (Figure 33, insets), matching very closely with the 
calculated expected difference in radius. FRET is highly affected by distance (Eqn. 5), so 
having a smaller acceptor is advantageous. However, the small size of the InP acceptor 
can be related to reduced molar extinction coefficient when compared to the CdSe 
acceptor (Table 4). This means that the overlap integral of the FRET pairs using 
InP/3ZnS will be smaller, (Table 6, Figure 34), reducing R0 and negatively impacting 
FRET efficiency (Eqn. 4 & Eqn. 5). Comparison of the two acceptors by using the same 
donor (InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS, D3) show that decreased size overcomes the decrease in R0 
when switching to an InP based acceptor. When using the CdSe acceptor (A1), the sum 
of the donor-acceptor radii (the minimum distance between the donor and acceptor) is 1.4 
nm larger than when using the InP acceptor (A2), whereas R0 is only increased by 1.2 nm, 




(Table 6). A fast way of comparing FRET pairs is to compare their values for rDA/R0 
(Eqn. 5), with lower values resulting in more efficient energy transfer. rDA/R0 is 0.11 
larger for the InP-CdSe pair, indicating that its FRET efficiency should be lower. This is 
seen spectrally as the change in Fa/Fd for the InP-InP (D3-A1, Table 5: Row 4) pair being 
much larger than for the InP-CdSe pair (D3-A2, Table 5: Row 10) (Figure 33C & D). 
 
Figure 33: Fa/Fd at pH 7.4 and 3.5 for QD-QD FRET pairs using donors and acceptors of different 
material heterostructures. Error bars represent standard deviation of triplicates. TEM images of 
each donor (left) and acceptor (right) are shown as insets in each panel and represent 45 x 45 nm 
squares. Panels A & B use a large CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y donor with high QY. Because QY was high (30%) 
in comparison with the acceptors (1.4 %), and therefore background very low, titration of acceptors 
up to 40x absorbance ratios were done. A CdSe/1CdS/2Zns QD is used as an acceptor in panels A & 











































































QD Donor QD Acceptor J (x1016 M-1 cm-1 nm4) 
R0 
(nm) 







2.60 7.2 6.7 ± 0.6 0.93 
D2 InP/7ZnS 2.82 3.9 3.9 ± 0.4 1.00 
D3 InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS 2.84 5.3 3.6 ± 0.3 0.68 
D4 InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS 2.91 5.4 4.0 ± 0.4 0.74 




11.88 9.3 8.1 ± 0.7 0.87 
D2 InP/7ZnS 9.15 4.8 5.3 ± 0.4 1.10 
D3 InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS 9.24 6.5 5.0 ± 0.4 0.77 
D4 InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS 9.20 6.6 5.4 ± 0.4 0.82 
D5 InP/10ZnSe/3ZnS 9.24 5.6 5.8 ± 0.4 1.04 
Table 6. FRET parameters of interest for each donor-acceptor pair.   
 
 Because QD absorbance is broadband in the UV and increases at higher energy 
wavelengths, choosing donors that emit at shorter wavelengths can increase overlap 
integral. The extinction coefficient of the acceptor at these wavelengths will be higher at 
shorter wavelengths, increasing no (Table 6, Figure 34). The peak emission wavelengths 
of the InP donors are very similar, ~560 nm, while the CdSe donor exhibits emission 
around 510 nm (Table 4). The overlap integrals of FRET pairs using the InP accepter 
(A1) are very similar, as the difference in e between 510 and 560 nm is nominal. In fact, 
the CdSe-InP pair (D1-A1) has the lowest no when compared to the other systems using 
the InP acceptor, most likely due to the narrowness of the CdSe donor’s emission peak. 
In contrast, the CdSe acceptor (A2) absorbs more than two-fold at 510 nm when 
compared to 560 nm, resulting in the CdSe-CdSe pair (D1-A2) exhibiting no that is ~ 
30% larger than the other pairs using the CdSe acceptor. However, in a core-only system 
using QDs of the same semiconductor material, using a bluer donor requires decreasing 




with volume, a large CdSe alloyed donor was purposely chosen in an attempt to mitigate 
this effect.  
 
Figure 34. The molar extinction coefficients (left axis) of the InP (A1) and CdSe (A2) acceptors 
overlaid with normalized PL spectra of donors emitting at 510 nm (D1) and 560 nm (D4). The molar 
extinction coefficient of A2 increases much more rapidly than that of the A1, resulting in a larger 
different in acceptor-donor absorbance-emission overlap when blue-shifting the donor’s emission. 
 
 Besides overlap integral, R0 can also be increased by increasing donor Ф. R0 when 
using the CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y QD (D1) as a donor is 30-40% higher than when using any of 
the other donors presented in this report. The large alloyed shell of the CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y 
QD (D1) not only contributes to absorbance, but helps to retain Ф after ligand exchange. 
Ф of the CdSe based acceptor after ligand exchange is much lower because it has a much 
thinner shell.26 While brightness tuning was achieved this way, the increased size of the 
donor becomes an issue in FRET sensing. Additionally, the low QY of the acceptor, 
while lowering background emission from direct excitation, will also decrease the degree 















































CdxZn1-xSeyS1-y donor paired with a red emitting CdSe acceptor (D1-A2, Table 5: Row 9), 
Fa/Fd does not change upon aggregation (Figure 33A). However, by switching to an InP 
based acceptor with equally low QY, but whose size is much smaller, enough energy 
transfer is achieved that an increase in Fa/Fd is seen after aggregation (D1-A1, Table 5: 
Row 2) (Figure 33B). Because change in Fa/Fd after aggregation was not seen at 
acceptor/donor absorbance ratios < 4 and Fa/Fd before aggregation was still very low at 
those ratios, pairs using the CdSe alloyed donor were titrated up to a 40x absorbance ratio 
to confirm that presence or absence of energy transfer. Absorbance ratios were not 
increased past 40, where Fa/Fd of the un-aggregated system was greater than 1 (Figure 
33A & B).  
 The trends between our aggregation assays using QD-QD pairs of different core 
material provide great insight in how to engineer these systems for a visible output. 
Through analysis of bulk semiconductor absorbance and previously reported 
relationships between size and emission color for InP and CdSe core QDs, we predicted 
that using either a CdSe-InP or InP-InP pair would provide the best outcomes. 
Experimental outcomes matched these predictions, indicating that intelligent design of 
QD-QD FRET systems can be used to optimize sensors for color-change output.  
4.2.5 Effect of Donor QD Shell Material on FRET 
Next, we compared different InP-based core/shell heterostructures to probe how 
shell material impacts the QD’s utility as a FRET donor. ZnS is very traditionally used 




forms Type-I heterostructures with many different QD core materials.238,255,256 ZnSe also 
has a relatively large bandgap (2.69 eV, 460 nm),217 but is less often used. Noting that 
ZnSe absorbs at a common QD excitation wavelength (400 or 405 nm) while ZnS does 
not (Figure 32A), we hypothesized that we could tune the absorbance of InP QDs at 400 
nm by including ZnSe in their shell. Additionally, the lattice mismatch between InP and 
ZnSe (4.9%) is much lower than that of InP and ZnS (7.8 %), which can help improve 
QY.257,258 
 To facilitate analysis, donors with similar size and emission wavelength were 
compared. Specifically, InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS (D4) and InP/7ZnS (D2) green QD donors ( 
Table 4, r = 2.3 and r = 2.2, respectively) were aggregated with the same acceptor 
(InP/3ZnS, A1) and their outputs compared (Table 5: Rows 3 & 7). The emission 
wavelength peak is centered around 560 nm for both donors, but the quantum yield of the 
InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS donor is higher (4.2 vs. 0.7%), resulting in increased R0 (Table 6) and 
promoting FRET efficiency. Comparison of the donors’ estimated extinction coefficients 
shows that the ZnSe shelled QD absorbs ~7x more than that of the ZnS shelled QD at 400 
nm (Table 4, Figure 35A). The difference in absorption profiles changes as the 
wavelength (energy) decreases (increases) and the ZnS shell is no longer optically 
transparent. At ~ 350 nm, the InP/7ZnS donor absorbs similarly to the InP/3ZnS acceptor, 
which exhibits additional absorption from the larger InP core. However, even at 350 nm, 
the 7 ZnSe shelled donor absorbs ~2x more.  
Fa/Fd increases after aggregation in both systems but is much higher when using 




Fa/Fd at pH 7.4 is expected for the ZnS system due to its low QY, the larger change in 
Fa/Fd contradicts the expected outcome when comparing rDA/R0 of the two shell systems. 
To interrogate this behavior, Fa/Fd for both pairs was replotted as fold change where Fa/Fd 
at pH 3.5 was divided by Fa/Fd at pH 7.4 to compare the degree of change in Fa/Fd 
between the two systems (Figure 35D). Interestingly, when using the ZnS donor, fold 
change after aggregation was the same regardless of absorbance ratio. The degree of 
energy transfer should increase with increasing acceptors per donor, and therefore the 
uniformity of fold change implies that energy transfer is low or absent. 
 
Figure 35: (A) Estimated molar extinction coefficients indicate that donor D4 absorbs 7x more than 
D2 and ~ 2x more than A1 at excitation wavelength 400 nm. Fa/Fd at pH 7.4 and 3.5 are shown for 
the D4-A1 (B) and D2-A1 (C) pair and then replotted as fold change to more easily visualize the 
difference in their trends (D). Change in acceptor emission as a function of absorbance in a control 
system consisting of only acceptors is identical at pH 7.4 and 3.5 (E), while it is enhanced when D4 is 
included in the system and acting as an energy donor (F). When using D2 as a donor, the trend in 
acceptor emission is decreased (G). Fold change is re-plotted as a function of acceptor to donor molar 
ratio (H). 
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 Using the estimated extinction coefficients given in Table 4, the fold change data 
was re-plotted as a function of molar ratio and it becomes apparent that number of 
acceptors per donor is much smaller in the InP/7ZnS system, making it a much less 
efficient energy transfer system (Figure 35H). Additionally, when looking only at the 
change in Fa as a function of acceptor absorbance, when using the ZnS donor, the 
aggregated system actually shows a decrease in acceptor emission (Figure 35F). On the 
other hand, the ZnSe system shows enhancement as would be expected from an energy 
transfer system (Figure 35G). In a control system consisting of only acceptors, change in 
Fa is identical at pH 3.5 and pH 7.4.  
 Estimated ] is very low when using the InP/7ZnS donor, explaining the absence 
of energy transfer seen in that system. ] could be increased, but Fa/Fd is already greater 
than 1 at these ratios (Figure 35C), making it a sub-optimal FRET pair for color-change 
sensing. This is doubly important when developing a bio-sensing format, as the effect is 
either magnified or diminished depending on the distance regime that the FRET pair is in 





Figure 36: (A) FRET efficiency as a function of the number of acceptors per donor for different 
donor-acceptor distances. If using the same number of acceptors per donor, the more compact FRET 
pair always has the greatest FRET efficiency. In systems with larger donor-acceptor distances, 
however, low FRET efficiency can be alleviated by increasing acceptor to donor ratio. In panel (B) 
each of the lines are normalized to their FRET efficiencies where n = 1 in order to more easily 
visualize the effect of increased acceptor to donor ratio on each FRET system. Lines are calculated 
by plugging into Eqn. 7. 
 
Because quantum dots can be relatively large when compared to normal donor-
acceptor distances (< 10 nm), it is especially advantageous to increase the acceptor to 
donor ratio in a QD-QD FRET system. Furthermore, when extended to bio-sensing 
applications, biological sensing pairs must be conjugated to the QDs. Some examples 
include: DNA strands, proteins and anti-bodies. Depending on the probe of interest, the 
distance between the donor and acceptor can increase dramatically. For example, a 
protein with a molecular weight of 50 kDa can be approximated to take up a space with 
radius ~2.4 nm.259 Typical R0 values are < 10 nm, so distance changes on the nanometer 
scale significantly affect FRET efficiency. Because direct acceptor excitation creates 
such a large background signal, previous studies of QD-QD FRET use an excess of 






















































shown for acceptors to donors ratios greater than 1, the acceptor emission is higher than 
that of the donor’s when the system is not undergoing FRET136,137 making the reported 
FRET pairs unsuitable for color-change sensing. Especially for bio-sensing applications 
where rDA will often be greater than or equal to R0, it is of interest to engineer quantum 
dot donors which absorb more than their acceptor counterparts. This will allow for FRET 
systems using n > 1 while minimizing acceptor background signal.  
4.2.6 Effect of Donor Ф QD on FRET efficiency 
The calculation for R0 includes donor QY as a variable (Eqn. 4) and therefore it is 
no surprise that increasing ФD will increase the amount of energy transfer in any specific 
donor-acceptor pair (Figure 36C). While it is advantageous to minimize hydrodynamic 
size in a FRET system by using small ligands that directly bind to the QD surface, ligand 
exchanges of this type are often met with severe decreases in QY. To alleviate this, some 
groups have reported that the introduction of zinc during the ligand transfer process can 
increase QY of QDs in the water phase.267 We use this method to ligand transfer an 
InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS QD donor and modestly increase its Ф from 4.2% to 6.8%. While this 
degree of change is not enough to significantly alter the ratio of Fa/Fd before aggregation 
(Figure 37A & B), fold change in Fa/Fd is very clearly improved by higher ФD (Figure 
37D) (Table 5: Rows 4 & 5). In fact, the donor with higher quantum yield shows change in 
Fa/Fd that results in color change starting at a lower absorbance ratio (1:1) than the donor 
with lower QY (1:2) indicating that it has potential for not only making a brighter sensor, 





Figure 37: Fa/Fd plots for InP/4ZnSe/3ZnS donors that have been ligand transferred with (B) and 
without (A) the presence of zinc before and after aggregation with InP/3ZnS acceptors. R0 as a 
function of QY for this specific FRET pair is shown in panel C, and fold change in Fa/Fd is shown in 
panel D. In Fa/Fd plots, error bars represent standard deviations of triplicates. Error bars in fold 
change plot were calculated using standard error propagation calculations. 
4.2.7 Effect of Donor Shell Thickness on FRET  
Having identified that including ZnSe in the shell improves the QD’s 

























































R0 = 5.8 nm
QY = 4.2 %





















attempt to enhance this effect. Previous reports (Aim 1, Chapter 3) have shown that 
CdSe/xCdS/2ZnS QDs of increasing shell thickness display enhanced ε400 by up to an 
order of magnitude, greatly increasing QD brightness and enabling the creation of a 
visual sensor.26 In interest of applying this knowledge and developing cadmium-free 
visual color-change sensors, InP/xZnSe/3ZnS QDs with 4, 7, and 10 shells (D3-D5) were 
aggregated with InP/3ZnS (A1) acceptors (Figure 38A-C, Table 5: Rows 4, 7 & 8). By 
increasing the size of the ZnSe layer in the donor QD, the QD’s absorption increases 
(Figure 38E) resulting in higher acceptor to donor molar ratios when titrating the assays 
by absorbance. As a result, when comparing the 4 and 7 ZnSe shelled donors, fold change 
of the 7 shelled donor is larger when plotted against absorbance ratios (Figure 38D). 
However, by using the estimated extinction coefficients to re-plot the data against molar 
ratio (Figure 38F), it becomes apparent that the 4 shelled donor exhibits a higher degree 
of FRET efficiency. R0 of the 4 and 7 shelled QD are similar, so the 4 shelled QD (r = 1.9 
nm) performs better at the same acceptor to donor molar ratios than the 7 shelled QD (r = 
2.3 nm) due to its smaller size. The thickest (10) shelled QD had the lowest quantum 
yield and the largest radius (r = 2.7 nm, R0 = 4.5 nm) and therefore showed the smallest 
change in Fa/Fd. Improvements in InP based QD synthesis to increase their QY could 
greatly enhance the efficacy of using thicker shelled InP QDs in QD-QD FRET, but was 





Figure 38: Fa/Fd plots for (A) 4, (B) 7 and (C) 10 shelled InP/xZnSe/3ZnS QD donors paired with 
InP/3ZnS acceptors. TEM images are shown as insets (45 x 45 nm squares). Fold change in Fa/Fd (D) 
is also shown for ease of direct comparison between the systems. Calculated molar extinction 
coefficients of the donor and acceptor QDs (E) were used to re-calculate the x-axis of the fold change 
plot (F) to help understand the trends between FRET efficiency and donor shell thickness. Error 
bars in fold change plot were calculated using standard error propagation calculations. 
4.2.8 Test Sensor 
 Lastly, we demonstrate the efficacy of using QD-QD FRET to transduce color 
change in a test sensor. Previously, we have only shown data at a neutral and very low 
pH, to ensure that aggregation occurs. However, the degree of protonation of CL4 is a 
function of pH and therefore the aggregation dynamics at different pH should differ, 
allowing for a range of colors to be produced. Here, an InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS to InP/3ZnS 
donor-acceptor pair (D4-A1) at a 1 to 4 absorbance ratio was selected for pH titration. 



















































































































a curve relating Fa/Fd to pH. It is clear that significant color change occurs; specifically, 
between pH 4.5 and 6.5. Upon the addition of base, the pH of each sample is raised above 
neutral (~8-12), which should result in the redispersion of the QDs. All samples returned 
to colors similar to that before aggregation, indicating reversibility of the system and 
providing further confirmation that color change results from aggregation-induced FRET. 
While this construct does not allow for sensing above neutral pH, the viability of using 
QD-QD FRET for color-change sensing is demonstrated.  
 
Figure 39: Fa/Fd as a function of pH for a InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS donor, InP/3ZnS acceptor FRET pair. 
Images of the pair undergoing FRET at different pH show a wide range of colors. The most 
significant color change can be seen between pH 4.5 and 6.5.  
 
4.3 Conclusions 
In this work, QDs of different material type and heterostructure are used as FRET 
donors and acceptors in order to illuminate how materials design can be used to optimize 
FRET sensing. The study focused on the development of FRET pairs where color change 
















is seen for use in POC sensing. We show that bulk semiconductor material characteristics 
can be used to a priori predict and design a QD-QD FRET system to your needs. CdSe to 
CdSe QD-QD FRET is not an optimal design for creating color change systems, 
especially when compared to InP-InP QD-QD FRET, as the trend between size and 
emission color results in acceptor QDs that are too large for efficient energy transfer 
when paired with large brightness enhanced donors.  
Additionally, our findings show that it is possible to create QD donors that are 
brighter than their acceptors by changing the material and size of their shell. For green 
emitting InP QDs of the same overall size, when ZnSe is used as a shell material, the 
QD’s estimated molar extinction coefficient is ~ 7x times larger than when just using 
ZnS. By increasing the size of the ZnSe layer, absorption of the green QD can surpass 
that of a red QD with a larger InP core, successfully creating QD-QD pairs where 
acceptor emission is less than donor emission, even at acceptor to donor ratios >1. This is 
significant for developing color change sensors, as we show that the most noticeable 
color change happens when Fa/Fd < 1 before aggregation. While larger change can be 
achieved at higher acceptor ratios in all cases, if Fa/Fd  > 1 before aggregation, color 
change is not seen. Finally, an optimal FRET pair using an InP/7ZnSe/3ZnS donor and an 
InP/3ZnS acceptor is used as a heavy-metal free test pH sensor that shows a large range 
of color change. Future work can be done to increase the quantum yield of InP QDs, but 
our results show that it is possible to engineer bright, cadmium-free, visible color change 





4.4.1 Quantum Dot Synthesis 
Cation precursors used for QD synthesis included cadmium oleate (Cd(OA)2), 
zinc oleate (Zn(OA)2) and indium oleate (In(OA)3) whose synthesis have been previously 
described.26,243 Se and S precursors were obtained by dissolving appropriate amounts of 
Se pellets or sulfur powder in ODE at final concentrations of 0.2 M. Both solutions were 
dissolved under standard air-free conditions as described above and stored at 90°C under 
argon. Stock solutions of 1M TOP:Se and 0.2M TOP:S were made in an argon filled 
glovebox by dissolving appropriate amounts of Se pellets or S powder in TOP at 90°C. 
Similarly, a stock solution of TOP:Se:S solution was prepared with final [Se] of 1M and 
[S] of 1.5M and stored air-free at room temperature.  
 CdSe cores were synthesized as described in section 3.5.1. Size and emission 
color of the cores can be modulated by changing amount of time at which the solution is 
allowed to react at 270°C. For this study, we made CdSe cores with an emission peak at 
580 nm by letting the solution react for 5 mins before allowing it to cool to RT. To shift 
the emission maximum of the QD to 650 nm and protect the surface of the emissive core, 
a single CdSe shell was added followed by 1 CdS, and 2 ZnS shells using the SILAR 
method described in section 3.5.1. The amount of precursor added in each cycle was 
calculated such that it contained the equivalent number of ions needed to form a single 
monolayer of the semiconductor material desired.  
Synthesis of large core-alloyed-shelled Cd based QDs was done by slightly 




Oleate (Zn(OA)2) and 0.4mL of 0.2M Cd(OA)2 were mixed in a 100 mL rbf under argon 
and degassed under vacuum at 80°C for 30 mins before heating to 300°C. While the 
solution was heating, a syringe containing 2 mL of TOP:Se:S solution was prepared in 
the glovebox. Once the cation solution reached 300°C, the anion solution was quickly 
injected and left to react for 15 mins before turning off the temperature controller and 
allowing to cool to room temperature.  
InP cores were synthesized in a method previously reported by Toufanian et. al.243 
For green emitting donors, medium InP cores were used and ZnSe or ZnS shelled on top 
via SILAR. SILAR on InP was done similarly as described for CdSe. The starting 
reaction flask was seeded with 100 nmols of InP cores in a 10% Olam/ODE solution at a 
final volume of 10 mL. ZnSe shelling was done using 0.2M Zn(OA)2 and 0.2M Se:ODE 
while ZnS shelling was done using 0.2M S:ODE as the sulfur precursor. Red emitting 
InP/3ZnS acceptors were made in the same method using the larger cores.  
CL4 synthesis and ligand exchange was performed using the protocol described in 
sections 3.5.2 & 3.5.3. ‘Metalated’ ligand transfer with CL4 was carried out in a modified 
protocol previously described by the Snee group.267 Zinc nitrate (Zn(NO3)2) was weighed 
and added directly to a 1mL solution of CL4 such to a final Zn(NO3)2 concentration of 
0.2 M. 1M NaOH was then added dropwise to the solution while stirring until the Zn was 
fully dissolved (~pH 10-12). The metalated CL4 solution was then used for ligand 
exchange in the same protocol when using CL4 alone. In samples containing metalated 
CL4, QDs were aggregated to the sides of the vial after overnight ligand exchange. They 




exchanging into 0.2M NaHCO3 by spin filtration (3x) on a 30kDa centrifugal filter.  
4.4.2 Quantum Dot Characterization 
 Photoluminescence (PL) spectra were taken with QDs in cuvettes or in plates 
using the MicroWell plate reader attachment on a HORIBA (Nanolog FL3-2iHR) 
fluorimeter. QDs were excited at 400 nm (SW = 5 nm) and emission was collected using 
a 300x500 grating centered around 600 nm (SW = 5 nm). Quantum yield measurements 
were taken using the Quanta-φ integrating sphere attachment and calculated using 
HORIBA’s FluorEssence software. For quantum yield measurements, QDs were excited 
at 400 nm (SW = 3 nm) and emission was collected using a 100x450 grating centered 
around 550 nm (SW = 3nm). Absorbance measurements were taken in a 1 cm pathlength 
cuvette on a Nanodrop 2000c spectrophotometer. Förster distance calculations were 
performed using MATLAB.  
4.4.3 QD-QD FRET Aggregation Assays 
 Aggregation assays were performed in 384-well black bottomed, non-binding 
Corning well-plates. For plate assays, QD stocks were diluted in diH20 immediately prior 
to their use. Donor and acceptor QDs were diluted to Abs400 of 0.1 and Abs400 of 0.4, 
respectively, with the exception of assays shown in rows 2, 6, and 9 of Table 5 which were 
made at concentrations 5 times higher. In assays with AbsA400/AbsD400 = 0 , 5, 10, 20 and 
40, donor absorbance was equal to 0.05 and acceptor absorbance was equal to 2. A 1 to 2 
serial dilution of the acceptor QDs produced four solutions with final Abs400 of 0.05, 0.1, 




acceptor solutions were mixed in Eppendorf UVettes resulting in five solutions with a 
donor Abs400 of 0.025 and acceptor to donor absorption ratios of 0, 0.5, 1, 2. For the 
donor only solution, 60 µL of diH20 was added. 20 µL of each solution was then added to 
the well-plate in sextuplicate. 20 µL of PBS, pH 7.4, was added to three of the wells, 
while citrate, pH 3.5, was added to the other three, resulting in three independently 
aggregated measurements at each pH. The pH of stock solutions was measured using a 
pH meter (Thermo Scientific, Orion Dual Star). PL spectra were collected as indicated 
above. For photographs, a UV lamp was used (Spectroline XX-15A, 365 nm, 120V, 60 
Hz, 0.7 A) for excitation and a camera phone (Samsung Galaxy S6 Edge+) used to collect 
images. For images depicting QDs in 200 µL PCR tubes, solutions were pipetted out of 





5. Aim 3: A Quantum Dot Fluorescent Biosensor Design 
for Rapid, Instrument-Free Small Molecule Sensing 
The impact of QD material choice and heterostructure design on QD-QD FRET was 
thoroughly explored in Aim 2. Several QD donors and acceptors of differing size and 
composition were tested and the relevant parameters for choosing QD-QD FRET pairs 
that exhibit color change were revealed. Importantly, we find that color change occurs 
when Fa/Fd of the system increases from < 1 to > 1. Of note is the fact that color change 
can occur even in the absence of FRET, as long as Fa/Fd is changing around 1. In fact, 
color change was seen for the un-aggregated control systems of a few of the QD-QD 
pairs tested (Figure 30B, inset). Besides FRET, several other QD-based fluorescent 
sensor formats exist. For example, FLISAs and LFAs can track the binding (or lack 
thereof) of fluorophores to a specific location (section 8). In Aim 3, we use the principles 
uncovered in Aim 2 to create a color change sensor based on local changes in QD 
concentration rather than FRET.  
5.1 Abstract 
Recently, a novel class of biosensors using allosteric transcription factors (aTFs) 
for in vitro small molecule sensing has been demonstrated. Here, a modular bead-based 
biosensor design that can be applied to any aTF-DNA-analyte system is presented. The 
sensor employs semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) as fluorescent labels for signal 
transduction whose exceptional brightness make visual read-out of the sensor possible. A 




nanomolar range. Easy to implement changes in the construction of the sensor, such as 
aTF concentration and bead color ratio, can modulate its limit of detection and linear 
range without altering the inherent binding kinetics of the aTF system. Assay components 
bind through self-assembly and read-out is possible less than 5 minutes after addition of 
analyte, making production and use of the sensor rapid and facile. Furthermore, the 
assay’s read-out is instrument-free, making it an excellent foundation for further 
developing into a fully integrated point-of-care (POC) device. Overall, the simplicity and 
modularity of the sensor design makes it a powerful platform for building a myriad of 
small molecule biosensors based on aTF-DNA interactions.  
5.2 Introduction 
Biosensors are used in a myriad of diverse fields including: drug discovery, 
biomedicine, food safety, security, and environmental monitoring. Aptamers/nucleic 
acids, antibodies, peptides, and enzymes are examples of biorecognition elements that 
can be harnessed and used for small-molecule sensing.268 However, in these systems, the 
types of analytes that can be sensed are limited and/or their production can be difficult 
and expensive. One class of recognition elements under-utilized for in vitro sensing is 
allosteric transcription factors (aTFs). aTFs are naturally occurring and used in nature for 
gene regulation. They include DNA and effector binding domains. When the effector 
molecule is bound, a conformational change of the aTF occurs that changes its affinity to 
a specific DNA sequence, causing binding or un-binding of the aTF and DNA. A 
common example is the lac repressor, LacI. LacI binds a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) 




repressing their expression. When lactose is present in the cell, it is converted to 
allolactose, which binds LacI, causing unbinding from the DNA sequence and expression 
of the proteins. In this way, the bacteria have naturally evolved to not waste energy on 
metabolizing lactose when lactose is not present in the cell.269 The number and type of 
aTF-analyte pairs is large and diverse.270–272 Some compounds that can be sensed include 
toluene,273 cholesterol,274,275 cocaine,276 and parathion276 (commonly used in insecticides). 
Generally, aTFs are used as gene expression switches in synthetic biology or for 
detection of small molecules in whole-cell biosensors.277,278 However, their use for in 
vitro sensing is sparse. Previously reported assays use a simple, commercially available 
amplified luminescent proximity homogeneous assay (Alpha) platform for signal 
transduction279,280 or apply standard DNA amplification methods (polymerase chain 
reaction, rolling circle amplification, and recombinase polymerase amplification, 
isothermal strand displacement) for developing the sensor for colorimetric read-out.280–282 
However, both methods require specific instrumentation or knowledge to interpret or 
develop the assay’s read-out. Our assay combined the strengths of previously reported 
sensors: it is easy to assemble and use while providing an instrument-free visible read-out 
by employing QDs as the fluorescent label. 
 QDs are semiconductor nanocrystals that exhibit size tunable emission 
(fluorescence) properties as a result of quantum confinement. Fluorescent sensors provide 
more sensitivity than when using colorimetric read-out—at the cost of having to buy 
special instruments for measuring their fluorescence.1 For point-of-care (POC) devices 




prohibitively expensive. QDs are especially suited for use in POC designs because they 
are brighter and more photo-stable when compared to traditional fluorescent dyes48 and 
have been shown to increase sensitivity of existing sensor formats that employ 
colorimetric read-out.51 Recent advances in using consumer devices such as cell phones 
and digital cameras for capturing and analyzing fluorescence can help to lower the cost of 
using QD-based POCs.57,67,69,70,283 Here, the brightness of QDs plays an integral role, as 
the sensitivity of consumer devices cannot compete with laboratory grade fluorimeters. In 
a particularly promising report by Petryayeva & Algar, a cell phone is used to both excite 
and capture fluorescence in a Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) bio-assay and 
show that QDs fluorescence can be measured at concentrations up to ten times lower than 
that of widely used fluorescent dyes.70 Additionally, QDs are much better fluorophores 
when trying to design ratio-metric sensors that simultaneously track two colors. QDs 
exhibit narrow, gaussian emission profiles minimizing bleed through between color 
channels and can absorb broadband at wavelengths blue of their emission peak—
requiring the use of a single excitation wavelength. Ratio-metric sensors are desirable 
because they are self-calibrating and make the sensor less sensitive to environmental 
factors. For example, when using a cell-phone or cheap LEDs to excite multiple QD 
samples for comparison, un-even illumination can be problematic if using a single color. 
However, if two colors are used, the ratio of the colors should be consistent, even if the 
overall intensity of each color separately is different from adjacent samples.  
 So far, assay designs that employ aTF-DNA binding for sensing small molecule 




either the development of the sensor’s signal or for the read-out of signal output. Here, a 
biosensor is designed that exploits the exceptional brightness of semiconductor quantum 
dots (QDs) to provide an instrument-free visual read-out. Furthermore, the sensor is easy 
to assemble and simple to use with rapid read-out, making it an ideal platform to further 
develop into a fully integrated POC device.  
5.3 Results and discussion 
5.3.1 Sensor Design 
The sensor utilizes a well-studied aTF-DNA-analyte system: TetR-tetO-
anhydrotetracycline (aTC). Scheme 2 illustrates the sensor design. Streptavidin coated 
agarose beads (SAbs) are labeled with biotinylated tetO (bt-tetO) and red emitting QDs 
(Figure 40) are labeled with TetR via histidine self-assembly. The SAbs:bt- tetO and 
tetR:QD samples are then mixed and the beads left to settle to the bottom of the assay 
tube. The beads used are ~ 50 – 100 um in size and settle without the aid of 
centrifugation in less than 5 minutes. The TetR binds tetO (affinity ~ 6 x 109 M-1),284 
bringing the QDs to the surface of the agarose beads (Figure 41), resulting in localized 
fluorescence within the assay tube when excited with a table-top UV lamp for excitation. 
When using a bt-DNA sequence that does not bind TetR (bt-Sbd), QD fluorescence is not 
found on the beads. The specific sequences used can be found in Table 7. Introduction of 
ATC to the system results in ATC-TetR binding, greatly reducing its affinity to tetO (~ 
40 x 105 M-1).284 TetR unbinds the DNA, releasing the QDs from the beads, which results 




Alternatively, the fluorescence signal can be captured using a cell-phone (or any 
commercially available camera/imaging device) and analyzed for quantitative analysis.  
 
	
Scheme 2: Scheme of the bead based pull-down assay. Biotinylated DNA is bound to streptavidin 
coated agarose beads. Quantum dots labeled with aTFs are bound to the beads through aTF-DNA 
interaction. In the presence of analyte, the aTF unbinds from the DNA resulting in the QDs binding 
from the beads. The resulting beads become visually less bright and if enough QDs are unbound, the 
top liquid portion becomes fluorescent.  
 
 
Label Sequence Description 
bt-tetO 5’-/Biosg/GTCATCCCTATCATTGATAGAGATACTG-3’ 
Binds TetR 
ctetO 3’-CAGTAGGGATAGTAACTATCTCTATGAC- 5’ 
bt-Sbd 5’-/Biosg/GAAACCGAGCGAGGGACACG-3’ Non-binding 
scrambled 
sequence cSbd 3’-CTTTGGCTCGCTCCCTGTGC-5’ 
Table 7. DNA sequences used in this work. The tetR binding portion of the DNA is underlined285 
DNA was biotinylated at the 5’ end of the sequence using a C6 spacer arm for attachment, denoted 









































Figure 40. QD Characterization. Panels A & B show TEM images of the green (A) and red (B) QDs. 
Scale bar = 20 nm. Normalized absorbance and emission spectra of each sample are shown in panels 
C (green QDs) and D (red QDs).  
	
Figure 41. Fluorescent microscope images of green and red QD labeled streptavidin beads. Beads 
labeled with Red QDs only show fluorescence when using filter set using a 500 nm short pass 
excitation filter and a 642 nm bandpass emission filter. Similarly, beads labeled green QDs only show 
















































































































The use of QDs not only enables visual read-out of the sensor, but also 
significantly enhances its modularity in terms of color and aTF selection. Alternative 
designs could use fluorescent dye- or protein-labeled aTFs, but the strategies for 
producing those constructs are more complicated and time consuming than the histidine-
based self-assembly mechanism that is possible with QDs.245 When using a QD as the 
reporter molecule, changing the aTF-DNA-analyte system would not require re-design or 
conjugation of any other sensor parts. Additionally, if the color of the sensor needs to be 
changed, the excitation source must be matched to the specific dye or protein used. On 
the other hand, QDs emitting in a variety of colors are commercially available and can be 
excited with a single wavelength.  
5.3.2 Changing aTF Concentration 
	
With interest in developing the assay for point-of-care applications, the effect of 
changing TetR concentration on QD loading to the SAbs:bt-tetO was explored. By 
increasing the amount of QDs bound to the beads, sensor brightness and ease of read-out 
should be increased. The tetO/TetR/QD ratio in these assays is 40/1/1 when using a 1/1 
TetR/QD ratio with a DNA concentration of ~ 2 uM—well above the literature affinity 
value of TetR for tetO, and lower than the affinity of TetR for tetO with ATC bound.284 
The degree of QD binding for each of the TetR/QD ratios was quantified by comparing 
absorbance measurements of the TetR/QD solution before and after addition of SAbs:bt-
tetO (Figure 42A & B). As TetR concentration was increased, QD binding to the 




concentration, but also to the fact that histidine based self-assembly to a QD surface is 




*s Eqn. 15 
        
Eqn. 15 can be used to theoretically calculate the fraction of QDs with exactly N 
acceptors attached when mixing at an average QD/aTF ratio of n. Statistically, if TetR 
and QD are mixed at a 1:1 ratio, approximately 37 % of the QDs are not labeled with 
TetR. Therefore, only ~63 % of the QDs in solution are actually able to bind. The 
percentage of functional QDs increases to ~ 87 %, 98 %, and 100 % when increasing 
TetR/QD ratio to 2, 4 or 8 respectively. These statistics are valid if using the monomer 
concentration of TetR. However, TetR is known to dimerize,286 so the actual percentage 
of functional QDs should be more similar to 40 %, 63 %, 87 %, and 98 % for the 1, 2, 4 
and 8x ratios respectively. If the fraction of aTF-labeled (i.e. functional) QDs bound is 
calculated using these statistics ( Figure 42C, patterned bars), the difference in binding 
for aTF/QD ratios > 2 is less pronounced. However, increasing aTF/QD still shows 
increase in QD loading, confirming the intuitive fact that a QDs labeled with more aTFs 
is more likely to bind a DNA strand. Changing aTF/QD ratio also changed DNA/aTF 
ratio. However, even at the highest aTF/QD ratio, DNA/aTF ratio was 5/1 when using the 
monomer concentration and 10/1 when using the dimer concentration. This is enough of 
an excess that the effect of DNA/aTF ratio on binding should be subtle. However, it is 
very likely that drastically increasing the DNA concentration on the SAbs could lead to 




This trend was further confirmed by taking fluorescence measurements of the 
supernatant after mixing the TetR/QD. The maximum photoluminescent (PL) intensity 
decreases as TetR/QD is increased, confirming that the number of un-bound QDs is 
minimized by increasing TetR concentration. Interestingly, although the percentage of 
QDs bound to the beads continues to increase as TetR/QD increases, bead brightness 
measured does not increase when TetR/QD is increased past 4, indicating that over-
saturation of the beads that results in QD-QD self-quenching is possible. Therefore, if 
increasing bead brightness is the only parameter of concern, a 4x TetR/QD ratio seems 
appropriate, as a large majority of the QDs should be available for binding and bead 






Figure 42: The Effect of aTF/QD ratio on QD/Bead loading. The absorbance of QDs pre-mixed with 
his-tagged aTF at different aTF/QD ratios was taken before (A) and after (B) the addition of DNA 
labeled beads. The difference in these absorbance measurements after considering a dilution factor 
of 2 were then used to quantify the fraction of QDs bound to the beads (C, solid bars). Additionally, 
the fraction of aTF-labeled QDs bound was estimated by considering the Poisson statistics as 
described in the text. PL intensity of the beads and supernatant further confirm the difference in QD 
loading between the different aTF/QD ratios (D). The decrease in fluorescence between the 4x and 8x 
samples in the supernatant indicate increased binding, indicating that the plateau in fluorescence 
between the two ratios is a result of QD-QD self-quenching.  
 
 In the assays shown, the prepared beads were all washed (Figure 43) before 
adding ATC to get rid of excess un-bound QDs. However, for the 8x aTF/QD 


























































































high that the supernatant is barely fluorescent. The assay itself is homogenous, requiring 
no washing steps regardless of the aTF/QD ratio used. Also having a wash-free protocol 
for constructing the sensor would facilitate scale-up of its production. To take advantage 
of this, QD concentration rather than aTF/QD ratio could be used to control QD loading 
on the SAbs instead (Figure 44).  
 
Figure 43. QD-SAbs Washing. If QDs are not completely pulled down onto the beads, the 
supernatant can be “washed” by exchanging the liquid 3 times with new buffer (1X PBS + 1% (w/v) 
BSA). Even without washing, it is obvious that there is very little non-specific binding when using a 
non-binding DNA sequence. 
 
	
Figure 44. Changing QD concentration and keeping aTF/QD ratio the same (8x) is alternative way of 
controlling QD/Sab loading and overall bead brightness. 












































While bead brightness contributes to improved visibility of the sensor, changes in 
TetR concentration can also have an effect on the sensitivity of the sensor for the 
detection of ATC. In order to investigate this, large batches of sensors using 1, 2, 4 and 
8x TetR/QD ratios were made and then titrated with ATC. The resulting tubes can be 
inspected both qualitatively (Figure 45) and quantitatively (Figure 46). Figure 45 shows 
camera phone images of the tubes after titration with ATC. Either bead or supernatant 
brightness can be used to determine general ATC concentrations for each ratio. The cut-
off for visual detection for each TetR/QD ratio is indicated by a white box. For the 1x 
ratio, QD concentration is not high enough to easily see differences in supernatant 
brightness by eye. However, this is the only ratio to show close to complete un-binding of 
the QDs from the beads—with visibly distinguishable differences being seen between 25 
and 100 nM ATC. For the 2, 4, and 8x ratios, change in bead brightness is visible, but 
much less distinct. Instead, the released QDs are easily seen in the supernatant. The 
visual limit of detection (vLOD) for the sensor increases from 12.5 to 25 to 50 nM as 
TetR/QD increases from 2 to 4 to 8, indicating that the sensitivity of the assay can be 






Figure 45. The Effect of aTF/QD Ratio on Sensor Visual Output. Images of QD:aTF+DNA:SAb with 
titration of small molecule analyte anhydrous tetracycline (ATC). Visual limit of detection can be 
determined by either looking at bead or supernatant brightness. Boxes are drawn around the lowest 
concentrations that produce easy visual discrimination between the adjacent tubes and is referred to 
as the visual limit of detection (vLOD). When observing the supernatant, the vLOD increases as 
aTF/QD increases, with the exception of the 1x ratio. In the case of the 1x ratio, QD/SAb is low and 
the release of QDs to the supernatant is difficult to discern by eye. However, it is the only ratio where 















































Figure 46. Analysis of Bead Assay Using a Smart Phone Camera. Both the bead (A & B) and 
supernatant (C & D) were analyzed by importing the images from Figure 45 into ImageJ and 
analyzing their intensities in the red channel. The actual intensity values obtained are shown in 
panels A & C in order to illustrate the difference in intensities between the different aTF/QD ratios. 
The values were then normalized to the minimum and maximum values obtained for each ratio in 
order to better visualize the differences in their EC50 (B & D). 
 
The major draw-back of visual sensing is that it is often only useful for Yes/No 
type sensing. For example, in the 1x sensor, the difference between the tubes with 100 
nM and 3.2 uM ATC is undistinguishable by eye. To make the sensor more quantitative, 
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processing software ImageJ.287 Figure 46 shows both the unnormalized (A & C) and 
normalized (B & D) results obtained when analyzing both the beads (A & B) and 
supernatant (C & D). Un-normalized data clearly shows the difference in brightness of 
the sensors when using different TetR/QD ratios. However, the difference in EC50 is 
more easily seen when looking at the normalized data. The same trend is found when 
analyzing the assay photos; EC50 is shifted to higher concentrations as TetR/QD 
increases. Of note, is the fact that the analysis of the liquid has a very narrow linear 
range, making yes/no visual analysis more suitable when looking at the supernatant. 
Analysis of the beads, however, show linear ranges spanning ~ an order of magnitude. 
5.3.3 Ratiometric Sensing 
The single-color sensor described above shows great promise with visual 
detection limits at nanomolar concentrations. However, analysis of a single color is prone 
to error if not compared to a calibration curve. Ratio-metric sensors which compare two 
measurements within an assay are more stable and less likely to need calibration. For this 
reason, a two-color probe was designed to provide a ratio-metric read-out of the bead 
assay. Green QDs were chosen as the second color. They exhibit no spectral overlap with 
the red QDs which precludes the need to correct for bleed-through in the different color 
channels. (Figure 47 A & B). Figure 47B shows the two QDs bound to SAbs in separate 
tubes. Using ImageJ, the red, green and blue intensities were split. While there is no cross 
talk for the red QDs in the green channel, the green QDs do exhibit emission in the blue 




using green and red QDs it is possible to create the familiar family of “rainbow” colors, 
whereas mixtures of red and blue or blue and green produce gradients that are less 
familiar.  
 
Figure 47. Choice of Colors for Ratio-metric Sensor. Normalized PL spectra of the green emitting 
and red emitting QDs (A) show no emission overlap. An image of two QDs bound to SAbs and stored 
in separate tubes was taken and its color channels split using ImageJ (B). While there is effectively no 
red emission in the green channel, the green QDs show fluorescence in the blue channel. Panel C 
shows the colors mapped to the CIE 1976 chromaticity diagram. The line connecting the green and 
red dots indicates the possible colors that can be made by combining the red and green QDs at 
different ratios. Green was specifically chosen as it can produce the “rainbow” colors when mixed 
with red. 
 
In the two-color system, green QDs are labeled with biotin (grQD-bt) and 
irreversibly bound to the SAbs. They are then mixed with the SAbs:bt-tetO-TetR:QD red 






















released, changing the red/green intensity ratio of the beads which is visually seen as a 
color change (Scheme 3). Furthermore, by changing the ratio of red and green beads in 
the initial bead mixture, the onset of color change can be tuned (Figure 48). If an ATC 
titration of the single-color assay is done, the amount of green needed to create the best 
gradient of colors can be calculated. This is especially interesting because it means that 
the sensor can be tuned to change color at relevant analyte concentrations without having 
to alter the TetR-tetO-ATC binding kinetics. When using just red beads, ATC 
concentrations between 25 and 200 nM can be difficult to distinguish. However, if a 4:1 
red:green ratio of beads is used, samples with 50, 100, and 200 nM ATC are easily 
distinguishable. By using a 2:1 ratio, discrimination between 12.5, 25, and 50 nM ATC is 
possible. The ATC concentration where color change occurs can be tuned in this manner. 
At a certain point, the ratio of green to red beads becomes too high, and subtle differences 
in red intensity do not affect the color of the beads.  
 
 
Scheme 3. Two-Color Assay. To create a ratio-metric sensor, green QDs are labeled with biotin and 
non-specifically bound to the SAbs before mixing with red beads that exhibit reversible aTF-DNA 





















Figure 48. Color Chart Sensing. Changing the ratio of green to red beads changes the ATC 
concentration at which onset of color change is seen. Color charts (A) can be produced as an aid for 
visual sensing by using built-in color picking functions. Smart phone images are shown in panel (B) 
and the analysis of the R/G intensity ratios shown in panel (C).  
 
This cut-off is most likely to occur when the R/G is low. If R/G starts low and 
decreases after addition of ATC, the beads will consist mostly of green intensity in both 
cases. Discerning between two colors that are both mostly green will become difficult. 
Furthermore, the human eye is more sensitive to the color green than red.288 Different 
color combinations will have subtly different cut-offs depending on what colors are used 
and which color is unbinding, offering a different pathway for altering the sensor’s 
spectral response. This is of specific interest, because if single color calibration curves to 
are made to determine the intensity as a function of analyte concentration, a second color 
and its intensity can be calculated a priori to obtain the best color range and family for 
visible discrimination (Figure 49).  
For the sensor shown in our work, when using R/G = 1, it impossible to 
distinguish between concentrations above 25 nM, showing that there is no advantage in 
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see than the difference in bead brightness when only using red beads. ImageJ analysis of 
the photos shows that the dynamic range of the sensor greatly varies as the initial R/G 
ratio is increased, but EC50 is not significantly altered with the exception of the 4x R/G 
ratio.  
 
Figure 49. Color change optimization. A poorly (left) and well (right) optimized color system for an 
example calibration curve using red QDs. White markers in the chromaticity diagrams indicate the 
estimated color calculated from the spectra of the green and red QDs separately. Theoretically, any 
color along the line connecting the green and red points can be made by combining the two colors at 




An alternative strategy for making the sensor ratio-metric using a single QD color 
would be to quantify the ratio of liquid to bead brightness (Figure 50). The dynamic 
range of the different aTF/QD ratios is not as different as when looking at just the beads 
or liquid separately. However, the error of the lower aTF/QD ratios is much higher, due 
to the lower signal to noise ratio of the liquid analysis. Once normalized, the curves are 




















































could be a strategy for multiplexing when using a cell-phone image. In this design, two 
colors of QDs would be bound to beads using different aTF-DNA pairs. A mixture of the 
two analytes could be added to the beads and the liquid/bead intensity analyzed in each 
color channel separately. Because QDs exhibit narrow emission profiles, colors with no 
cross-talk between color channels could be chosen, and up to three (R/G/B) analytes 
could easily be detected at once with no extra engineering of the sensor or measurement 
device.  
	
Figure 50. Single Color Ratio-metric analysis. Un-normalized (left) and normalized (right) data are 
shown to help visualized difference in dynamic range and EC50 respectively. 
 
5.4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we invent a platform for the creation of point-of-care sensors with 
visual output based on aTF-DNA binding and show that the sensor response can be tuned 
to relevant analyte concentrations of interested without having to mutate the aTF or 
















































but also effects sensor sensitivity. Lowering aTF/QD ratio improves sensitivity, but 
decreases production yield and bead brightness. The issue of bead brightness can be 
solved by using a low aTF/QD ratio and increasing QD concentration. However, if a no-
wash, high yield system is preferred, using higher aTF/QD ratios is necessary. In single 
color systems, bead brightness, liquid brightness or liquid to bead brightness ratio can be 
analyzed for quantitative measurement. Liquid brightness alone is most suited for yes/no 
sensing while bead brightness and liquid/bead brightness ratio can be used to sense at 
nanomolar concentrations. Visual read-out of the sensor can be improved by including a 
second color and looking at color change rather than bead brightness. Red and green QDs 
were specifically chosen as they form the most familiar color range when mixed. 
Changing the ratio of the red and green beads changed the ATC concentration at which 
color change occurred, making it possible to specifically engineer the sensor to change 
color at relevant analyte concentrations without having to alter the kinetics of the aTF-
DNA-analyte system.  
While some of the parts used in our assays were home-made, all of the parts could 
have been sourced commercially. Biotinylated QDs are commercially available and small 
ligand, 3-Mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), can be bought and substituted for CL4. In its 
current state, the sensor uses an external UV source to illuminate the samples. However, 
previous reports have shown that a cell phone camera and its flash along with a 3D-
printed holder can be used to excite, image and analyze QD fluorescence.70 If paired with 
a cell-phone application, sensor read-out could be done with the push of a button. The 




addition of the analyte without the assistance of any laboratory equipment. Overall, the 
sensor’s facile construction and modularity paired with its fast, simple, and instrument-
free read-out makes it the perfect template for further developing into a fully integrated 
POC device.  
5.5 Experimental 
5.5.1 Quantum Dots 
Red emitting QdotTM 655 ITK Organic Quantum Dots were sourced from 
ThermoFisher Scientific (Q21721MP). The large alloyed CdSe described in Aim 2, 
section 4.4.1, were used as the green emitting QDs in these assays. Both QDs were 
transferred into water phase using CL4 as previously described and stored in 1X borate 
buffer diluted from a 20X stock purchased from Thermo Fisher. 
5.5.2 Biotin Labeling 
For the green emitting QDs, the terminal carboxyl groups on the CL4 were 
reacted with biotinylated-amine from a commercially available kit (G-Biosciences BS16). 
In a typical reaction, 0.1 nmol of QD/CL4 was mixed with 20 uL of 1-Ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC, 1mg/mL) and 30 uL of N-
Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS, 1mg/mL) in 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) 
buffer, pH 7.0. The solution was mixed and sonicated for 2 hours. QD precipitates were 
centrifuged out and the pH of the remaining solution adjusted to 7.5 before adding 5uL of 
the amine-biotin dissolved at 1 mg/mL in MES, pH 7.5. This was left to stir overnight at 




Alternatively, biotinylated QDs can be purchased pre-functionalized with biotin from 
Ocean NanoTech.289 
5.5.3 Bead Assays 
In all experiments described in Aim 3, QD concentration is kept constant while 
aTF concentration is modulated from 1, 2, 4 and 8 times that of the QD. The SAbs come 
in a 50% bead/liquid slurry containing 0.01 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.2 with 0.05 M 
NaCl and 0.02% sodium azide. The SAbs were washed by replacing the supernatant with 
1X PBS three times before use. Bt-DNA labeling of the SAbs was done by adding 0.2 
nmol of DNA for every 50 uL of slurry while keeping the liquid:bead ratio at 1:1. Once 
mixed, the SAbs and DNA were left to rotate (Intelli-mxier RM 2-L) at room-temperature 
for ~5-10 mins while preparing aTF/QD stock solutions. aTF/QD stock solutions were 
made by mixing QDs with his-tagged aTFs and diluting to a final QD concentration of 
100 nM with 1X PBS + 1% (w/v) BSA. Once aTF/QD solutions with 1/1, 2/1, 4/1, and 
8/1 ratios were made, they were incubated with the DNA labeled SAbs at a 1:1 ratio such 
that the final QD concentration was 50 nM and the final bead/liquid slurry consisted of 
25% beads. The SAbs did not need to be washed after addition of bt-DNA because the 
amount of DNA added was ~15 times lower than the minimum loading capacity specified 
by the vendor ( ³ 15 ug/ mL ~ 60 uM). This was confirmed through UV-Vis in early 
stage development of the sensor (Figure 51). aTF/QD mixtures were incubated while 
rotating at room temperature for no more than 15 minutes before washing as described 




discarded and 1/3 of its original volume replaced with 1X PBS + 1% (w/v) BSA so that 
the final suspension contained 50% beads. 50 uL of this solution was then added to a 
series of 200 uL PCR tubes (up to 12). 50 uL of ATC at desired concentrations were then 
added to each tube such that the final volume was 100 uL consisting of 25 % SAbs. ATC 
was stored concentrated (2.85 mg/mL) in EtOH at -20 °C and diluted into 1X PBS for 
use.  
 
Figure 51. UV-Vis of a bt-DNA/SAb solution immediately after mixing and ~5 minutes after mixing. 
The final DNA concentration was 4 uM. Absorbance at 260 nm completely disappears, indicating 
that all DNA is bound at the assay concentrations used.  
	
5.5.4 Image Acquisition and Analysis 
Bead assays were taken by exciting the PCR tubes with a UV-Lamp (367 nm) 
under a cardboard box and taking images with a cell phone camera (Samsung Galaxy S6 
edge+). The images were then loaded into ImageJ and the colorsà split channels option 
was used to separate the red, green, and blue intensities. A circular region of interest 
(ROI) was then drawn either in the middle of the bead pellet or supernatant and the 























Standard deviation values for assays that show ATC titrations come from the standard 
deviation of pixel intensities within the drawn ROI. Once intensity values were obtained, 
the data was fit to the Hill equation:290 
   
 





 Eqn. 16 
   
where r is sensor response as analyte concentration x, and d is the slope at the steepest 
part of the curve. Experimental values for r(0) and r(¥) are plugged in and a least squares 
fit is used to fit the data using Excel’s solver function. r(¥) was estimated to equal 
r(xmax). Once fit, the dynamic range of the systems were normalized to the fit’s minimum 






6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 So far, we have demonstrated that QD-based sensors with visual-readout can 
become a powerful tool for lowering the barrier in developing cheap and easy to use POC 
devices.  The biosensor design reported in Aim 3 is especially promising. While proof of 
concept and modularity of the design has been established, several different directions 
could be explored in further developing this platform. 
To truly make the sensor relevant in POC applications, a fully integrated device 
should be developed. As discussed in the introduction, the Algar group has previously 
reported the design and implementation of a 3D-printed black box for imaging and 
analyzing QD based fluorescent assays with a cell.70 Integrating this design with a cell-
phone app would make it possible to provide an automated read-out with the push of a 
button.  
In terms of commercialization, the sensor’s cost is high. A very rough estimate of 
the sensor’s cost comes out to ~ $10/100 uL (~ 1 assay) only including cost of parts. In 
contrast, a previously reported aTF-sensor design uses a commercially available platform 
(AlphaScreen Histidine, Perkin Elmer 6760619) for signal transduction, costing ~ 1$/100 
uL (~ 4 assays) at retail. However, the AlphaScreen assay uses very specific excitation 
(680 nm) and emission (520-620 nm) wavelengths, requiring the use of a specific plate 
reader set-up which can cost thousands of dollars. For POC applications, this is 
prohibitively expensive and would require a technician for running and interpreting the 
assay. The bead assay presented, however, is much more modular and can use simple 




more promising design for translation into a POC device.  
Currently, the sensor uses streptavidin coated agarose beads (SAbs) as a surface 
to generate high local concentrations of QDs. While SAbs are easy to source, they are not 
cheap, leading to relatively high assay cost. Furthermore, the beads are made of a 4% 
agarose gel which could possibly allow for QD diffusion into the beads when storing for 
long periods of time, adding un-wanted, un-controlled background signal to the system. 
One alternative is to use a different bead substrate (i.e magnetic beads, different % 
agarose), but the cost of the assay would not be addressed. Fortunately, the principle of 
the assay design rests on changes in local QD concentration for sensing, and does not 
necessarily need to be performed on a bead substrate. Instead, cheaper, paper-based 
lateral flow assays (LFAs) or dip stick tests could be developed and used instead. Many 
cheap microfluidic devices for point-of-care sensing have also been demonstrated.291–293 
While several groups have previously reported the use of QDs in LFAs,6,60,61,64,65 to our 
knowledge, none have employed a second color to provide a visible color change read-
out. However, demonstration of using two QDs for multiplexing has been shown,62 
indicating that the development of our two-color assay into a LFA format is possible.  
Because we show that vLOD can be altered simply by altering the ratio of red to 
green QDs in the system, a multi-panel test-strip could be developed for visual sensing 
with extended sensing ranges as have been previously demonstrated with pH strips (Figure 
52). In the case of pH strips, different pH indicators that exhibit color change at different 




using only one indicator. A paper-based sensor would need to be carefully designed, but 
the same principle could be applied to the small molecule sensor described in Aim 3.  
 
Figure 52. Multipaneled pH strips (top) commercially available from Merck. Different pH indicators 
(bottom) that exhibit different colors at different pH are used in each panel to provide sensing in a 
wider range than would be possible if only a single indicator.  
	
 
Lastly, while the development of the sensor into a commercial device is of great 




presented, bead fluorescence intensity did not increase linearly with bead loading ratio, 
indicating that quenching occurred. The nature of this quenching was not fully explored; 
either 1) the high local QD concentration shielded some QDs from the excitation source 
or 2) the QDs were close enough to exhibit FRET. Experiments can be designed to look 
at how QD fluorescence lifetime changes as QD loading increases on the SAbs to 
determine whether energy transfer occurs. Additionally, if energy transfer is indicated, 
the difference in QD lifetime of the beads settled (and touching) should be compared to 
the lifetime when the same sample is stirred to indicate whether QDs attached to the same 
bead or different beads are interacting. The results from this could be used to inform 
sensor design, as the response curve of an assay will look different if FRET occurs. The 
information found from these experiments could be used to more effectively alter the 
response curve of the sensor.  
While FRET efficiency is affected by the number of acceptors per donor, n, the 
degree of this effect varies in different regimes (Eqn. 7). Typically, E(n) is calculated for 
a specific FRET system with fixed rDA/R0. However, in sensors that look at changes in 
local concentration, rDA is also a function of n, making it an interesting system for 
developing theoretical models. It is very likely that determining r (n) could provide a 
great deal of insight in how to alter the response curve of the aTF-DNA sensor without 
having to bio-engineer the aTF-DNA itself. This is of specific interest as a follow-on for 
this work, because the fundamentals of QD-QD FRET discussed in Aim 2 can also be 
applied for picking the materials to use in the sensor. For example, rDA can be estimated 




versa) through this equation:42 










1 Eqn. 17 
   
where V is the solution volume, NQD, is the number of QDs in solution, and r is the 
effective space each QD would take if evenly distributed in the matrix. In the simplest 
case, the relationship between rDA and NQD can be reduced to: 
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where [QD] is the total QD concentration in units of M (mol/liter). Increasing n, while 
keeping donor concentration constant will increase the total QD concentration, 
decreasing rDA. In typical solution based QD-assays, the QD itself is used a substrate for 
binding and the is concentration low enough such that any effects from different donor-
acceptor pairs do not need to be considered. However, in the case of our presented bead 
assay, or in an LFA format, NHI is very much a function of n. Rather than using Eqn. 18 
for estimating NHI(]), an equation taking into account the preferred substrate’s (bead of 
LFA) geometry and size would need to be hypothesized and verified. 
 As an example, Eqn. 18 is used in conjunction with Eqn. 7 to calculate E(rDA(n)). 
When plotted against Eqn. 7 alone, assuming rDA/R0 = 1 (Figure 53), it is obvious that the 




direct calculation of a sensor’s spectral response, the system can be more accurately 
predicted and efficiently designed if E(n) is known.  
 
 
Figure 53. FRET efficiency as a function of acceptors per donor when rDA is (purple) and is not 
(green) a function of n given by Eqn. 18. The donor concentration was set to 1M and [QD]total was 
calculated by assuming the donors and acceptors were mixed at a 1:1 volume ratio for each specified 








































This work has demonstrated the use of different QD heterostructures in bio-
sensing applications and has uncovered how using QDs with engineered optical 
properties can affect sensor performance. In the first two aims of this project, QD-QD 
heterostructure systems where the QD FRET donor absorbs more than its QD FRET 
acceptor were designed through bandgap engineering. In Aim 1, we increased the 
absorbance of CdSe/xCdS/ZnS core/shell/shell QD donors by increasing the size of their 
CdS shell. Detailed materials characterization of CdSe/xCdS/xZnS gQDs was done in a 
way that had not been previously reported and showed that increasing CdS shell 
thickness can significantly increase QD brightness. However, increasing shell thickness 
also increases the overall size of the QDs, negatively impacting FRET efficiency. The 
smallest QDs (thinnest shells) exhibited the best FRET efficiency, while the largest QDs 
were the brightest. By using donor QDs of medium size (diameter ~ 10 nm) sensors with 
both sufficient FRET efficiency and brightness were obtained such that changes in sensor 
intensity could be determined by eye. In this aim, it became clear that using gQDs as 
FRET donors is most advantageous for point-of-care applications, where the enhanced 
brightness of the sensor can be used for visual read-out. 
In Aim 2, brightness tuning of donor and acceptor QDs was further explored by 
designing and synthesizing several different QD heterostructures comprised of different 
materials and shell thicknesses. Because both the donor and acceptors in Aim 2 were 
QDs, increasing the absorbance of the QDs while minimizing their size was important. 




be increased past that of the acceptors. Specifically, using InP as the semiconductor core 
material greatly helped in keeping minimizing the size of red acceptor QDs, as CdSe QDs 
need to be much larger to emit at the same wavelengths as InP QDs. A thorough study of 
how properties fundamental to the semiconductor materials used in synthesizing the QD 
can inform its functionality in QD-QD FRET was presented, and systems that showed 
visible color change were highlighted.  
In Aim 3, focus was shifted towards designing a functional biosensor with visual 
read-out. A modular and effective design was invented for small-molecule sensing that 
achieves a nanomolar concentration limit of detection that is visible by eye. The sensor 
assay is easy and fast, and does not require a fluorimeter for read-out. Visible changes in 
sensor brightness or color can be used for yes/no sensing, while quantitative sensing 
could be achieved by analyzing images taken with a cell-phone. While more work can 
still be done, the design holds potential for development into a fully integrated 
commercial point-of-care device, showing that there is value in future researching the 
development of QD-based biosensors for clinical or commercial translation. 
Overall, this work has provided interesting new insights on how to apply 
fundamental materials science and engineering to improve QD-based fluorescent sensor 
design. A promising QD-based sensor platform was discovered that renews interest in 
exploring QD-based fluorescent systems for POC applications. Several future research 
directions were proposed, either focusing on routes for increasing the sensor’s potential 
for commercial translation, or for further exploration of how FRET can be used to inform 
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